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Abstract
A large number of secondary electrons with low energies (< 20 eV) is produced during irradiation
of biological matter. It is known that such electrons lead to fragmentation of DNA via dissociative
electron attachment (DEA). DEA happens via the formation of a resonance (transient negative ion).
Studying the properties of the resonances (energy and lifetime) is the first step to describe and un-
derstand DEA. Although isolated DNA constituents have been studied broadly, DEA is likely to be
affected by the environment. The goal of this research is a theoretical investigation of the influence
of the environment on resonance formation. The object of this study is low-energy collision with
pyridine (prototype of biological molecule) and thymine (one of the DNA nucleobases), both in gas-
phase and surrounded by water (forming small clusters). We provide a comparison of pyridine and
pyridine-H2O calculations for various standard scattering models (Static Exchange, Static Exchange
plus Polarization and Close-Coupling). For pyridine-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3, 5, calculations have been per-
formed using the Static Exchange method, whereas thymine and thymine-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3, 5, were
studied using the Static Exchange and Static Exchange plus Polarization methods. This research
gives an insight into how the water environment changes resonance properties. The presence of wa-
ter does not have the same effects in all systems studied. We confirmed that the effects depend on
the character of water as a proton donor or acceptor. We showed that the resonance shift depends on
the water binding site to the molecule and that it does not shift all resonances in one system equally
strongly. Additionally, isolated pyridine has been investigated in more detail, in order to compare
it with diazines, studied previously in our group. We found that the resonance formation in both
system is similar.
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1
INTRODUCTION
One of the main motivations for studying electron scattering from polyatomic molecules is the effects
of radiation damage on DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and other cell constituents. Knowledge of
DNA behaviour under radiation is essential to detailed understanding of radiation damage in living
organisms. It is a well-known fact that the exposure of living beings to high energy radiation may
result in very serious problems. These effects could (and still can) be directly observed after the
dropping of the nuclear bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 or after the Chernobyl disaster
at the nuclear power plants in 1986. Those disasters (and many other similar ones) caused the local
dosage of radiation received by living beings to be sufficiently high to bring about fatal effect, i.e.
death, grave physical injuries and genetic mutations passed to descendants.
Figure 1.1: Simplified illustration of the structure
of a cell. Generated using POV-Ray, a fragment of
the picture was created based on source [1].
Beyond the extreme occurrences, every liv-
ing body is constantly exposed to some dosage
of radiation due to the presence of ubiquitous
cosmic radiation and the existence of radioac-
tive isotopes on the earth (e.g. radon, uranium).
In additional, during specific medical treatment
and imaging, radiation is used in positive ways.
Particularly, nowadays, radiotherapy is a very
powerful medical tool to deal with diseases.
Therefore, in order to use radiation effectively, it
is necessary to have detailed knowledge of the
processes taking place in the human body during exposure to radiation. Especially in the cell nucleus
1
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where DNA is placed, because DNA is the element of a cell which is most sensitive for radiation (fig-
ure 1.1). Damage of the DNA can lead to fatal and long-term effects. Understanding biological
radiation damage can help to design better treatments, safer imagining and to improve radiation
protection.
Radiation may interact with biological matter by direct and indirect action. Direct action is any
form of radiation in biological material interacting directly with the targets (e.g. DNA) in the cells.
The target atoms may be ionized or excited, initiating the chain of events leading to biological
changes. It is the main process when radiation consists of neutrons or α-particle. Indirect action
happens when radiation interacts with other atoms or molecules (not being the target atoms or
molecules, i.e. mainly water) mostly leading to the production of free radicals that are able to dif-
fuse far enough to reach and damage the target. This indirect process is responsible for 67% of the
biological damage.
The chain of events is a sequence of events which is induced by the interaction of fast primary
particles with cellular constituents. The events can be divided into three major groups: primary,
secondary and radioactive [2, 3]. This sequence of events is still unknown but crucial to accomplish a
complete description of the effects of ionizing radiation in living cells.
All electrons originating from ionization by primary fast charged particles are called secondary
electrons (SEs) [4, 5]; including those coming from multiple ionizations or Auger events. The energy
of SEs ranges from ∼ 0 eV to ∼ 1 keV. Most SEs have low energies with a distribution that lies
essentially below 70 eV, with the most probable energy ∼ 9 − 10 eV [6]. SEs create the majority of
the reactive species, i.e. ions, excited molecules, free radicals and low-energy electrons (LEEs), which
initiate further chemical reactions.
Low-energy electrons are SEs with energy E < 30 eV [4, 5], that can mainly be generated by
water ionization. LEEs, through exchange of energy with the medium, finally become trapped by
electrostatic interactions with induced and permanent dipole moments of the surrounding molecules
and become thermalized. Thermal (E ∼ 0.025 eV) and epithermal (E < 5 eV) electrons disappear
mostly by recombination with ions, attachment to molecules or diffusion.
It has been known for a long time that ionizing radiation can induce mutagenic or lethal effects,
initiated by structural and chemical modifications of the nucleic acid bases [7] or the deoxyribose
sugar moiety [8]. But only since the pioneering study by Boudaïffa et al. [9] in 2000, it has been
confirmed that the low-energy (E < 20 eV), secondary electrons can also contribute to DNA damage.
The secondary electrons together with the neutral radicals and ions are produced along the radiation
track in a cell and afterwards interact with the constituents of DNA [10] (this is further explained
below). These were unexpected findings, because until then it was believed that only electrons at
energies above the ionization threshold could cause DNA breaking.
2
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Figure 1.2: Experimental results of electron in-
duced single and double strand breaks of DNA,
from Boudaïffa et al. [9].
Figure 1.2 shows results by Boudaïffa et al. [9].
As expected, single strand breaks (SSBs) and
double strand breaks (DSBs) appear at energies
above the ionization threshold, i.e. above 10 eV.
And their intensity continuously rises with elec-
tron energy in the investigated energy range,
i.e. close to the ionization threshold. But below
the ionization threshold, surprisingly, the pres-
ence of SSBs and DSBs does not disappear and
a broad peak is centered at about 10 eV. Further
work by this group after extending their exper-
iment to the electron energy range below 3 eV
gave results manifesting additional resonances,
but only for SSB formation [11]. The observed
low-energy peaks are due to the fact that elec-
trons can be captured by the molecule, as a re-
sult of that transient negative ions (TNIs) are
created which can lead to decomposition into several fragments - dissociative electron attachment
(DEA). This phenomenon is discussed below, in section 1.2. In this thesis we study resonances in
various systems.
1.1 SYSTEMS STUDIED
Before we present the systems studied in this work, in order to motivate our choice, we first describe
the structure of DNA and present some definitions important for this work.
DNA is a large molecule, a polymer, consisting of monomers called deoxynucleotides, with a
double helix structure. The ’backbone’ of each of the two strands consists of five-carbon sugar de-
oxyribose, shown in the left panel of figure 1.3 (in black) and phosphate groups (in red). Four ni-
trogenous bases (in blue) are attached to this backbone: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and
thymine (T) (in RNA uracil replaces thymine), the sequence of which specifies the genetic code. A
nucleobase linked to a sugar is called a nucleoside. The nucleoside together with a phosphate group
(in other words, a backbone together with one of the nitrogenous bases) builds a nucleotide. Groups
of nucleotides liked together in specific order create one strand of DNA. Deoxynucleotides usually
exist as a double-stranded structure with the sugar-phosphate backbones of the two different strands
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running in opposite directions [12] (the right panel of figure 1.3). The two DNA strands are held to-
gether by hydrogen bonds between two of the four the bases (adenine – thymine and guanine –
cytosine).
Figure 1.3: Structure of DNA. The pictures on the left and right are from [13, 14], respectively.
In living cells DNA always exists surrounded by water. Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is
an investigation of how presence of water changes resonance formation in biological molecules. The
theoretical investigation of a DNA strand surrounded by water is not currently feasible (the system is
too huge to perform R-matrix calculations). Thus, we focus on much smaller targets: small clusters.
A cluster is an aggregate of a countable number of molecules (between 2 to 107). Its size is between
a single molecule and a bulk solid [15]. Clusters are a type of material with different properties
from those of a molecule and a bulk solid. Their chemical and physical properties, as well as their
geometric and electronic structures are of fundamental interest since their structure is more complex
than a single molecule but less complex than bulk solid. There are several intermolecular forces
which can be responsible for binding molecules into clusters. However, in all clusters discussed in
this work, molecules are bound by hydrogen bonding. A hydrogen bond can occur between atoms
of different molecules or between atoms of the same molecule. The general form of hydrogen bonds
can be written as: X−H· · ·Y , where X is an electronegative atom (the donor), covalently bound to
a hydrogen atom. The hydrogen atom also interacts (more weakly than with X) with the second
4
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atom, Y (the acceptor). Y is also an electronegative atom, it has a lone-pair of electrons, which causes
atom Y to possess a slight negative charge. The donor atom effectively shares its hydrogen with the
acceptor atom, forming a bond stronger than a van der Waals bond, weaker than a covalent one.
We have been investigating small clusters containing one of the DNA nucleobases, i.e. thymine-
(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5, to bridge the existing gap between the gas and solvation phase (we also per-
formed calculations for isolated thymine, but only for comparison purposes, since this target has
already been studied [16] using the same method as in this work). However, we started our in-
vestigations with less complex molecule: pyridine. To understand this choice, we first present a
classification of DNA bases and discuss the past, present and future work undertaken at the OU.
Thymine, cytosine and the RNA nucleobase uracil are pyrimidinic nucleobases, derived from
pyrimidine [17, 18, 19], whereas guanine and adenine are derived from purine [20], see figure 1.4.
Pyrimidine belongs to a group of molecules called azabenzenes. Azabenzene molecules are benzene-
Figure 1.4: Classification of DNA bases depending on type of the molecule from which they are de-
rived. Guanine and adenine have purine character and thymine, cytosine and uracil have pyrimidine
character. In the figure the orange balls represent carbon, blue - nitrogen, white - hydrogen and red -
oxygen (from reference [21]).
like molecules with one to six carbons replaced by nitrogen [22]. Due to the high symmetry of
6-membered rings of benzene there is only one possible combination of replacing a carbon atom
with nitrogen to create a unique molecule, this molecule is called pyridine. Two nitrogen atoms
in a benzene-like ring can form three unique molecules, which are called diazines, namely they
are pyridazine (1,2-diazine), pyrimidine (1,3-diazine), pyrazine (1,4-diazine). Three nitrogen atoms in
benzene-like ring can also form three unique molecules, called triazine (1,2,3-triazine, 1,2,4-triazine,
and 1,3,5-triazine), and four nitrogen atoms form tetrazine (1,2,3,4-tetrazines, 1,2,3,5-tetrazines, and
1,2,4,5-tetrazines). Pentazine – 6-membered rings with five nitrogen atoms can form only one unique
molecule. Both tetrazine and pentazine are unstable compounds, while hexazine (also known as hex-
aazabenzene) is a hypothetical allotrope of nitrogen composed of 6 nitrogen atoms arranged in a
benzene-like ring.
5
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A study of diazines, 2,4-oxo pyrimidine and uracil (see figure 1.5) by Z. Mašín preceded this work,
see e.g.: [17, 23, 18, 24, 21]. The knowledge and experience gained by studying these molecules
in our group was used as the starting point for some of the calculations presented in this thesis.
In particular, the knowledge about the specific parameters most appropriate to perform R-matrix
calculations for isolated molecules was very useful. It also allows us to compare in more detail
results for pyridine with those for pyrimidine (see chapter 3).
Figure 1.5: Structures of diazines: pyrazine, pyrimidine and pyridazine; 2-oxo pyrimidine, 4-oxo
pyrimidine and uracil. The white balls represent hydrogens, orange - carbons, blue - nitrogens and
red - oxygens. The picture comes from [21].
Although the knowledge and experience in studying diazines was an important factor to investi-
gate pyridine, the main reason to chose this molecule for our studies was the possibility to compare
our theoretical results with an experiment. The experiment was planned by the collaborating exper-
imental group led by Sam Eden. The group is building an experiment to perform measurements of
electron scattering by molecular clusters which is able to determine different fragmentation channels
at The Open University. Experimental control over clustering conditions can be achieved by expand-
ing the target gas through a small nozzle with variable backing pressure followed by a skimmer. This
creates as stable supersonic gas jet with varying distributions of cluster sizes, depending on backing
pressure and nozzle diameter. The experimental set-up additionally contains a Stark deflector [25]
which allows the separation of clusters with different dipole moment/mass ratio (i.e. clusters with
6
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different components/size). Afterwards, different clusters can be selected by an additional skim-
mer [26]. Next, the chosen clusters are dissociated by a low-energy electron beam. Then, a mass
spectrometer is used to identify and quantify the anions produced. The conditions should be chosen
to give a small cluster (one pyridine with a few water molecules), since it is easier to separate small
clusters than large ones. This experiment will allow them to obtain yields for fragmentation chan-
nels. Pyridine was chosen by them because it possesses a quite big dipole moment and the fairly
different dipole moment/mass ratio for each cluster will allow them to separate more easily clusters
of different sizes. Due to many technical problems they do not have any measurements yet. We hope
that it will be done in the future and the pyridine calculations will be compared with experimental
results.
In this work both isolated pyridine as well pyridine clusters: pyridine-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5, have
been investigated in detail. Additionally, we performed some calculations for formic acid clusters;
calculations for the same clusters had been already performed using different method [27], therefore
the calculations for only one of them are presented in this thesis, and only for comparison purposes.
1.2 LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON PROCESSES
The low-energy regime is defined as the region below the ionization threshold of the target. The
electron-molecules interaction leads to several possible outcomes:
Elastic scattering AB + e− → AB + e−
Rotational excitation AB (j) + e− → AB(j’) + e−
Vibrational excitation AB (ν) + e− → AB(ν’) + e−
Electronic excitation AB + e− → AB∗ + e−
Dissociative attachment
AB + e− → (AB )∗− → A− + B
AB + e− → (AB )∗− → A + B−
Impact dissociation AB + e− → (AB )∗− → A + B + e−
Dissociative recombination AB+ + e− → A + B.
Elastic scattering is the simplest process and it does not change the energy of the scattering elec-
tron or the internal state of the target (no energy is exchanged). Inelastic processes cause changes in
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the internal rotational, vibrational and/or electronic state of the target molecule. Dissociative elec-
tron attachment (DEA) is a multi-step process in which the electron is captured in a resonant state,
(AB)∗−, or temporary negative ion (TNI) that may subsequently cleaves one or more of the molec-
ular bonds. As a results of dissociation, at least one neutral and exactly one stable anionic fragment
are produced (a simple model presenting this phenomenon is illustrated in figure 1.6). In the case
Figure 1.6: Illustration of the dissociative electron attachment phenomenon occurring in water
molecule. An electron is represented by blue ball. Generated using POV-Ray.
when the electron is not attached to any of the dissociative fragments the process is called impact
dissociation (illustrated in figure 1.7). The outcome of this process is: at least two neutral fragments
and the electron. In case of dissociative recombination, the outcome is fragmentation in, at least, two
neutral parts.
Figure 1.7: Illustration of the impact dissociative phenomenon occurring in water molecule. An
electron is represented by blue ball. Generated using POV-Ray.
Dissociative electron attachment is one of the main processes responsible for the break-up of
DNA. The process is well known from gas phase experiments [28] and with increased effort was
observed in condensed phase systems [29]. Since DEA happens due to resonance, studying the
properties of the resonances (energy and lifetime) is the first step to describe and understand DEA.
Therefore, the main focus of this work is characterising of resonances. More details about resonances
and DEA are given in the following sections.
1.2.1 RESONANCES
A resonance is the temporary trapping of a projectile (incoming electron) in a metastable state, leading
to the formation of a transient negative ions (TNIs). The processes can be observed in atomic, nuclear
and molecular physics. Resonances appear (in their simplest form) as sharp peaks in the integral
cross section or time-delay as a function of energy [30]. An example can be seen in figure 3.12, in
chapter 3. A resonance occurs only for a particular projectile energy (< 15 eV in most systems). Thus
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the phenomenon is characterized by its energy Er and width Γ. The last value is connected with the
lifetime τ of the resonance by a simple relation: Γ ≈ ~τ . For more details, see chapter 2, section 2.3.3.
The re-emission of the electron is called autodetachment (AD).
Several types of resonances can be distinguished:
SHAPE RESONANCE
A shape resonance is characterized by the capture of the incoming electron in a potential barrier. The
potential is a mixture of the short-range attractive forces of the target which is in the ground state
and long-range repulsive forces caused by the angular-momentum barrier of the incoming electron.
S-wave scattering, ` = 0, does not lead to shape resonance, because no centrifugal barrier is present.
The name of this resonance comes from the fact that the shape of the potential traps the incoming
electron.
The projectile electron, with certain probability, can tunnel through the potential barrier and then
it is trapped for some time (about 10−15-10−10 s [31] ) before it can tunnel back out. Autodetachment
is the most probably channel leading to decay of TNIs.
The electron is attached to a molecule in its ground electronic state, usually at low incident elec-
tron energies: in the range from 0 eV, usually up to energy of the first excited threshold of the target
(above this energy resonances have usually core-excited or mixed shape–core-excited character). The
negative ion potential energy curve/surface lies usually above that of the neutral molecule. How-
ever when this resonance has energy close to ground state energy, the potential energy curve may be
below the ground state energy for some geometries and the resonant state becomes a bound state.
CORE-EXCITED RESONANCES
A core-excited resonance is formed when the incoming electron excites the target molecule to an
electronically excited state (parent state) and simultaneously it is temporarily trapped in one of the
unoccupied spin-orbitals. It is built most often on a single excitation. These resonances usually
happen for higher incident electron energies than shape resonance (since they need enough energy
to excite the target). We can distinguish two type of core-excited resonances:
• Feshbach resonance (type I core-excited) – lying energetically below the parent state (usually 0
to∼ 0.5 eV below [32]). This resonance happens if the interaction potential between the excited
molecule and the impinging electron is strong enough to support a bound state. It has much
longer lifetimes than either shape resonance or the core-excited shape resonance described be-
low. This is because the autodetachment channel is closed by parent state, the decay to the
parent state is energetically forbidden. This resonance may decay into some nonparent states
from which AD or DEA is possible, however that implies a change in configuration, leading
to a long lifetime. The electron can also be released by absorbing again some energy from the
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system.
• Core-excited shape resonance (type II core-excited) – lying above the trapping parent state into
which they can decay. Its autodetachment lifetime is usually short. The name implies sim-
ilarities to the shape resonance, as their mechanism of formation is the same except that the
attractive part of effective potential arises between impinging electron and target molecule in
its electronically excited state. The approaching electron has enough energy to electronically
excite the molecule to which the electron is concurrently trapped.
VIBRATIONAL FESHBACH RESONANCES
Vibrational Feshbach resonances appear when the electron is trapped in a diffuse state, as a result of
interacting with the long-range dipole moment of the electron-molecule system. This dipole-bound
state is weakly bound, i.e it lies slightly below the ground state of the target. The incoming electron
captured in the diffuse state can excite the near vibrational levels of the parent molecule causing a
Vibrational Feshbach resonance.
DECAY OF RESONANCES
• Autodetachment (AD) is the most probable channel leading to decay of a TNI. The lifetime, τ ,
for AD processes is given by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle (the width of a resonance is
linked to lifetime by the relation: Γ ≈ ~τ ). In the case of a shape resonance, the lifetime is
a function of both the size of the barrier and the energy of the anion (i.e. the relative height
and thickness of the barrier which the electron has to penetrate). The lifetime differs between
molecules and between resonances in the same molecule, it is on the order of ten femtoseconds
to milliseconds. For shape resonances, the autodetached electron has the same energy as the
original, incoming electron. In the case of core-excited resonances some part of the initial kinetic
energy of the electron is left within the molecule (i.e. in the rotational, vibrational, electronic
degrees of freedom).
• Dissociative electron attachment (DEA) is one of the channels leading to decay of a TNI. It is the
most likely decaying channel for long lifetime resonances. It appears for specific, narrow range
of the incident electron energies, illustrated in figure 1.8. DEA is a bond selective process.
Which bonds in the molecule can be broken depends on the incident electron energy. Multiple
bond cleavages and new bonds formation are possible in DEA.
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Figure 1.8: Illustration of DEA in a diatomic molecule AB. The AB curve is the potential energy curve
of the neutral molecule, AB− is a curve of its anion. Ei is incident electron energy; Ebind is energy
needed to dissociate the bond; EA is electron affinity of fragment B. The picture comes from [33].
1.3 PRIOR RESEARCH
Since 2000, after the pioneering study by Boudaïffa et al. [9], mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter, many experimental and theoretical studies have been performed, in order to understand the
processes induced in DNA by low-energy electrons in more detail. DNA is a very complex system,
moreover, in living cells it always exists in a water environment. Thus the experimental work for
DNA fragmentation is difficult to interpret and theoretical electron scattering calculations are too
computationally expensive to be performed for such huge systems as DNA fragments. Therefore,
the research has been mostly centred on studying biological molecules and prototypes of biological
molecules in the gas phase (isolated molecules). However, DNA subunits have also been treated,
both experimentally and theoretically, in the solvation phase (a cluster containing only one molecule
different from water) and experimentally in the condensed phase. A summary of prior research
both theoretical and experimental are presented in figure 1.9. In the chart thymine and uracil have
been distinguished amongst the nucleobases because thymine is one of the molecules studied in this
work, and uracil has a similar structure and properties (the prior research for these two molecules is
presented in more details in chapter 5).
In order to simplify the study and to gain a better insight into the processes, not only have DNA
constituents been broadly studied but also the molecules from which they are derived as well as
prototypes of biological molecules.
Various experimental and theoretical techniques have been appied to investigate complex bio-
molecules (DNA subunits and their prototypes) and a large number of papers have been published
on the topic [3, 53, 55, 80, 81]. An extensive overview on the subject was given by I. Baccarelli [82]
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LOW ENERGY ELECTRON COLLISIONS
GAS PHASE
SOLVATION PHASE CONDENSED PHASE
EXPERIMENT THEORY
EXPERIMENT THEORY
EXPERIMENT
nucleobases [34, 35, 36]:
uracil [37, 38, 39, 40, 41],
thymine [42, 43, 44]
prototypes of nucle-
obases [45, 46, 47, 48, 49]
DNA backbone fragments [50]
nucleobases [51, 52, 53, 54, 20,
55, 56, 57]: uracil [58, 59, 60, 61,
62, 24, 63], thymine [64, 16, 65]
prototypes of nucle-
obases [66, 19, 17, 18]
DNA backbone frag-
ments [67, 68, 69]
nucleotides [70]
short DNA strands
[71, 72, 73, 74]
nucleobases [75, 76]
DNA backbone
fragments [77]
microsolvated
thymine &
uracil [78]
microsolvated
thymine &
uracil [79]
Figure 1.9: A chart illustrating prior research divided into experimental and theoretical study and
phase states. Some examples of work in these areas are presented. Thymine and uracil are distin-
guished in the chart amongst the nucleobases due to their importance for this work.
in 2011. Since in this thesis we are interested in the formation of resonances in collisions with DNA
bases and their prototypes in gas and solvation phases, we will focus mainly on the information
available about them.
Although, the majority of the research took place after 2000, the attachment energies of electrons
to the nucleic acid bases in their gas phases were measured in 1998 by Aflatooni et al. [34] (uracil
even earlier by A. R. Johnston and P. D. Burrow; the results have been cited elsewhere [83, 84]),
using an electron transmission spectroscopy (ETS) experiment. The experiment was performed for
the electron energy range between 0-5 eV for the targets uracil and thymine, up to 4 eV for ade-
nine and cytosine, and up to 3.5 eV for guanine. For all investigated systems they recorded three
pi∗ resonances. All three pyrimidinic nucleobases give a similar resonance spectrum, while reso-
nance energies for adenine and guanine are similar to each other but they differ form pyrimidinic
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nucleobases. These pi∗ resonances are associated with the three double bonds in the aromatic struc-
ture of the benzene-like ring. Already in 1975, the pioneering research into electron collisions with
azabenzene molecules (in ETS experiment) by Nenner and Schulz [85] showed that three electron
resonances of pi∗ symmetry are observed in each of the studied azabenzene (pyridine, pyrimidine,
pyrazine, pyridazine, s-triazine) and benzene (similar experiment for pyridine were performed by
A. Modelli and P. D. Burrow [86]). The two resonances lowest in energy have been identified as pure
shape pi∗ resonances, while the third one was suggested to have mixed shape–core-excited character.
This was confirmed by Winstead and McKoy [55, 87] in their calculations using the Schwinger mul-
tichannel (SMC) method. The mentioned studies of Nenner and Schulz, Modelli and Burrow, and
Aflatooni et al. will be used in this work as references to establish whether our theoretical results for
isolated molecules are accurate.
Much work has been done to study the DEA fragmentation processes for nucleobases and their
prototypes, e.g. [37, 39, 43, 38, 41, 44, 35]. Both long-life shape and core-excited resonances can lead to
DEA, therefore the study of these resonances is important and allows one to link low-energy electron
scattering results to the DEA processes described in the literature.
Although nucleobases and their prototypes have been broadly studied in the gas phase, there is
not much knowledge about the resonance characteristic and fragmentation channels in the solvation
phase. The only experimental work on DEA fragmentation process for solvated thymine and uracil
has been caried out recently by J. Kocˇišek et al. [78]. Theoretical calculations of electron attachment
energies and DEA cross sections of thymine/uracil system have been performed by Smyth et al. [79].
These investigations will be described in detail in chapter 5.
Since water attaches to DNA molecules by a hydrogen bond, the knowledge about the influence
of this bond on DEA cross section [88] and resonance characteristic [27] for non-biological molecular
can also be used. As reader will find out, we often refer to T. C. Freitas et al.’s work on formic
acid-water clusters (HCOOH-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2) [27]. They were the first to deduce that water acting
as a hydrogen (proton) donor stabilizes resonances – shift to lower energies, while water acting as
hydrogen acceptor destabilizes resonances – shift to higher energies. The main goal of this work is
to study the role of hydrogen bonds on the resonance characteristic, and to investigate whether the
Freitas et al.’s conclusion for formic acid also holds for benzene-ring molecules, i.e. pyridine and
thymine.
1.4 LAYOUT OF THE THESIS
In the next chapter, chapter 2, we describe the R-matrix method and a link between it and the more
general S-matrix theory. We introduce the resonance phenomenon from a strictly theoretical point
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of view. We also present computational tool which we use to perform our R-matrix calculations, i.e.
UKRmol+ suite. In chapter 3 we present our results on electron collisions with isolated pyridine.
In the following chapter 4 we use the information gained in chapter 3 for a detailed comparison
and analysis of the results obtained for pyridine-water clusters: pyridine-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5. Re-
sults of electron collision calculations with another system, namely thymine clusters, are presented
in chapter 5. In this chapter we introduce several clusters, with the main focus on the biggest one:
thymine-(H2O)5. Finally, in chapter 6 we summarise our finding for all targets studied. We also
discuss how our results help the understanding of the effect of hydrogen bonds on resonance char-
acteristics. Suggestions for the future work can also be found in the final chapter.
14
2
THEORY
In this chapter, information about electronic structure theory, which is important for this work, is
presented. It is followed by general information about scattering theory and a more detailed de-
scription of S-matrix and R-matrix theory. Scattering models, essential for this work, are presented
in section 2.5. At the end, the software used to perform R-matrix calculations is discussed.
2.1 INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC STRUC-
TURE THEORY
The electronic structure methodology is based on approximations needed to determine electronic
wave functions. The main reason behind the need for approximations is the electron correlation and
the non-separability of the Coulomb potential terms in the Hamiltonian.
The common way to solve the electronic part of the problem is to start with the Hartree-Fock (HF)
approximation. The basic concept of the Hartree-Fock approximation is that each electron feels an
average potential i.e. it moves in a so-called mean field generated by the remaining N − 1 electrons.
Therefore it is possible to express the many electron wave function as a product of N one-electron
functions.
H =
N∑
i=1
(
−∇
2
i
2
−
NA∑
k=1
Zk
ρki
)
+
N∑
i>j
1
rij
, (2.1)
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is replaced by the Hartree-Fock operator:
HHF =
N∑
i=1
(
−∇
2
i
2
−
NA∑
k=1
Zk
ρki
)
+
N∑
i=1
vHFi , (2.2)
N is the number of electron and NA is the number of nuclei in the molecule, Zk is the charge of
nucleus k, ρkj is the distance between nucleus k and jth electron, vHFi is the average potential expe-
rienced by the ith electron due to the presence of the other electrons.
The eigenvector of the Hamiltonian (2.2) can be written as a product of one-electron functions
since the non-separable Coulomb interaction has been replaced by a sum of effective one-electron
potentials. The wave function is expressed as a Slater determinant since it needs to be antisymmetric
according to the Pauli principle and it is given by:
|Φ〉 = |φ1φ¯1φ2φ¯2 . . . φN/2φ¯N/2|, (2.3)
where {φi}i=1 are molecular spin-orbitals with spin ’up’ and {φ¯i}i=1 are molecular spin-orbitals with
spin ’down’. The problem reduces to solving the following equation for each electron:
[
1
2
∇2i −
NA∑
k=1
Zk
ρki
+ vHFi
]
φj(xi) = εjφj(xi), (2.4)
where εj is the energy of orbital φj(xi). However, since the potentials, vHFi , depend on all orbitals
describing the electrons, the potentials (and therefore the orbitals) are determined simultaneously
using a self-consistent field iterative procedure, known as SCF-HF.
The φi orbitals are usually expanded in a basis set of Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs):
φi(xi, yi, zi) =
no∑
k=1
dikgk(xi, yi, zi), i = 1, . . . , no. (2.5)
The coefficients dik are the molecular orbital coefficients. The {gk}nok=1 are Gaussian functions and
have been optimised for accelerating the convergence of quantum calculations and collected in the
form of data base on a website [105].
To go beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation, the dynamical correlation between electrons must
be taken into account. This accounts for the fact that electrons do not move independently but in-
teract with each other via the Coulomb potential. The electron-electron repulsion can be taken into
account by using a linear combination of Slater determinants. This can be done because the Hartree-
Fock operator is Hermitian, so the set of all eigenfunctions of the operator forms a complete, or-
thonormal set [106].
A convenient way to express those other determinants is by taking the Hartree-Fock ground state
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as a reference determinant and promoting each electron from a occupied orbital to an unoccupied
orbital. If the occupied spin-orbital is indicated by the subscript a, b, c. . . and virtual spin-orbital by r,
s, t. . . , and all possible ways of forming a Slater determinant of HF orbitals are considered, the exact
wave function for any state of the system can be written as:
|Ψ〉 = c0|ψ0〉+
∑
ra
cra|ψra〉+
∑
a<b
r<s
crsab|ψrsab〉+
∑
a<b<c
r<s<t
crstabc|ψrstabc〉+ . . . (2.6)
If K is the total number of Hartree-Fock orbitals, N is the total number of electrons then the
number of possible combination of K objects taken N at a time is the binomial coefficient:
(
K
N
)
=
K!
(K −N)!N ! . (2.7)
When all possible Slater determinants are used the approximation is called Full Configuration Interac-
tion (FCI).
Although the FCI procedure using HF orbitals can give accurate wave functions, it can be compu-
tationally prohibitive. Therefore, many methods have been developed to limit the size and comput-
ing time of the calculation of wave functions, e.g. Multi Configuration Self Consistent Field (MCSCF),
Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field (CASSCF), etc. This last method will be used in this thesis
to generate all multiconfiguration target wave functions.
In the CASSCF approach, the FCI coefficients in equation (2.6) and the GTOs coefficient in equa-
tion (2.5), are optimised concurrently. The method allows one to determine how much the excitations
in FCI formula (2.6) contribute and, at the same time, the shape of the orbitals. In the first step of
the CASSCF procedure, the HF orbitals are used as a starting guess. Next, the frozen orbitals are
chosen; these orbitals are close to the nuclei and are not optimised. After that the doubly occupied,
active (which together with frozen orbitals are occupied by the N target electrons) and virtual orbitals
(which are unoccupied target orbitals) are selected. Both the doubly occupied and active orbitals are
optimised but, unlike the first ones, the second ones, are always doubly occupied and no excitations
out of them are permitted. The choice of active space is crucial to the success of the method, because
electrons occupying the active orbitals contribute to the wave function. The choice of active orbitals
depends on the electronic states being described, so there is no unique or best choice.
The CASSCF model is usually indicated by a pair of numbers: (n,m), where n indicates the
number of electrons being distributed among them active orbitals. The otherN −n electrons occupy
the frozen and the doubly occupied orbitals.
Once the frozen, doubly occupied and active orbitals are chosen, the CASSCF optimisation can
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proceed. The CASSCF energy of a target state is given by the equation:
ECASSCF = 〈ΨCASSCF |HN |ΨCASSCF 〉. (2.8)
ΦCASSCF , the CASSCF wave function to be optimised, has a form:
|ΨCASSCF 〉 = exp(γ)exp(δ)|Ψd〉 (2.9)
where |Ψd〉 is an initial guess wave function generated from the CASSCF configurations, while γ and
δ are upper triangle matrices that determine the optimised parameters: dik – the orbital coefficients
and c – the FCI coefficients.
2.2 INTRODUCTION TO SCATTERING THEORY
In classical mechanics, the outcome of a collision between two particles is fully determined by their
velocity and impact parameter (the perpendicular distance between the path of a projectile and the
axis passing through the center of a target). In quantum mechanics, since the concept of a path and
a defined velocity is meaningless and so is the impact parameter, the purpose of the theory is to
calculate the probability of the projectile interacting with and being scattered from a target, and the
final state of the target. The kinematic information about the projectile is stored in a set of quantum
numbers and a wavenumber ~k, which may contain information about its momentum.
The region of interaction between an incoming electron and a target molecule is usually no larger
than a few atomic diameters and, therefore, in practice it is not observable in classical mechanics. The
strength of interactions between the projectile and the target depends on the range of the potential. If
the potential is strongly attractive at close range, e.g. V = −r−3, then the incoming particle is trapped
by the potential and never emerges out of the attractive potential well [30] (figure 2.1). As ~r → ∞
the potential needs to fall off quicker than r−3 in order for a particle to behave like a free particle as
it moves far away from a target (figure 2.2 and 2.3). Figure 2.2 illustrates a direct scattering event,
where figure 2.3 depicts a case when particle is transiently trapped by the target.
Figure 2.1: An incoming particle
is permanently captured by an
attractive potential.
Figure 2.2: An incoming particle
is directly scattered by an attrac-
tive potential.
Figure 2.3: An incoming particle
is temporarily trapped by an at-
tractive potential.
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In the most general way, scattering theory can be formalized as follow (figure 2.4):
SCATTERING THEORY
TIME-INDEPENDENT
SINGLE CHANNEL MULTICHANNEL
TIME-DEPENDENT
SINGLE CHANNEL MULTICHANNEL
Figure 2.4: A flowchart illustrating the general formalism of scattering theory.
A collision between two particles can have different outcomes. Each of the final possible products
of the collision for a specific state of the projectile and the target is called a channel. Therefore, a
standard scattering process is called a multichannel collision when there are many different possible
states in which the target and projectile can emerged after collision, (figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Illustration of a multichannel process. An outgoing projectile has many possible channels
to leave the region of interaction.
Nevertheless, there are certain simple processes (e.g low-energy scattering of an electron off a
proton) in which only one channel needs to be consider. This case is called a single-channel process,
and it happens when all other channels are either closed (i.e. the other channels are energetically
inaccessible) or can be neglected. The formalism of single-channel scattering is much simpler than the
general case of the multichannel problem, but it includes almost all of the basic scattering concepts.
Therefore, following the canonical way of introducing elementary scattering theory, in this chapter
the scattering problem is first simplified to the single-channel case, in order to show in the simplest
way the important facts which result from the solution of the problem. Subsequently, this approach
will be developed into the multichannel case. These cases will be described in the time-independent
approach, since the method used to obtained results in this work is also a time-independent method.
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2.3 S-MATRIX THEORY
A standard approach to the scattering problem is to solve the stationary Schrödinger equation for
the wave function Ψ(~x) representing the projectile:
[
− ~
2
2m
∇2 + V (~x)
]
Ψ(~x) = EΨ(~x), (2.10)
where m is the mass of the projectile, ~x represents the three dimensional Cartesian coordinates and
V (~x) is the potential with which the projectile interacts.
The wave function Ψ(~x) is expressed as:
Ψ(~x) = Ψin(~x) + Ψs(~x) (2.11)
where Ψin(~x) is the incoming plane wave and Ψs(~x) is the scattered wave, a perturbation of the
incoming wave function.
2.3.1 SINGLE CHANNEL CASE
In the following, the partial-wave approach will be followed, in which a plane wave is expanded
using Legendre polynomials P`(cos θ) (it is introduced below, see equation (2.24)), this is called a partial-
wave expansion. The wave function of incoming electron can be expressed as:
Ψ =
∑
`m
u`(r)
r
Y m` (θ, φ). (2.12)
The asymptotic form of the scattered part Ψs(~x) should describe a free particle and should there-
fore be a solution to the free-particle Schrödinger equation.
To simplify the single-channel case even further, the next assumption is that the potential V (~x) in
equation (2.10) as r →∞ is spherical and vanishes:
V (~x) =
 V (r) , r <<∞,0 , r →∞. (2.13)
From now on atomic units are used throughout. After rewriting equation (2.10) in polar coordi-
nates and separation of variables: Ψ(r, θ, ϕ) = R(r)Θ`(θ)Φm(ϕ), the radial equation for the `th partial
wave is:
[
− d
2
dr2
+ V¯ (r) +
`(`+ 1)
r2
− k2
]
u`(k, r) = 0, (2.14)
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where k2 = 2m~2 E, V¯ (r) =
2m
~2 V (r) and u`(k, r) = rR`(r). The expressions for the products Θ`(θ)Φm(ϕ)
are the well-known spherical harmonics, defined as:
Y m` (θ, ϕ) = (−1)m
√
(2`+ 1)
4pi
(`−m)!
(`+m)!
Pm` (cos θ) e
imϕ, (2.15)
wherem ranges over all possible values: m = −`, −`+1 , . . . , `−1, `, and Pm` (cos θ) are the associated
Legendre polynomials (for the spherical potential m = 0, the notation P 0` (cos θ) is replaced by P`(cos θ)
and the polynomials are called Legendre polynomials).
To solve this radial Schrödinger equation, the region in which the scattering phenomenon hap-
pens is divided into three parts (see figure 2.6):
region A:
V¯ (r) = 0
`(`+1)
r2 = 0
 r →∞, (2.16)
region B:
V¯ (r) = 0
`(`+1)
r2 6= 0
 a < r <∞, (2.17)
region C:
V¯ (r) 6= 0
`(`+1)
r2 6= 0
 0 ≤ r ≤ a, (2.18)
where a is defined as the radius of the region beyond which the potential is negligible (that is, a
defines the boundary between regions C and B).
C
B
A
Figure 2.6: A division of region passed by
projectile into three part: outer region A, in-
termediate region B and inner region C.
The solution of the radial Schrödinger equation for region A is the asymptotic form of the spher-
ical Bessel function j`(kr):
u`(k, r)
r
= j`(kr) −→
r→∞
1
r
(exp(ikr − `pi/2)− exp(−ikr − `pi/2)) . (2.19)
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This corresponds to an outgoing and an incoming spherical wave. Therefore, comparison with equa-
tion (2.11) shows that Ψs(~x) ∝ 1r exp(ikr) is expected at large distances.
The asymptotic expression for the entire wave function for this region can be set to:
Ψ(r, θ) −→
r→∞ e
ikz + f(θ, k)
exp(ikr)
r
, (2.20)
where f(θ, k) is called the scattering amplitude, which is, in this case only, dependent on the polar
(elevation) angle θ (see figure 2.7) and wave number k (the equation (2.20) does not depends on
azimuth angle, ψ, because as it was mentioned before the potential V (~x) is spherical). The expression
for it can be found by matching the scattering wave function Ψs(~r) for the three regions (A, B and C).
x
y
z
x
φ
θ
r
Figure 2.7: A spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ): radial distance r, polar angle θ, and azimuthal angle φ.
The solution for the inner region B is a spherical Hankel function of first order, h(1)` (k, r). For
kr  1 (which is dimensionless), the function can be expressed:
u`(k, r)
r
= h
(1)
` (k, r) ≈
(−i)`+1
k
exp(ikr − `pi/2)
r
. (2.21)
In this region the entire wave function can be expressed:
Ψ(r, θ) = eikz + k
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)i`+1a`(k)h
(1)
` (kr)P`(cos θ) (2.22)
By matching regions A and B and knowing the expression for the spherical Hankel function for
kr  1, i.e. equation (2.21), the scattering amplitude can be rewritten as:
f(θ, k) =
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)a`(k)P`(cos θ), (2.23)
where the coefficients a`(k) are called partial scattering amplitude and can be found by matching the
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scattering wave function for region B and C.
The incoming wave from expression (2.22) can be decomposed into partial waves using the plane
wave expansion in terms of spherical Bessel functions [89] and Legendre polynomials [90]:
Ψin(~r) = e
ikz =
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)i`j`(kr)P`(cos θ). (2.24)
The spherical Bessel function can be expressed as a sum of two spherical Hankel functions:
j`(kr) =
1
2
(
h
(1)
` (kr) + h
(2)
` (kr)
)
. (2.25)
This has physical significance: equation (2.21) shows that h(1)` asymptotically behaves as an outgoing
wave, whereas h(2)` asymptotically behaves as
i`+1
k
exp(−ikr)
r and is thus an incoming wave. Thus the
incoming wave Ψin has features of both incoming and outgoing wave. By rewriting equation (2.24)
using the spherical Hankel functions sum, (equation 2.25), the incoming wave is expressed:
Ψin(~r) =
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)i`
2
[
h
(1)
` (kr) + h
(2)
` (kr)
]
P`(cos θ) (2.26)
Thus, transforming the formula (2.22) using (2.26) equation, the wave function can now be set to:
Ψ(r, θ) =
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)i`
2
[
h
(1)
` (kr)S` + h
(2)
` (kr)
]
P`(cos θ) (2.27)
where
S` = 1 + 2ika`(k) (2.28)
is defined as the S-matrix element for partial wave `.
This wave function looks like an incoming wave (2.26) and differs only by the S` next to the spher-
ical Hankel function expressing the outgoing wave. The full complexity of the scattering process is
comprised in the S-matrix element.
2.3.2 SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
To understand the meaning of the S-matrix element S`, the current conservation law needs to be
invoked. Since a potential cannot create or destroy particles, the total current density carried by a
wave function, integrated over a large surface containing the target must be zero.
If the sphere of radius R is much bigger than the volume of the target and it is centred around it,
the following formula is valid:
I =
∫
R
J · dR, (2.29)
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where I is the integral over the whole sphere R and the flux J is defined as:
J =
~
m
1
2i
(Ψ∗∇Ψ−Ψ∇Ψ∗) = ~
m
Im (Ψ∗∇Ψ) . (2.30)
The only possibility that integrating the equation (2.29) gives zero requires that |S`| = 1 in equa-
tion (2.27), which implies that:
S` = exp(2iδ`), (2.31)
where δ` is the phase shift of the scattering wave function gained on both directions of propagation
(on the way in and the way out), thus the 2 in this definition; δ` is real.
The other approach is to look at the asymptotic form, for large values of r (kr  1), of the
incoming wave (2.26) for each ` term:
ψ
(`)
in =
2`+ 1
2ikr
[
exp(ikr)− (−1)` exp(−ikr)]P`(cos θ). (2.32)
In this approach the whole wave function (2.22) can be rewritten for each ` term as:
ψ(`) = ψ
(`)
in +
2`+ 1
r
a`(k) exp(ikr)P`(cos θ). (2.33)
Since probability cannot be transferred from one angular momentum component to another, the only
possibility of modifying the outgoing wave without changing probability is to change a phase. Thus
the asymptotic expression for whole wave function is:
ψ(`) =
2`+ 1
2ikr
[
exp(ikr) exp(2iδ)− (−1)` exp(−ikr)]P`(cos θ). (2.34)
This shows again that the only response to the potential is a change of phase.
Applying simple algebra to the new expression for the S-matrix element (2.31) and its defini-
tion (2.28), the partial scattering amplitude can be now written in the form:
a` =
S` − 1
2ik
=
e2iδ` − 1
2ik
=
eiδ` sin δ`
k
=
1
k cot δ` − ik . (2.35)
2.3.3 ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF THE S-MATRIX: BOUND STATES
AND RESONANCES
It was assumed that the variables k, E and ` in the expressions above are real. By allowing them to be
complex, interesting properties of the complex partial amplitude, and thus S-matrix, can be obtained.
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As a first case complex values of k and E (thus as well k2) are considered, but the angular mo-
mentum ` is to remain real.
Expressing the asymptotic solution of equation (2.14) as:
u`(k, r) ≈ 1
2ik
(exp(i(kr − lpi/2 + δ`))− exp(−i(kr − lpi/2 + δ`))) , (2.36)
and next presenting it in the form:
u`(k, r) −→
r→∞ f
+
` (k
2) exp(ikr)− f−` (k2) exp(−ikr). (2.37)
where the functions f+` (k
2) and f−` (k
2), called Jost functions, are defined as [91]:
f+` (k
2) =
1
2ik
exp(i(δ` − lpi/2)), (2.38)
f−` (k
2) =
1
2ik
exp(−i(δ` − lpi/2)), (2.39)
and have the property
f−` (k
2) = (f+` (k
2))∗. (2.40)
Dividing (2.38) by (2.39), the expression for S-matrix element is obtained:
S` = exp(2iδ`) = (−1)`+1 f
+
` (k
2)
f−` (k2)
(2.41)
Considering the relation (2.35), the partial amplitude can be determined via the partial wave S-
matrix element S` = e2iδ` as:
a`(k) =
S` − 1
2ik
=
e2iδ` − 1
2ik
=
1
2ik
(−1)`+1f+` (k2)− f−` (k2)
f−` (k2)
(2.42)
The solution of (2.14) is an analytic function of the parameter k2 for the whole Riemann complex
surface. Because in equation (2.36), a parameter k is present, the assumption will be taken that this
parameter is this root of k2 which has positive imaginary part.
The solution (2.36) of equation (2.14) was obtained by assuming that for large r, the V¯ (r)u`(k, r)
and `(`+1)r2 u`(k, r) vanishes or, in other words, that V¯ (r)u`(k, r) and
`(`+1)
r2 u`(k, r) can be neglected
compared to k2u`(k, r). For those complex variables k2 for which the assumption is not right, the
function (2.36) is no longer a solution of the equation (2.14). Since, in the formula (2.36), the functions
exp(ikr) and exp(−ikr) are present and are defined for all values of k, the mentioned values of k2
need to be eliminated from the domain of the Jost function. The range of eliminated values k2 is
determined by the range of the potential and it is called left cut, e.g. −∞ < k2 < ν, where 1/ν is the
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range of the potential.
There is one more case when the ratio V¯ (r)u`(k, r) to k2 and
`(`+1)
r2 u`(k, r) to k
2 is not negligible,
i.e, when k2 = 0. These values also have to be cut from the domain of the Jost function. Mapping the
k plane on the k2 plane, two Riemann surfaces are obtained: the sheet for which Im k > 0 is called
the physical sheet and the sheet for which Im k < 0 is called the unphysical sheet [91]. In figure (2.8)
both sheets are presented simultaneously from different perspectives. In this figure the black dots on
the real negative axis of Im k > 0 correspond to bound states, the red dots on the positive real and
negative imaginary quarter of Im k < 0 plane correspond to resonances.
Figure 2.8: Riemann surfaces obtained by mapping the k plane on the k2 plane. The black dots
on the real negative axis of Im k > 0 correspond to bound states, the red dots on the positive real
and negative imaginary quarter of Im k < 0 plane correspond to resonances. The graphs have been
generated with Mathematica.
It can be easily seen that for every value of k2 for which f−` (k
2) = 0 the equation (2.42) has poles.
For these cases the radial wave function u`(k, r) (2.37) is reduced to:
u`(k, r) −→
r→∞ f
+
` (k
2) exp(ikr). (2.43)
If the poles of a partial amplitude are in the physical sheet (Im k > 0), then
u`(k, r) −→
r→∞ f
+
` (k
2) exp(iRe kr) exp(−| Im k|r), (2.44)
thus the function is normalized and it corresponds to bound states. However, then k2 = 2mE/~2
has to be real and negative, so the poles may only lie on the physical sheet, on the negative Re k2
axes (from 0 to some value which depends on potential). If the poles are in the unphysical sheet
(Im k < 0), then
u`(k, r) −→
r→∞ f
+
` (k
2) exp(iRe kr) exp(| Im k|r), (2.45)
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there is no physical limitation on the position of these poles, but the physical interpretation is possible
only when they are lying close to the physical sheet, i.e. when:
k2 = k2r −
ig
2
(2.46)
where k2r and g are real. Considering the case when k2r > 0 and g > 0 and using the relation that
k2 = 2mE/~2 and defining Γ = g~2/m, the following relation can be written:
E = Er − iΓ
2
. (2.47)
This energy is called resonance energy, where Er is resonance the position and Γ is resonance width.
The last value is connected with the half-time τ of the resonance by the uncertainty principle:
Γ ≈ ~
τ
. (2.48)
The larger value of τ , the better energy is defined, which also implies that the width is smaller. This
issue will be mentioned again when explaining methods for finding and analysing resonances.
From the unitary relation of the S-matrix [30]:
S`S
∗
` = 1 (2.49)
it can be easily noticed that corresponding to the pole, defined by (2.47), there is a zero in the S-matrix
for a complex energy in the upper half k-plane:
E = Er +
iΓ
2
. (2.50)
This energy corresponds to a virtual state.
If all other singularities of the S` matrix are far away and the real part of E lies close to pole, the
S-matrix can be expressed in the form:
S` = exp(2iδ
0
` )
E − Er − iΓ2
E − Er + iΓ2
(2.51)
Using expressions (2.31) and (2.51) the following relation can be obtained:
δ` = δ
0
` + δ
r
` , (2.52)
wherein δ0` stands for background phase shift. The last term in the formula, δ
r
` , is called the resonance
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phase shift and it is expressed as:
δr` = arctan
1
2Γ
Er − E . (2.53)
Resonances are one of the most interesting phenomena of scattering theory and they are of high
interest for this work. They are observed in atomic, nuclear, particle, molecular, and cluster physics.
They manifest themselves in the total cross section, the eigenphase sum, and the time-delay (when
these are investigated as a function of energy). A number of methods to identify and characterize
resonances are available. Some of these methods will be briefly described below.
2.3.4 CROSS SECTION
The differential cross section is defined as the square of the modulus of scattering amplitude (see
equations (2.23) and (2.35)):
dσ
dΩ
= |f(θ, φ)|2 = 1
k2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)eiδ` sin δ`P`(cos θ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (2.54)
The total cross section is obtained by integration of the differential cross section over the solid angle
giving
σtot =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
|f(θ, φ)|2 sin θ dθ dφ. (2.55)
Substituting the expression for partial scattering amplitude a` = e
2iδ`−1
2ik into (2.23) and then into (2.54),
the total cross section can be rewritten to form:
σtot =
∞∑
`=0
σ` =
4pi
k2
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1) sin2 δ`. (2.56)
For instance, the total elastic cross section is expressed in optical theorem by:
σtot_el = 2pi
∫ pi
0
dσ
dΩ
sin θ dθ =
4pi
k
Im f(0), (2.57)
where Im f(0) is the imaginary part of scattering amplitude f(θ) for θ = 0.
One way of identifying resonances is to look at cross sections. Resonances normally manifest
themselves as peaks in the integral cross sections (though not always: see section 2.3.5). By making
use of equations obtained in the previous section, the resonant cross section formula can be intro-
duced. If the background phase shift δ0` from equation (2.52) is zero then from (2.56) and (2.53) the
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expression for the partial wave cross section has the form
σ` =
4pi
k2
(2`+ 1)
1
4Γ
2
(E − Er)2 + 14Γ2
. (2.58)
At the resonance energy, i.e when E = Er the partial wave cross section has its maximum value
4pi(2` + 1)/k2 and it decreases to zero when the energy is significantly below or above resonance
energy.
In the case when the background phase shift δ0` from equation (2.52) cannot be neglected, the
partial wave cross section is given by [92]:
σ` =
4pi
k2
(2`+ 1) sin2 δ` =
4pi
k2
(2`+ 1)
(E−Er1
2 Γ
− cot δ0` )2
1 + (E−Er1
2 Γ
)2
sin2 δ0` . (2.59)
This equation implies that when the energy is E = 12Γ cot δ
0
` + Er the partial wave cross section σ`
is zero and it achieves its upper limit when E = − 12Γ cot−1 δ0` + Er. Fitting these expressions to the
cross section could, in principle, allow us to determine Er and Γ.
2.3.5 PHASE SHIFT
Another method to identify the presence of resonances is by investigating the phase shift (2.52). A
resonance is characterised by a pi radians jump in the eigenphase sum. The shape of the eigenphase
sum when a resonance is present is described by the Breit-Wigner formula [93, 94] which is obtained
by substituting (2.53) into (2.52):
δ` = δ
0
` + δ
r
` = δ
0
` − arctan
Γ/2
E − Er , (2.60)
The resonant part of the phase shift δr` increases from 0 to pi in the energy range of the reso-
nance. The nearer the zero of the Jost function on the unphysical sheet (Im k < 0) is to the real axis,
the more suddenly δ` increases (with respect to the cross section, the smaller the imaginary part of
equation (2.47), i.e. Γ, is the sharpest peak in the cross section).
Figure 2.9 illustrates how the change of the value of the constant background phase shift δ0` influ-
ences the shape of the partial cross section (2.59) near the resonance. These curves correspond to ideal
cases. In practice, the picture is often more complicated (e.g. the background phase shift can change
rapidly with energy and can completely mask the presence of resonance). Therefore, analysing res-
onances using the eigenphase method or looking at a cross section may not always yield accurate
results.
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Figure 2.9: The total phase shift δ` (top panel) and the partial wave cross section σ` (bottom panel)
plotted for four different values of the background phase shift δ0` . The δ` plots show the resonant
phase shifts for δ0` = 0,
1
4pi,
1
2pi and
3
4pi. The plots in the bottom panel show the corresponding
behaviour of the partial wave cross section. Picture adapted form [30].
2.3.6 MULTICHANNEL CASE
In the multichannel process a wave function, Ψ
γΓj,`j ,mj
γΓi,`i,mi
, which expresses the radial behaviour of the
scattering projectile, is described by more indices than for single-channel case, since there are more
possibilities in which state the projectile is before and after collision. The upper indices indicate the
state of the system before collision and the lower subscripts the state after collision. The indices i and
j correspond to the initial and final channels, respectively. The asymptotic form of the wave function
is:
Ψ
γΓj,`j ,mj
γΓi,`i,mi
(r) =
r→∞ δi,jδ`,`
′δm,m′Ψ
in
i,`i(r) + S
Γ
i,`i,mi;j,`j ,mjΨ
s
j,`j (r) (2.61)
where
Ψini,`i(r) =
√
2
piki
exp(−i(kir − `ipi/2)), (2.62)
Ψsj,`j (r) =
√
2
pikj
exp(i(kjr − `jpi/2)). (2.63)
The S-matrix element is now generalized to a full matrix with elements SΓi,li,mi;j,lj ,mj (E). It contains
all information about the collision. It can be transformed to the T-matrix by the relation:
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TΓ = SΓ − 1, (2.64)
to obtain a cross-section for transition from state i to state j:
σi→j(E) =
pi
k2i
∑
Γ
∑
S
∑
li,lj
∑
mi,mj
2S + 1
2(2si + 1)
|TΓi,li,mi;j,lj ,mj (E)|2, (2.65)
where S is the total spin of the system, si is the spin of the target state i and Γ indicates the irreducible
representation of the point group of the molecule.
2.3.7 TIME-DELAY
The investigation of cross section and the eigenphase sum does not always lead to the identification
of all resonances and/or their characterization. This is particularly true in the multichannel case.
They are unreliably close to electronic thresholds; they fail when resonances are too wide and may
not detect all resonances when these overlap. The method which deals well with these problems
is time-delay analysis [95] which allows for a more effective identification, because, in this method,
the background is completely separated from the resonance and resonances are separated from each
other. Most of the results presented throughout this work are obtained using this method. The
advantages of time-delay analysis over the standard methods have been discussed in many works,
e.g.: Baccarelli et al. [96], Shimamura et al. [97].
The time-delay is defined as the difference of interacting and free sojourn time spent by a projec-
tile within a distance a of a target in the limit of a→∞. The time-delay can also be understood as the
excess of the particle density present in the region around the target compared to the situation when
there would not have been any interaction, and then by dividing the excess by the total incoming flux
through a closed surface at a distance far away from the target centre. The time-delay is calculated
from the time-delay matrix Q-matrix and it is given by [95]:
tD = Tr[Q], (2.66)
where:
Q(E) = i~S∗
dS
dE
. (2.67)
is obtained from the S-matrix.
The most important information about the resonances is obtained from the analysis of the positive
eigenvalues (this is why the time-delay is also called the positive eigenvalues of the Q-matrix) and
related eigenvectors of the Q-matrix as a function of scattering energy. In many cases it is sufficient
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only to consider the largest eigenvalues of the Q-matrix, cmax, which represents the time-delay deriv-
ing from channels with the largest time-delay. Considering only the largest eigenvalues (the longest
time-delay) has an important advantage because this means that strongly varying but non-resonant
contributions do not need to be taken into consideration. This is crucial for targets for which many
channels are open.
At resonance energies, the dependence of cmax with E has a Lorentzian form given by:
cmax(E) =
Γ
(E − Er)2 + (Γ/2)2 , (2.68)
The eigenvectors of the Q-matrix corresponding to these largest eigenvalues also contain important
information. The square of their coefficients – |cj |2 is equal to probability of decay of the metastable
state into the jth channel. This is why they can be used to establish the parent state (the state of the
target just before capture of scattering electron) of the resonance (excluding Feshbach resonances,
because their parent states correspond to a closed channels for decay).
We can also distinguish, the opposite to the time-delay occurrence, a time-advance – the negative
eigenvalues of the Q-matrix. In this situation the incoming electron can be accelerated by passing
through a strongly attractive interaction region, or can be reflected by a strongly repulsive interaction.
The time-advance can also be observed if the initial channel corresponds to an excited state of the
target molecule. In this instance, the projectile can obtain additional energy by deexciting the target.
2.4 R-MATRIX THEORY
The R-matrix method is one of several methods used to solve scattering problems and it is the one
used in this work. It was first introduced 1947 by E. P. Wigner and L. Eisenbud [98] to solve scatter-
ing problems in nuclear physics. The fundamental idea of this method is that the configuration space
describing the projectile and target is divided into two regions: inner and outer region. The bound-
ary between these regions is defined by an R-matrix sphere of radius a. In the internal region the
problem is a many-body one and the interaction is strong. In the case of an electron scattering from
atoms or molecules this region must contain all the electronic densities of the target states included
in the calculation (must encompass the radial extent of the most diffuse orbital). In this region the
scattering electron becomes indistinguishable from the electrons of the target and both exchange and
correlation effects must be included. This makes the inner region calculation complex and only solv-
able numerically. In the outer region the interaction is weak and, in many cases, it is exactly solvable.
In this region the scattering electron is distinguishable from the target electrons and exchange and
correlation effects can be neglected. The inner region data is used as boundary conditions to solve
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the outer region problem. From the known solution in the outer region, the K-matrix and thus the
S-matrix and cross sections, can be calculated. In turn, from the S-matrix the time-delay can be ob-
tained, which allows one to determine resonance parameters (these can also be obtain directly from
the K-matrix).
The R-matrix method was developed and extended by many scientists. Comprehensive reviews
of the theory and their applications in molecular physics have been written by P. G. Burke [92], P. G.
Burke and K. A. Berrington [99], P. G. Burke and W. D. Robb [100] and J. Tennyson [101]. In order to
explain the basics of the R-matrix method the approach in this work we proceed as in [21]. First the
theory is presented for potential scattering followed by the case of electron-molecule scattering.
2.4.1 POTENTIAL SCATTERING
Here, as in section 2.3, the simplest scattering case is used: the scattering of a structureless particle
by a short-range spherically symmetric central field, described by the time-independent Schrödinger
equation (2.10) in the single channel case. The potential satisfies the same conditions defined by (2.16-
2.18), i.e. it is negligible in the region r ≥ a. As it was before, a is the radius where the short-range
potential vanishes, but here, additionally, it also means the R-matrix radius, i.e. the radius which
defines the boundary between inter and outer regions. It will be shown that the division between the
two regions is crucial in order to solve the scattering problem using the R-matrix method.
The radial equation (2.14) from the section 2.3.1 is here rewritten in the form:
[H− E]u`(k, r) = 0, (2.69)
where E = k2 andH is:
H = − d
2
dr2
+ V¯ (r) +
`(`+ 1)
r2
. (2.70)
In section 2.3.1 the solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation (2.27) was written in
terms of the S-matrix element and Hankel functions. In the R-matrix approach the radial function is
described using Bessel (j`) and Neumann (n`) functions and the K-matrix instead of the S-matrix,
u`(k, r)
r
= j`(kr) +K`n`(kr), (2.71)
where the K-matrix is related to S-matrix, in single channel case, as follow:
S` = (1 + iK`)(1− iK`)−1. (2.72)
It has been already shown that S` = exp(2iδ`) (2.31). By imposing this relationship and operating
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on (2.72), the K-matrix is simply given by:
K` = tan δ`. (2.73)
The K-matrix element is an energy-dependent constant and can be determined by imposing con-
tinuity of the logarithmic derivatives of the solution at r = a:
du`(k, r)/dr
u`(k, r)
∣∣∣∣
r=a
=
d(j`(kr) +K`n`(kr))/dr
j`(kr) +K`n`(kr)
∣∣∣∣
r=a
. (2.74)
By finding the solution u`(k, r) for r ≤ a and solving equation (2.74) the value of K` can be deter-
mined and that gives a complete solution of equation (2.69) for whole range of r. Also, by determin-
ing K`, relevant observables can easily be obtained (e.g. partial wave cross sections).
The u`(k, r) in the region r ≤ a is calculated numerically and has to satisfy the boundary condi-
tion:
u`(k, 0) = 0. (2.75)
In the region r →∞, u`(k, r) (2.71) has form of asymptotic Bessel and Neumann functions:
u`(k, r)
∼
r→∞ sin
(
kr − `pi
2
)
+K` cos
(
kr − `pi
2
)
= sin
(
kr − `pi
2
)
+
sin δ`
cos δ`
cos
(
kr − `pi
2
)
∝ sin
(
kr − `pi
2
+ δ`
)
. (2.76)
In order to determineK` advantage is taken of the fact that the general solution of equation (2.69)
for the external region, i.e. r ≥ a, is known and the fact that at the boundary r = a the solution
of equation (2.69) in the outer region has to be equal to the solution for inner region, i.e. it has to
fulfil condition (2.74). In general, in the region where the potential is non-zero, an analytical solution
does not exist. To obtain the solution for this region, the R-matrix method will be used, in which
the radial wave function u`(k, r) is expanded in an energy-independent basis, the so-called R-matrix
basis functions, Ui(r):
u`(k, r) =
∞∑
i=1
Ai(E)Ui(r), r ∈ 〈0, a〉. (2.77)
In practice the summation above is over some finite number n big enough to obtain an accurate
description of u`(k, r). Due to the fact that the method to obtain the basis sets is known, the problem
of determining the radial functions u`(k, r) (2.77) reduces to finding the coefficients Ai(E) for each
energy∗.
∗It will be later shown that even less than that is needed to solve the scattering problem.
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The fact that the radial functions are expanded in terms of the basis set implies the need to de-
termine the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in this basis set. Since the basis set is defined only
in the inner region, the Hamiltonian (2.70) is nonhermitian [100, 101, 21]. The nonhermicity can be
removed by adding an extra operator to the Hamiltonian. This operator derived by Bloch [102] is
called the Bloch operator and is defined as:
L = 1
2
δ(r − a)( d
dr
− b
r
), (2.78)
where δ(r − a) stands for the Delta function, a is the radius of R-matrix sphere and b is an arbitrary
constant which is often taken as zero. The Hamiltonian containing the Bloch operator is hermitian
and it is expressed as:
H˜ = H+ L. (2.79)
The basis functions in expression (2.77) are eigenvectors of this new operator,
H˜ui(r) = EiUi(r), (2.80)
and can be expand in the arbitrary basis, {vj(r)}ni=1 (it is essential for the R-matrix method that the
functions vj(r) do not vanish at r = a):
Ui(r) =
n∑
j=1
cijvj(r), (2.81)
with the cij coefficients obtained by diagonalizing the matrix of elements, 〈vi(r)|H˜|vj(r)〉.
By substituting the new Hamiltonian (2.79) into (2.69), the radial function is given by:
u`(k, r) = (H+ L − E)−1Lu`(k, r). (2.82)
But the radial function for the internal region is expand in terms of R-matrix basis functions (2.77),
thus:
∞∑
i=1
Ai(E)Ui(r) = (H+ L − E)−1Lu`(k, r). (2.83)
By multiplying the equation from the left by the basis function Uk(r), integrating over the inner
region and inserting the explicit form of the Bloch operator, the formula for the coefficients Ai(E) is
determined:
Ai(E) =
1
2
Ui(a)
Ei − E
(
d
dr
u`(k, r)
∣∣∣∣
r=a
− b
a
u`(k, a)
)
, (2.84)
where b is the arbitrary constant that comes from the Bloch operator. The expression (2.77) at the
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boundary r = a can be now rewritten in terms of the coefficients (2.84):
u`(k, a) =
1
2a
∞∑
i=1
Ui(a)Ui(a)
Ei − E
(
a
d
dr
u`(k, r)
∣∣∣∣
r=a
− bu`(k, a)
)
. (2.85)
The term before the brackets defines the R-matrix:
R(E) =
1
2a
∞∑
i=1
Ui(a)Ui(a)
Ei − E . (2.86)
The equation (2.85) can be rewritten using the R-matrix definition:
u`(k, a) = R(E)
(
a
d
dr
u`(k, r)
∣∣∣∣
a
− bu`(k, a)
)
. (2.87)
Performing simple manipulations of this equation, e.g. taking b = 0, dividing both sides by u`(k, a)
and matching the solutions of outer and inner region, i.e. for r = a by substituting equation (2.74),
the coefficient K`(E) is obtained:
K` =
j`(ka)− aR(E)dj`(kr)dr
∣∣
r=a
aR(E)dn`(kr)dr
∣∣
r=a
− n`(ka)
. (2.88)
2.4.2 ELECTRON-MOLECULE SCATTERING
In this subsection the R-matrix method, described in the previous section, is applied to electron-
molecule scattering. The aim of the previous subsection was to introduce the main definitions and
become familiar with the procedure. However, replacing a potential with a many-electron molecular
target vastly complicates the problem. Many processes may take place during a collision and the
multiplicity of channels has to be taken into account. In order to illustrate these electronic processes,
the R-matrix basis functions are chosen to reflect them as accurately as possible. That selection is not
trivial, and influences the quality of the scattering calculations.
INNER REGION
In this region, we describe the full scattering wave function ΨΓE(x1, . . . , xN+1) in terms of basis func-
tions (similarly to (2.77)) ΨΓk (x1, . . . , xN+1):
ΨΓE(x1, . . . , xN+1) =
∑
k
Ak(E)Ψ
Γ
k (x1, . . . , xN+1), (2.89)
where xi denotes the three spatial and spin coordinates of i-th electron; N is the number of target
electrons. The spatial part of xi coordinate can be indicated by [xi, yi, zi] and linked with spherical
coordinates by the relation: [ri, θi, ϕi] = [
√
x2i + y
2
i + z
2
i , arccos
(
zi/
√
x2i + y
2
i + z
2
i
)
, arctan (yi/xi)].
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The R-matrix basis functions ΨΓk are energy-independent and the energy dependence of the total
wave function, ΨΓE , is contained in the coefficients Ak(E). The index Γ runs over all irreducible
representation of the point-group of the molecule and includes the appropriate total spin. The basis
functions can be expanded using the Close-Coupling approximation:
ΨΓk (x1, . . . , xN+1) = A
nb∑
i=1
nc,i∑
j=1
Φi(x1, . . . , xN )γij(xN+1)aijk +
m∑
i=1
χΓi (x1, . . . , xN+1)bik, (2.90)
whereA guarantees the antisymmetrization of the whole wave function. The functions Φi(x1, . . . , xN )
describe bound electronic states of the molecular target; the number of states included is indicated
by nb. The functions γij(xN+1) describe the unbound (scattering) electron and are the only single-
particle functions which do not vanish on the surface of R-matrix sphere. The last functions in the
expression (2.90), χΓi (x1, . . . , xN+1), are L
2 integrable functions that describe the short-range correla-
tion polarization effects. The radial extent of these functions, as well as Φi, must be contained inside
the R-matrix sphere. A good description of polarization is essential to obtain accurate resonance pa-
rameters as well as accurate cross sections at low energy. The coefficients aijk and bik are analogous to
the coefficients cij in the formula (2.81). The choice functions describing target, Φi(x1, . . . , xN ) (type
and number of states, nb) and L2 functions of (2.90) establish a scattering model. These scattering
models are described in more detail in section 2.5.
The functions γij(xN+1) are called continuum function, and inside the R-matrix sphere are ex-
pressed as:
γij(xN+1) =
u`ij ,mij (rN+1)
rN+1
Y`ij ,mij (ΩrN+1). (2.91)
where Y`ij ,mij (ΩrN+1) are real solid spherical harmonics [103]. Inside the R-matrix sphere the contin-
uum is described using a combination of GTOs sitting on the centre of mass and on the atoms. The
index i enforce that only those spherical harmonic which couple with the target state i are considered.
On the grounds of the fixed-nuclei approximation (in which nuclei neither rotate nor vibrate) ,
the kinetic energy terms for the nuclei can be ignored and the Hamiltonian for the system, denoted
as HN+1, has the form:
HN+1 =
N+1∑
i=1
(
−∇
2
i
2
−
NA∑
k=1
Zk
ρkj
)
+
N+1∑
i>j
1
rij
+
NA∑
k>l
ZkZl
Rkj
, (2.92)
where Zk denotes the charge of the nucleus k and Rkl is the distance between the nuclei k and l. The
distance between the electron j and the nucleus k is denoted by ρkj and rij is the distance between
the electrons i and j.
The Bloch operator for this system is expressed:
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L =
1
2
N+1∑
i=1
nch∑
j=1
|ΦjYlj ,mj (xˆi))δ(ri − a)
(
d
dri
− b− 1
ri
)
(ΦjYlj ,mj (xˆi)| (2.93)
where j runs over all nch scattering channels, which are defined as: 〈ΦjYlj ,mj (xˆi)|; a is the R-matrix
radius; b is the arbitrary constant mentioned in previous subsection (see equation 2.78), and Ylj ,mj
are spherical harmonics. The angled brackets are replaced by round brackets to indicate that the
integration implied by the brackets is performed over the inner region only.
The steps to obtain the R-matrix are similar to those described in the previous subsection (equa-
tions 2.78-2.85). Therefore the final form is presented here:
Rij(E) =
1
2a
∑
k
wik(a)wjk(a)
Ek − E , (2.94)
where Ek is a R-matrix pole, while wik(a) is a surface amplitude defined as:
wik(a) =
(
ΦiYli,mi
1
rN+1
∣∣∣∣Ψk)
r=a
, (2.95)
where again the brackets indicate that the integration is performed only over the inner region angular
coordinates of the N + 1 electron. The radial integration is not performed, and the resulting radial
wave function is evaluated at r = a.
OUTER REGION
The outer region wave function, i.e. for rN+1 ≥ a, is expressed as:
Ψ(x1, . . . , xN+1) =
nch∑
j=1
Φj(x1, . . . , xN )
uj(rN+1)
rN+1
Ylj ,mj (ΩrN+1). (2.96)
The function uj satisfies the equation:
(
d2
dr2
− li(li + 1)
r2
+ k2i
)
ui(r) = 2
nch∑
j=1
∑
λ=0
aijλr
−λ−1uj(r), (2.97)
where ki =
√
2(E − Ei), and Ei is a channel energy, and the coefficients aijλ are related to the
multipole moments of the molecule target.
As in the previous subsection, the K-matrix can be obtained by matching the solutions ui(r) in
the asymptotic region r → ∞ to the scattering boundary conditions in each channel (equation 2.88).
After that we can link the S-matrix and T-matrix with the K-matrix:
T = 2iK(1− iK)−1, (2.98)
S = (1 + iK)(1− iK)−1. (2.99)
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2.5 SCATTERING MODELS
In this work, results will be presented for calculations based on three standard scattering models. The
quality of calculations depends on the chosen model and this choice depends on their purpose; it will
be shown that for comparison of the scattering calculation between two different targets more control
is given by the simplest model (for this purpose it is important to ensure that comparison is “like-
with-like”). The simplest method may be sufficiently good for that, but to obtain calculations which
may predict or recreate experimental measurements, more sophisticated methods are required.
STATIC EXCHANGE MODEL
The most basic scattering model among those described here is the Static Exchange (SE) approxima-
tion. In this model the target is described at the Hartree-Fock level and only the ground state of the
target is included in expansion (2.90). Polarization effects are not included, that is the target is not
allowed to be polarized in the presence of the incoming electron. The expression for the L2 function
in equation (2.90) can be written as:
χSEi : (ground state)
N (virtual)1, (2.100)
where the ’ground state’ label means the Hartree-Fock ground state configuration. The orbitals which
are indicated by the ’virtual’ label, specify a subset of those HF orbitals (see section 2.1) that are
unoccupied in the ground state configuration (in other words the ’virtual orbitals’ indicate orbitals
which are unoccupied in the ground state description of the target, ’N’ system, and can be occupied
in the ’N+1’ system). Since polarization effect are not considered, the only possible configurations
are with the incoming electron in one of the virtual orbitals.
STATIC EXCHANGE PLUS POLARIZATION MODEL
In the Static Exchange plus Polarization (SEP) model only the ground state, described at HF level,
is taken into account in equation (2.90). At this level of approximation the molecule is allowed to
be polarized by the incoming electron. Because of that the molecule is permitted to polarize, one
electron from the valence space can be promoted to one of the virtual orbitals. This effect is described
by the L2 functions, χi:
χSEPi : (core)
Nd(valence)N−Nd−1(virtual)1+1, (2.101)
where Nd is the number of frozen electrons. The core orbitals of the molecule are always doubly
occupied by the Nd electrons (see section 2.1). The valence orbitals are those occupied in the ground
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state from which single excitation are allowed. There is no simple way to choose the optimal number
of the virtual orbitals. If too few of them are used the quality of the calculations can be poor. On
the other hand, if too many are used the calculations can be ’overcorrelated’ (i.e. the effect of giving
a better description of the scattering wave functions than those of the target). To find this optimal
number, the calculations are performed with a various number of the virtual orbitals (chosen with
an increasing energy order).
CLOSE-COUPLING MODEL
In the Close-Coupling (CC) model the eigenfunctions ΨΓk , expressed by (2.90) also include target elec-
tronic excited states (but only those which are energetically closely-coupled). The main problem
using this method is taking care of quality in the description of the N-electron target wave functions,
Φi, and the (N + 1)-electron scattering wave function, ΨΓk . This requires good balance between the
choice of the target configuration interaction (see section below) model and the L2 functions con-
tained in (2.90). For these calculations the complete active space (CAS) configuration interaction
representation of the target wave function was chosen. With this choice, it has been shown [104] that
the L2 function for the CC model for molecules with large polarizabilities should be as follows:
χCCi :
 (core)
Nd(CAS)N−Nd+1,
(core)Nd(CAS)N−Nd(virtual)1,
(2.102)
where CAS expresses the orbitals of the active space, that together with the ’core’ orbitals are chosen
in accordance to the physical problem they suppose to describe. In the first set of configurations
in (2.102) the scattering electron occupies an orbital describing the target. In the second set, the
scattering electron occupies a virtual orbital.
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2.6 UKRMOL+ SUITE AND COMPLEMENTARY
TOOLS
In this section the software used to carry out the R-matrix calculations is described. The software,
called the UKRmol+ suite, is a re-engineered version of UKRmol suite (see flowcharts in appendix
A) with many new features. The UKRmol suite was developed for a couple of decades; a description
of it can be found in [107]. The new software, like its predecessor, is divided into two subsets of
programs: UKRmol+in (previously UKRmol-in) and UKRmol-out (which remains the same). The
subsets perform, respectively, the calculations linked to the inner and outer region in the R-matrix
method. Additionally, some of the UKRmol+in programs are also used to perform target calcula-
tions, as it was the case in the UKRmol-in suite.
The main new feature of this suite is that all the programs dealing with integrals and orbitals in
the UKRmol suite have been replaced with one program called SCATCI-INTEGRALS implemented
by Z. Mašín. The fundamental advantage of this program for the calculations described in this work
is that it allows one to use more partial waves in the calculations than UKRmol, which is limited in
practice to partial waves with `max ≤ 5. The other advantages are more practical: the UKRmol+ suite
is more compact (SWEDEN-based programs: SWMOL3, SWORD, SWEDMOS and SWTRMO as well
as GAUSPROP and GAUSTAIL† are replaced by SCATCI-INTEGRALS), it requires fewer input vari-
ables and the code can be complied using either double or quadruple precision. Moreover, the code
is implemented both for serial and parallel execution of the programs. It is also more flexible in use,
i.e. calculation can be performed either in spherical or Cartesian coordinates. The disadvantage of
the new suite is that it requires a MOLDEN file (which provides orbitals of a calculated system) as
an input for the SCATCI-INTEGRALS program, which can be only obtain using external software,
for instance, MOLPRO which is commercial software (UKRmol can also use MOLPRO output or
generate its own HF orbitals or pseudo-natural orbitals). Additionally the UKRmol+ suite is still be-
ing developed in order to replace the GTOs describing the continuum by a mixed GTO and B-spline
basis set [108].
The programs used to carry out the target calculations are indicated in figure 2.10 and those used
to perform inner region calculations are shown in figure 2.11. The target calculations are performed
first. To perform calculations using UKRmol+ first MOLPRO is invoked. It needs, as input, the ge-
ometry of the investigated molecule and the GTO target basis set which can be given explicitly and
†These programs are only the parts of UKRmol suite and are not explained in this work. Their description can be found
in [107]. The names are given only as an indication of the changes made between UKRmol and UKRmol+ suites.
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MOLPRO
MOLDEN FILE (GEOME-
TRY, BASIS SET, ORBITALS)
SCATCI-
INTEGRALS
TARGET TRANS-
FORMED INTEGRALS
(INTEGRAL CALCULATION
AND TRANSFORMATION)
SCATCI
EIGENVALUES &
EIGENVECTORS
(HAMILTONIAN BUILD
AND DIAGONALIZATION)
DENPROP
TARGET PROPERTIES
(EVALUATION OF
TRANSITION MOMENTS)
CONGEN
CSFS
(CSF GENERATION)
Figure 2.10: A flowchart of the UKRmol+ programs called in target calculations. The green boxes
indicate programs in the suite; the yellow boxes indicate programs which are not part of the UKR-
mol+ suit. The blue boxes indicate the main output/input of the different programs. See main text
for more details.
can be found in the literature (for example on the website [105]) or simply by specifying the name of
the basis set in the input file. MOLPRO is a quantum chemistry software suite that can determine,
among other things, molecular orbitals. This program is very versatile, it is capable of generating
not only HF orbitals but also CASSCF (and other types) of orbitals. SCATCI-INTEGRALS performs
the orthogonalization of the orbitals and calculates and transforms the integrals over the elementary
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SCATCI-
INTEGRALS
TRANSFORMED INTEGRALS
& BOUNDARY AMPLITUDES
(INTEGRAL CALCULATION
AND CONTINUUM ORBITALS
ORTHOGONALIZATION)
SCATCI
N+1 WAVE FUNCTIONS
& R-MATRIX POLES
(HAMILTONIAN BUILD
AND DIAGONALIZATION)
CONGEN
CSFS
(CSF GENERATION)
Figure 2.11: The sequence of programs called in the inner region calculations (the meaning of the
boxes is the same as in figure 2.10). See main text for more details.
atomic GTOs into integrals over the target molecular orbitals (previously done by SWORD, SWED-
MOS, SWTRMO). It also computes the property integrals (previously done by GAUSPROP) required
by DENPROP. CONGEN generates the configuration state functions (CSFs), which are used in the
CI description of the target. The next program is SCATCI that builds and diagonalizes the Hamil-
tonian matrix for the system using output from CONGEN and SCATCI-INTEGRALS. The property
integrals calculated by SCATCI-INTEGRALS, along with SCATCI output, are needed to run DEN-
PROP, the last program in target part of calculation, which gives as an output the target properties
i.e. dipole and quadruple permanent and transition moments, which are necessary to perform the
outer region calculations.
The inner region calculations use the same (but not all) programs as the target calculations. In this
case the SCATCI-INTEGRALS input is increased by a continuum GTO basis set describing the scat-
tering electron [109]. This program calculates the ’tail’ integrals (between the boundary of R-matrix
sphere and infinity) in order to obtain the inner region integrals (previously done by GAUSTAIL).
In an inner region calculation, SCATCI-INTEGRALS (previously done by SWEDMOS) performs two
orthogonalizations, first, the continuum basis set to the target orbitals, second, the continuum or-
bitals among themselves. CONGEN generates the CSFs for the R-matrix basis functions (2.90). The
coefficients aijk, bik and the poles, Ek of the R-matrix basis functions (2.90) are obtained by the diag-
onalizing Hamiltonian, in SCATCI. SCATCI-INTEGRALS also allows one to calculate all necessary
integrals at once. Using the MOLDEN file from MOLPRO, all target and inner region integrals can
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be obtained in a single step.
The flowchart for outer region calculations is illustrated in figure 2.12. The first program in this
N+1 WAVE
FUNCTIONS
& R-MATRIX POLES
TARGET
PROPERTIES
BOUNDARY
AMPLITUDES
SWINTEREF
CHANNEL
& R-MATRIX DATA BOUND
BOUND STATE
ENERGIES
TIMEDEL
RESONANCE
PARAMETERS RSOLVE
K-MATRICES
POLYDCS
DIFFERENTIAL
CROSS
SECTION
TIME-DELAY
RESONANCE
PARAMETERS
TMATRIX
T-MATRICES
IXSEC
INTEGRAL
CROSS
SECTION
EIGENP
EIGENPHASE
SUMS
RESON
RESONANCE
PARAMETERS
Figure 2.12: The sequence of programs called in the outer region calculations (the meaning of the
boxes is the same as in figure 2.10). The flowchart is adapted from [107]. See main text for more
details.
suite is SWINTERF. This program requires data from the target and inner region calculations (i.e. the
target properties, raw boundary amplitudes, eigenvectors and R-matrix poles) and generates data
about channels and that is needed to build the R-matrix (i.e. the boundary amplitudes). BOUND cal-
culates the energies of bound states of the N + 1 electron system. RSOLVE generates the K-matrices,
EIGENP calculates eigenphases sums by diagonalizing the K-matrix, TMATRX builds T-matrices and
IXSEC produces the integral elastic and inelastic cross section. Both RESON and TIMEDEL use the
K-matrices data to determine accurate resonance parameters, i.e. the position and the width, by two
different methods. Unlike inner region calculations, not all programs have to be invoked to perform
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outer regions ones. In this case the user specifies which program to run depending on what one is
interested in. Both inner and outer region programs can be found in the CCPForge repository [110].
To perform the calculations included in this work other programs were used, which are not part
of UKRmol/UKRmol+ suite, or like RADDEN are tools which may be run additionally. To carry out
any scattering calculation an appropriate value of the R-matrix radius must be chosen. This choice
is not trivial and it is crucial for the quality of the calculation. In order to choose the value of the
R-matrix radius a complementary program, RADDEN, was created by Z. Mašín, which calculates
the radial charge densities of the target orbitals. That allows the user to select a radius for which the
charge density is negligible small. HAMDIAG performs the parallel diagonalization of Hamiltonian.
It is invoked after SCATCI, which, in this case, only builds the Hamiltonian without diagonalizing
it. TIME-DELAY was also created by Z. Mašín on the basis of TIMEDEL. TIME-DELAY is not as
functional as its predecessor but it is easier to run and its performance is much quicker than that of
TIMEDEL.
The K-matrices data can be input into POLYDCS [111] (developed by N. Sanna and F. Gianturco
and external to UKRmol suite of codes) to obtain elastic differential cross section (DCS) for a chosen
range of energies. Additionally, the program calculates a Born correction for the elastic DCS and
integral cross section to account for the partial waves not included in the ab initio calculation. More-
over, rotationally elastic and state-to-state rotationally inelastic cross section can be calculated. The
last program on the flowchart is BORNCROS, which can be used to obtain the Born correction for
the electronically inelastic cross section.
In order to perform calculations using UKRmol software more efficiently a perl script was written
by K. Houfek and developed and adapted for the UKRmol+ suite by the author of this thesis. The
main future of the script are presented in appendix A.2.
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3
ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH
PYRIDINE
Pyridine has been chosen as a molecule to study because it is similar to diazines which have been
theoretically investigated in the R-matrix group at The Open University. Therefore the knowledge
collected during the study of diazines was used to perform the calculation for pyridine. Also, com-
parison of pyridine and the diazines would allow us to investigate how the presence of only one
nitrogen in the benzene ring influences the characteristics of resonances. Moreover, the Molecular
Clusters experimental group at The Open University led by S. Eden indicated an interest in perform-
ing measurements of electron attachment to small pyridine-water clusters. Their experimental set up
will enable them to Stark select clusters (in terms of their dipole/mass ratio) and will therefore allow
them to investigate in detail the effect of hydrogen bonding on (dissociative) electron attachment
(see section 1.1). Our plan was to determine complementary theoretical data (resonance positions
and widths) that would hopefully provide further insight into the DEA process. In addition, due
to the approximate description of polarization effects in our models (see section 2.5), the compari-
son with experiment would provide us with a tool to ’tune’ our calculations. Unfortunately, these
experiments are yet to be carried out.
Last but not the least, pyridine is similar to DNA pyrimidinic bases because of its 6 member ring
structure (in the case of the shape resonances, the incoming electron is trapped into the pi∗ orbitals,
which are ring orbitals), but it is far less computationally demanding; pyridine possesses higher
symmetry and fewer electrons than any of DNA bases (e.g. thymine possesses 66 electrons, that is
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36% more than pyridine). Therefore pyridine is interesting to investigate as a biological prototype of
DNA basis.
3.1 PYRIDINE CHARACTERISTICS
Pyridine is a basic heterocyclic organic compound∗, its chemical formula is C5H5N and the structure
of this molecule is shown in the figure 3.1. A CH group in benzene is replaced by nitrogen which
has a non-bonding pair of electrons. Pyridine has 42 electrons; the orbitals in the ring do not differ
significantly from those of benzene (see, table B.1, in appendix B) and there are still the six pi-electrons
from the three double bonds in the aromatic structure.
At room temperature pyridine is liquid, with density close to that of water, i.e. 0.9819 g/cm3;
pyridine is colourless and possesses a specific odour. Its vertical ionization energy is around 9.51 eV
[112], the first electronic excitation threshold is around 4 eV [113], its dipole moment is 2.19 De-
bye [114] and its spherical polarizability is 64 a30 [115]. This molecule is an asymmetric top but with
only 5% difference between two of its rotational constants it can be approximated as a symmetric
top; it belongs to the C2v point group.
Figure 3.1: Geometrical structure of the pyridine molecule. In the figure the orange balls represent
carbon, blue - nitrogen and white - hydrogen. Generated using MOLDEN.
The structures of benzene, pyridine and pyrimidine are similar (a comparison between the three
molecules is given in appendix B, in order to show how a presence of nitrogen changes the resonance
characteristic). In appendix B, in figure B.1 the sixty lowest energy HF orbitals with are listed (all
the orbitals included in the scattering calculations – 21 orbitals describe the HF ground state of the
target and 39 are virtual orbitals – are listed in that table). Here, as an example, the LUMO (lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital) and LUMO+1 of these molecules are tabulated in figure 3.2, to show how
additional nitrogen replacing one of the carbons from the ring, changes the orbitals. The changes in
shape between the orbitals of three molecules are not significant (the pyrimidine orbitals are slightly
more compact than those of the other molecules; pyrimidine bond-lengths changed not more than
∗Heterocyclic compounds are organic compounds (those containing carbon atoms in ring formation), with at least one
atom other than carbon, in the ring system.
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0.5% from those of pyridine), but it should be noticed that the shape of pyridine LUMO corresponds
to LUMO+1 for benzene and pyrimidine, i.e. the order of the orbitals is not the same.
Benzene Pyridine Pyrimidine
Figure 3.2: In the first row, geometrical structures of the benzene, pyridine and pyrimidine molecule
are presented. In the second and third row, the LUMO, and LUMO+1 of benzene, pyridine and
pyrimidine molecule, respectively. The LUMO of benzene is of e2u symmetry, the pyrimidine LUMO
and the pyridine LUMO+1 orbitals are of a2 symmetry; the LUMO+1 of benzene is of b2u symme-
try while the pyrimidine LUMO+1 and the pyridine LUMO are of b1 symmetry. Generated using
MOLDEN.
3.2 CALCULATION DETAILS
3.2.1 TARGET
In order to perform R-matrix calculations, a set of parameters describing target and scattering models
has to be specified. Most of the parameters describing the target, e.g. the ground state equilibrium
geometry and basis set, remain the same for all scattering models used for pyridine calculations. If
the parameters are not defined at the beginning of a section describing a scattering model, it means
that they remain the same as are defined here.
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Two ground state equilibrium geometries have been tested: there were no differences in the scat-
tering results between the equilibrium geometries optimised at the QCISD and MP2 level [112] so
the first one was chosen. Due to the similarities in the structure and properties between diazines
and pyridine, the characteristics of the calculations for diazines were adopted to perform our calcu-
lations. The basis sets were chosen in accordance with earlier work undertaken by Z. Mašín as the
most appropriate to study diazines [23]. Namely, the selected basis sets are: a compact one, cc-pVDZ,
and a diffuse one, 6-311+G**.
level cc-pVDZ 6-311+G∗∗ Acc. value
HF -246.71 -246.75E CASSCF -246.78 -246.82 -248.37
HF 2.22 2.43
µ CASSCF 2.90 3.07 2.19
Table 3.1: Energy (in Hartree) and dipole moment (in Debye) of the ground state of pyridine cal-
culated at the HF and CASSCF level, using the basis sets indicated in the table. These values are
compared with the theoretical value of the ground state energy calculated at the B3LYP level using
6-311+G(3df,2p) basis set [112] and the experimental magnitude of dipole moment [114].
CASSCF target orbitals are generated using the State-Averaged Complete Active Space Self Con-
sistent Field (SA-CASSCF) method, available in MOLPRO, (the method is described in [116]). In this
approach the target electronic states are expressed as a combination of Configuration State Functions
(CSFs), where HF orbitals are represented by single CSF (2.3). In order to get the states with vertical
excitation energies lying below ∼ 10 eV, in reasonable agreement with more accurate ab initio calcu-
lations (these values are labelled ’Best est.’ in tables 3.2 and 3.3, and correspond to best estimates
based on calculations obtained by Schreiber et al. and their survey of literature data [113]), a few
tests have been performed. In the tests different number of states (always those with lowest energies
were chosen) and active space were tested. In table 3.2 are tabulated the vertical excitation thresholds
for some tested State-Averaged and Active Space (much more tests with different combinations of
State-Averaged and Active Space have been performed, here are shown only a few of them).
The main properties (i.e. ground state energy and dipole moment) of pyridine obtained from
our calculations are listed in table 3.1. It can be seen that the ground state energies obtained in our
calculations for both models with both basis sets are not very good, comparing with the accurate
energy (the energies obtained at HF and CASSCF level differ from the accurate value by ∼ 0.6 −
0.7% both for compact and diffuse basis set). The calculated values of dipole moment are not very
good either†. The best agreement with experimental value of dipole moment was obtained using
HF orbitals with compact basis set (it differs by ∼ 1.4% compare to experimental value; for diffuse
basis set at HF level it differs by ∼ 11%; the dipole moment calculated at CASSCF level is ∼ 32%
†Improving these properties increases the size of scattering calculation and therefore unable us to perform them. Fortu-
nately in the past calculations with poor description of the target were performed and still gave a reliable information about
scattering problems.
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and ∼ 40% higher compared with the experimental value, for the compact and diffuse basis sets,
respectively). The dipole moment is important in the scattering description, because it influences the
long-range electron-molecule interaction.
To perform the SA-CASSCF calculations 17 of the 33 electronic excited states (including the ground
state) included in the Close-Coupling calculation, were optimised. That is, the set of states: S[3,2,2,2],
T[2,2,2,2] (the notation is explained in the caption of table 3.2) have been chosen. In the active space
10 electrons are allowed to occupy 8 orbitals (that can be denote as: CAS(10,8)), the set of orbitals are
indicated as A[1,4,1,2] in table 3.2.
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The vertical excitation thresholds for all states included in the CC expansion are listed in table
3.3. All our calculated vertical excitation thresholds, except the first one, are higher than the best
estimate values (’Best est.’ listed in table 3.3). The values of vertical excitation thresholds calculated
with the diffuse basis set give slightly better agreement with the best estimate values. The values for
the compact basis set are higher than (or equal to) those for the diffuse one but the differences are
small, i.e. smaller than 0.14 eV. The thresholds for the five lowest excited states for both compact and
diffuse basis sets are in fairly good agreement with the best estimate values; the differences are not
higher than ±0.6 eV. The agreement gets worse as the vertical excitation threshold increases. This
agreement is similar to that obtained for the diazines [18].
No. Symmetry cc-pVDZ 6-311+G** Best est.
2 1 3A1 3.86 3.82 4.06
3 1 3B1 4.85 4.83 4.25
4 1 1B2 4.96 4.90 4.85
5 1 3B2 4.98 4.93 4.64
6 2 3A1 5.01 4.97 4.91
7 1 1B1 5.41 5.37 4.59
8 1 3A2 6.34 6.34 5.28
9 1 1A2 6.42 6.42 5.11
10 3 3A1 7.24 7.18
11 2 3B2 7.25 7.19 6.08
12 3 3B2 7.79 7.73
13 2 1A1 8.18 8.09 6.26
14 2 1B2 8.23 8.17 7.27
15 3 1A1 8.56 8.48 7.18
16 2 3B1 9.26 9.23
17 2 1B1 9.46 9.42
18 3 3B1 9.56 9.50
19 3 1B2 9.79 9.70
20 2 3A2 9.83 9.78
21 4 1A1 9.98 9.86
22 2 1A2 10.17 10.11
23 4 3B1 10.36 10.33
24 3 1B1 10.63 10.60
25 3 3A2 10.85 10.79
26 4 3A1 11.01 10.93
27 4 3A2 11.05 10.96
28 4 3B2 11.10 10.99
29 3 1A2 11.25 11.15
30 5 1A1 11.94 11.83
31 4 1B1 12.03 11.97
32 4 1A2 12.10 12.03
33 4 1B2 12.95 12.81
Table 3.3: Vertical excitation thresholds in eV, for all states included in the CC calculation, calculated
at CASSCF level using a CAS(10, 8) active space for the basis sets indicated in the table. The values
labelled ’Best est.’ are the same as in table 3.2.
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3.2.2 SCATTERING
Among other parameters which enter the specification of an R-matrix scattering calculation are the R-
matrix radius a and the maximum value of the angular momentum of the continuum partial waves.
For calculations with the compact basis set, an R-matrix radius a = 13a0 was used and in this case
the effect of including an extra partial wave (`max = 5) was tested. In the case of the diffuse basis set,
the radius a = 18a0 was chosen as the most appropriate; the continuum basis sets included `max = 4
partial wave. These values of the radius were chosen by analysing the radial charge densities of
the target obtained by RADDEN (see section 2.6), above the chosen radius the charge density was
negligible; the same values were also the optimal ones for diazines [21].
The calculations were carried out for three different scattering models, the Static Exchange approx-
imation, the Static Exchange plus Polarization approximation and for Close-Coupling approximation.
Table 3.4 lists all parameters used to carry out the calculations for SE, SEP and CC models.
Scattering model SE SEP CC
Basis set cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ 6-331+G** cc-pVDZ 6-331+G**
R-matrix radius 13a0 13a0 18a0 13a0 18a0
No. of target states 1 1 1 33 33
Target description HF HF HF CAS(10,8) CAS(10,8)
No. of virtual orbitals 20 35 50 60 80
Deletion threshold 10−7 10−7 (1; 1.8; 8; 1.5)×10−7 10−7 10−7
Equilibrium geometry QCISD QCISD QCISD QCISD QCISD
Table 3.4: The calculation details used in our work for the SE, SEP and CC scattering models. The
number of virtual orbitals were chosen as the values for which the positions of resonances best agreed
with experimental results; the equilibrium geometry was taken from [112]. Deletion threshold refers
to a value of eigenvalues of continuum orbitals below which they are deleted from the calculation (in
order to avoid linear dependence problems). If only one value is specified for the deletion threshold,
it means that the same value was used for each irreducible representation, if there are four values it
means that different deletion threshold for each irreducible representation are used (i.e. respectively,
A1, B1, B2, A2).
3.3 CROSS SECTIONS
3.3.1 SE MODEL
SE results tend to be qualitative rather than quantitative, the resonances appear at much higher ener-
gies than experimentally, due to the lack of polarization (see section 2.5). The method does not give
reliable resonances features, i.e. positions, widths (on the grounds that polarization always stabilises
the position of resonance, one can know that in reality the position of resonances are lower than those
obtained by this method). In the SE approximation, the target is in its ground state and relaxation,
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in the presence of the scattering electron, is not allowed, i.e. the incoming electron may only occupy
one of the empty virtual orbital while the target remains in the ground state. However, as it will be
explained later, it is (at the moment) the best model to compare resonance characteristics of isolated
molecule and clusters. The method is likely to be sufficient to see how resonance is affected when
the target is bound with water, at least for small clusters (T. C. Freitas et al. show that calculations
at SE level gives similar results as at SEP level [27]). Calculations for SE level have therefore been
performed for this reason and these results are presented in Chapter 4. In this subsection only some
results are introduced to present the main feature of this model and for the sake of comparison with
other models.
Figure 3.3 shows the integral elastic cross sections (IECS) for electron scattering from pyridine
calculated for 20, 30, 35 and 40 virtual orbitals (v.o.) with the compact basis set and partial waves
up to `max = 6. The inclusion of some virtual orbitals is essential for the description of resonances
(see equation 2.100) but increasing the number of v.o. does not change significantly the IECS nor
resonance energies, as can be seen in figure 3.3; only at higher energies there is a very slight change
in the calculated cross section.
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Figure 3.3: Integral elastic cross sections for electron scattering from pyridine calculated for 20, 30,
35 and 40 virtual orbitals as indicated in the figure with the compact basis set.
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3.3.2 SEP MODEL
The theoretical results of low-energy electron collision with isolated pyridine at the SEP level pre-
sented in this subsection have already been published [120]. The same lines of argumentation are
presented here. Taking advantage of the fact that calculations for the same target at the same level
of approximation have been performed by Barbosa et al. [121] using the Schwinger multichannel
method, both results are compared.
In order to describe short-range correlation-polarization effects, the type of L2 configurations (χi)
presented by equation (2.101) is used. In this case, N = 42 is total number of electrons in pyridine
and Nd = 12 is the number of frozen electrons. To find the optimal number of virtual orbitals, the
calculations were first performed with a small number of the lowest energy virtual orbitals. The
number was augmented by adding more orbitals in increasing energy order until good agreement
with the experimental positions (Nenner and Schulz [85]) of the pi∗ resonances was achieved. The op-
timal number of virtual orbitals for the compact basis set was — 35 and for diffuse basis set — 50; for
diazines it is respectively, 35 and 40 virtual orbitals. The fact that in the case of pyridine a larger num-
ber of virtual orbitals is required for the diffuse basis set, than in case of pyrimidine, can be attributed
to pyridine orbitals being some what more diffuse than those of the diazines (because pyridine has
one fewer nitrogen than the diazines). Nevertheless, the different number of virtual orbitals does not
change the cross section significantly and these changes are smaller than the differences in the cross
sections between compact and diffuse basis sets.
Pyridine is a dipolar molecule, therefore the IECSs were calculated with use of the Born approxi-
mation, in order to include partial waves which are excluded from the ab initio calculations to reduce
the computational expense. Figure 3.4 presents:
• The integral elastic cross sections (IECSs), both Born corrected (rotationally summed) and un-
corrected (i.e. determined exclusively with the UKRmol suite); each calculated with compact
and diffuse basis sets. The calculations have been performed for `max ≤ 4.
• For the compact basis set, there are results with `max = 5.
• The integral elastic cross sections for energies up to about 12 eV calculated with the Schwinger
multichannel method, both ab initio and Born corrected, obtained by Barbosa et al. [121].
Besides the three resonances, appearing very clearly as peaks for all the models plotted in the
figure, there is one more feature, characteristic of R-matrix SEP calculations. Namely, above the first
excitation threshold very narrow spikes are present in the R-matrix cross section. They are called
pseudo-resonances, because they have no physical meaning (i.e. they do not correspond to physical
resonances). They appear due to the fact that the L2 correlation functions χΓi (second expansion
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Figure 3.4: Integral elastic cross sections for electron scattering from pyridine calculated using: the
R-matrix method with the compact and diffuse basis sets, and the Schwinger multichannel method
obtained by Barbosa et al. [121]. The cross sections labelled ’Born correction’ incorporate a Born-based
correction; the one labelled `max = 5 contains the extra partial wave.
in 2.90) allow for additional correlation effects not included in the target description (first expansion
in 2.90). (In other words, the square integrable function includes target eigenstates which are not
present in the target representation.)
Inspecting figure 3.4, the conclusion is that the cross sections obtained using the R-matrix method,
both for compact and diffuse basis sets, have very similar shape. The main difference is that for the
diffuse basis set the resonance positions are slightly shifted toward lower energy and in the 2-3 eV
range the uncorrected cross section for the diffuse basis set displays a small decrease. The Born-
closure procedure does not change the positions of resonance, it only increases the magnitude of
the cross section. Furthermore, including an extra partial wave in the R-matrix calculation, this also
increases cross section but does not change the positions of resonance, either.
The main differences, easily visible in figure 3.4, are between the R-matrix and Schwinger results.
The uncorrected Schwinger cross section is significantly different in shape (even ignoring the dif-
ferences caused by the pseudo-resonances) and displays resonances in slightly higher positions to
the R-matrix calculation. Below 5 eV, the uncorrected Schwinger cross section is smaller than the R-
matrix one. The differences between the R-matrix and Schwinger cross sections could be due to the
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use of different basis sets, different number of partial waves, different configurations for the expres-
sion of the short-range polarization or caused by fact that R-matrix calculations do not include the
polarization potential in the outer region. Similar differences have been observed in the shape of the
cross sections for the nondipolar pyrazine obtained with both of these methods and were explained
by the differences in the description of the polarization [21]. Therefore it is the most likely cause too.
The corrected Schwinger cross section is much smaller than the R-matrix one in the whole energy
range. The difference is explained by fact that the Schwinger integral cross section is obtained in a
different way from the R-matrix one. Namely, the Schwinger integral cross section is determined
by integrating the corresponding EDCS between 1◦ and 180◦, whereas the R-matrix cross sections
correspond to the integration over the whole angular range (but they are obtained using an ana-
lytic formula: σ = σB + 4pi(A0 − AB0 ), where the subscript B denotes that the relevant quantity is
calculated using the Born Series approximation and the A0 coefficients are described in [122]). The
’slightly’ different integration ranges may cause such big differences, because the EDCS is extremely
big between the 0◦ and 1◦. To confirm the fact that these differences come from the integration re-
gions, the following test has been performed for 6 eV: R-matrix EDCS in the range 1◦ to 180◦ were
integrated, resulting in a cross section around 187 a20 (for 0◦ to 180◦ is around 319 a20). For the same
energy the value of the corrected Schwinger cross section is 211 a20. The difference between these
two values for the uncorrected R-matrix and the Schwinger methods is the same. This indicates that
the difference in the corrected cross sections is mainly due to the different integration ranges. The
fact that EDCS is huge for the small angle can be emphasized by fact that to get the integral cross
section (see, equation 2.57), the expression dσdΩ sin(θ) was integrated and in spite being very big even
where sin(θ) ≈ 0 for small θ (0◦ and 1◦). It is also worth noting that to converge the numerical inte-
gration, an extremely fine angle resolution is necessary. This means that the corrected cross sections
differ mainly because of the integration ranges. Nevertheless, very recently, the problem of the elas-
tic cross section behaviour at small angles has been discussed [123]: the conclusion reached was that
corrected R-matrix results for angles close to 0◦ may be overestimated. Since there is no experiment
which can provide data for such small angles, there is no easy method to confirm that.
Differences between the corrected and uncorrected R-matrix and Schwinger multichannel cross
sections are also visible at higher energies. The trend of R-matrix cross section above 1 eV is de-
creasing while the Schwinger cross sections tend to increase. In order to investigate the behaviour
at higher energies, the cross sections obtained by the methods discussed above together with cross
section obtained using IAM-SCAR method (independent atom representation – screening corrected
additivity rule) [124, 125, 126] and IAM+Rotations method (independent atom representation com-
plemented with inclusions of rotation) [127, 128, 129, 130, 131] are plotted in figure 3.5.
The IAM-SCAR and IAM+Rotations methods can be applied to electron-scattering over a broad
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energy range, ∼10-1000 eV. However, they are inaccurate for energies much lower than 30 eV, so it
is not surprising that the IAM-SCAR cross section is significantly different from both other ones for
low energies. The IAM+Rotations cross section gives fairly similar results to corrected the R-matrix
method in the energy range around 1-15 eV. Since the IAM methods are not designed for low-energy
electron collisions and do not include quantum effects, the peaks that correspond to resonances are
absent in the IAM-SCAR and IAM+Rotations cross sections. Starting from around 6 eV, the corrected
and uncorrected R-matrix cross section have a fairly similar trend to the IAM+Rotations and IAM-
SCAR cross section, respectively. This indicates that an extrapolation of the R-matrix cross section is
possible for the higher energy range. Similar agreement has been obtained for pyrimidine [132]. The
cross section for pyrimidine and pyridine are similar since their dipole moment is fairly similar as
well (that of pyrimidine is 2.334 D [133]).
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Figure 3.5: Integral elastic cross section for electron scattering from pyridine for the basis sets in-
dicated in the figure. Also plotted are the multichannel Schwinger results of Barbosa et al. and
IAM-SCAR results of Blanco et al. [120]. The cross sections labelled ’Born correction’ incorporate
a Born-based correction.
It should be noted that the IAM+Rotations and the Born-corrected R-matrix cross sections are not
comparable in a straightforward way. The IAM+Rotations cross section is determined considering a
300 K population for the initial rotational states. The corrected R-matrix cross section is obtained on
the grounds that the molecule is initially in its rotational ground state and summed over all possible
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final states with J < 9. J. Franz and F. A. Gianturco argued in their work on positron scattering from
pyrimidine [134] that, for a rigid rotor with parameters similar to those of pyridine, the temperature
will have a small effect on the cross section below 20 eV. However, this may not be the case [123]; the
effect is difficult to quantify.
DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION
Figure 3.6 shows EDCS for several energies, calculated with the R-matrix, Schwinger (lower energies)
and IAM-SCAR methods [120]. The differences between the R-matrix EDCS calculated with different
basis sets are not very significant. Looking at the figure 3.6 for low energy, it can be easily seen that for
all plots, both R-matrix EDCS with compact basis set and diffuse one as well as the Schwinger EDCS
have similar shape. They become less similar when the energy increases. It is not surprising that
the differences are smaller between R-matrix EDCS calculated with the compact and diffuse basis set
than between these and the EDCS obtained using Schwinger method, since the two methods describe
polarization on different levels. The R-matrix and Schwinger EDCS shapes and size are similar in
most of the angular range; only for small angles (< 10◦) is the size different, probably because of the
different way of implementing of Born correction into these methods. Due to the logarithmic scale
of the figure these differences are almost impossible to see in the graph.
In figure 3.6 the IAM-SCAR+Rotations results are also shown for E > 10 eV. For 10 eV the IAM-
SCAR EDCS are plotted with other data. Although at 10 eV IAM-SCAR does not give trustworthy
results, it is the highest energy for which it can be compare with R-matrix results. It is not surprising
that the shape of the EDCS differs significantly between the ab initio and IAM-SCAR results. For
energies < 50 eV the IAM-SCAR+Rotations EDCS are similar in their shape and size to those of
pyrimidine (the IAM-SCAR+Rotations EDCS for pyrimidine is not illustrated in the figure), however
above those energies the EDCS for pyridine is significantly bigger [120].
By comparing the R-matrix for pyridine with pyrimidine [21, 17], it can be easily seen that their
sizes are similar, but the changes become more significant with higher energies. It can be noticed from
figure 3.6, that the differences at 3 eV start to be noticeable from 120◦, at 6 eV from 60◦ and at 10 eV
from 50◦. The reason of these differences can be found in the additional lone pair of pyrimidine due to
the second nitrogen. This additional lone pair may gently boost the exchange effect and bring about
the EDCS changes. Nevertheless, the EDCS shapes do not change significantly, so the conclusion
can be extracted that the additional nitrogen replacing a carbon does not affect meaningfully the
scattering data.
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Figure 3.6: Elastic differential cross section for electron scattering from pyridine for the energies
indicated in the panels, calculated using the R-matrix, multichannel Schwinger method [121] and
IAM-SCAR+Rotations method [120]. Also plotted are R-matrix EDCS for pyrimidine. The R-matrix
results are Born-corrected. The label ’IAM’ stands for ’IAM-SCAR+Rotations’; the two bottom panes
show IAM-SCAR+Rotations cross sections for several energies.
3.3.3 CC MODEL
In this section the Close-Coupling (CC) cross sections for pyridine are described and compared to
the SEP ones; therefore some SEP data are repeated here.
In the target model used for CC calculations 32 of the 42 electrons of pyridine were allocated to
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16 core orbitals (frozen electrons) and the remaining 10 electrons were distributed among 8 valence
orbitals (six orbitals of the pi type and two of the σ type). Virtual (unoccupied) orbitals (v.o.) were
used in order to describe better the scattering process: 60 v.o. in the case of the compact basis set and
80 v.o. in the case of the diffuse basis set. The crucial step was to choose the appropriate active space.
Since the size of scattering calculations rises rapidly with the size of the active space, the smallest
suitable active space was used. In more detail, the electrons were distributed among: frozen core
orbitals 1− 10a1, 1− 6b2; active orbitals 11a1, 1− 4b1, 7b2, 1− 2a2; virtual orbitals for compact basis
set: 12−35a1, 5−14b1, 8−26b2, 3−9a2 and for diffuse basis set: 12−42a1, 5−17b1, 8−33b2, 3−12a2.
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Figure 3.7: Integral elastic cross section for electron scattering from pyridine calculated with the
R-matrix method using the approximation levels and the basis sets indicated. The cross sections
labelled ’Born correction’ incorporate a Born-based correction.
Figure 3.7 shows that the shape and size of all uncorrected R-matrix IECSs are very similar. The
main difference between the SEP and CC IECSs is the presence of pseudo-resonances characteristic
of the SEP model. Another difference is the somewhat different positions of the resonant peaks.
Moreover, the CC results can give good characteristic of the core-excited resonances. A wide peak
appears around 11 eV for the compact basis set, and a much broader one around 12-13 eV for the
diffuse basis set. Resonances at these energies may be non-physical and caused by the inclusion of
insufficient partial wave in the continuum expansion (the core-excited resonances are discussed in
detail in the next section).
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DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION
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Figure 3.8: Elastic differential cross sections for electron scattering from pyridine for the energies,
basis sets and models indicated in the panels.
The EDCSs, plotted in figure 3.8 for the SEP and CC models, are very similar in size and fairly
similar in shape. Only the EDCS at 8.5 eV for the CC model with the diffuse basis set has a different
shape above 110◦ (this baffling shape is observed in all the EDCS for energies between 7.5 eV and
9.5 eV; it can be due to the fact that different basis set may give different target and virtual orbitals;
but it also might be due to inclusion not enough partial waves in the continuum expansion or a
problem with quality of representation of the continuum).
TOTAL INELASTIC CROSS SECTIONS
Figure 3.9 shows the total inelastic cross sections (TICSs) for the CC model with both basis sets.
Their size is very similar, although, their shape differs slightly above about 7 eV. The cross section
obtained using the compact basis set is smoother. At least two peaks are visible for both basis sets.
Also plotted in figure 3.9 is the TICSs obtained with the IAM-SCAR method. This cross section is zero
slightly below 10 eV, when in fact, the first electronic excitation threshold is around 4 eV. This is due
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to the implementation of this model. The IAM-SCAR TICSs for pyrimidine [132] is noticeably smaller
than for pyridine [120]. The same behaviour is visible for the R-matrix TICSs for pyrimidine [21, 17]
and pyridine. Although the pyrimidine TICS is smaller than that of pyridine the shape has some
similarities. They both have irregular structure with a few peaks above 5 eV. The pyrimidine TICS,
however, has one clear peak around 4.5 eV, when in the case of pyridine TICS it is much harder to
identify a peak around 4-5 eV. There is no experimental data for inelastic cross sections of pyridine.
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Figure 3.9: The R-matrix total inelastic cross section for the compact and diffuse basis sets and IAM-
SCAR inelastic cross section for pyridine; the R-matrix TICSs for pyrimidine [21, 17] is also plotted.
In order to gain further insight how the TICS change between different basis sets and how they
differ between pyridine and pyrimidine, figure 3.10 presents the contribution to the TICS from each
of irreducible representation. It is clear that TICSs with diffuse basis set has more peaks but the trend
and size of the TICS is very similar. The pyrimidine TICSs for all symmetries is smaller but has a
similar shape. Especially for the 2B1 and 2A2 symmetries it can be noticed that all TICSs (except for
the diffuse basis set above 10 eV) have more or less the same number of peaks but these pyrimidine
ones are shifted in lower energies. Due to the fact that all TICSs presented in the figure 3.10 have
complicated structure it is not easy (and sometimes not possible) to identify resonances on the TICSs,
a better tool to characterise them is time-delay analysis, therefore in the next section the results will
be presented using it.
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pyridine and pyrimidine for the basis sets indicated in the figure.
3.4 RESONANCES
In the sections 2.3.4, 2.3.5 and 2.3.7 we have described some of the methods available to analyse reso-
nances. In the previous section one could see resonances manifest themselves in the cross sections as
a Gaussian peaks. Nevertheless, not all resonances appear on the cross section. There are two more
useful methods to analyse resonances, namely: the time-delay analysis and the investigation of the
cross section for the excited states (the last one can be used only to identify core-excited resonances).
The analysis of the eigenphase sum is not presented in this work, because in the case of large
molecules like azabenzene, the resonances are manifested by very small, and in some cases, invisible
steps, which makes it difficult to use [21].
The time-delay analysis can be used not only to find all resonances and determine their position
and width, but also to characterise them in terms of their parent state(s). In order to determine the
parent states, it is necessary to look for signatures of the resonances in particular scattering channels,
using to this aim the analysis of the branching ratios (probability of decay of the metastable state into
an open channel).
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First, in the next subsection the shape resonances are characterised in more details both at SEP
and CC level, using the cross sections and time-delay analysis. Next, in subsection 3.4.2 the core-
excited resonances are characterised using both the time-delay analysis and the cross section for the
excited states.
3.4.1 SHAPE RESONANCES
Low-energy electron collisions with pyridine (and other azabenzene molecules) were first studied by
Nenner and Schultz [85] in 1975 using electron transmission spectroscopy (ETS). In 1983, Modelli and
Burrow [86] also used this method to study the temporary anion states of pyridine and substituted
pyridines. The two energetically lowest resonances (in azabenzene – up to triazine) were interpreted
as pi∗ shape resonances by Nenner and Schultz [85] (however it is possible that in some diazines the
lowest resonances are bound states), with the trapping of the scattering electron into the lowest-lying
unfilled pi∗ orbitals. The first resonance in pyridine is associated with the first empty orbital – b1 and
the second with electron capture into the second empty orbital – a1. Since the energy of the third
resonance is higher than the first electronic excitation threshold (for pyridine and all diazines it is
around 4 eV) the third resonance was interpreted as a shape resonance (trapping an electron into
the next, b1, empty orbital, in the case of pyridine) mixed with a core-excited resonance associated
with low-lying excited states of the molecule. Their interpretation was confirmed by Winstead and
McKoy [135, 136] in calculations of electron collisions with pyrazine and by Mašín [21] studying all
diazines. As already mentioned, low-energy collisions with pyridine have also been studied compu-
tationally by Barbosa et al. [121] using the Schwinger multichannel method.
The presence of the first three resonances (shape resonances), is clearly visible in the integral
elastic cross section in figures 3.4 and 3.7, as well as the time-delay, plotted in figures 3.11 and 3.12.
In the cross sections all these resonances appear below 6 eV both in R-matrix and the Schwinger
results. Above this energy, at SEP level, many pseudo-resonances are present in the R-matrix cross
section that make it impossible to determine whether there are any physical resonances in this energy
range. The time-delay analysis in figure 3.11 displays Lorentzian peaks. Unfortunately, due to many
pseudo-resonances, analysis of resonances above 6 eV is not straightforward. It is worth noting that
for the compact basis set the time-delay does not display many pseudo-resonances, almost all peaks
are distinguishable (below 10 eV). On the other hand, the diffuse basis set has much more structure,
there are a few more peaks which do not correspond to any of peaks for the compact basis set and
shows many more pseudo-resonances.
Despite the fact that the SEP time-delay (as well as the SEP cross sections) is not very easy to
interpret above 6 eV it is possible to notice a resonance at about 7.6 eV for the compact basis set,
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Figure 3.11: The time-delay (the largest eigenvalue of the Q-matrix) for each symmetry, as a function
of electron energy. The calculations were performed at SEP level for the basis sets indicated.
for 2B1 symmetry (the time-delay plot for the diffuse basis set displays many pseudo-resonances
above 6 eV but Lorenzian-like peaks contaminated with spikes can be distinguished at 7 eV and at
7.8 eV; one of them may correspond to the resonances at 7.6 eV for the the compact basis set). This
resonance may correspond to 3 2B1 at 6.21 eV illustrated in figure 3.12, obtained at CC level‡ (it is
also visible in the TICS, in figure 3.10 – the second peak forB1 symmetry at 6.21 eV). It will be shown
in section 3.4.2.1 (see, table 3.6) that one of the parent states of this resonance is the ground state,
therefore this resonance may be a forth pi∗ with mixed shape–core-excited character. The existence of
a fourth pi∗ resonance has been identified in the diazines and is discussed in the literature (e.g. [137]).
The resonance positions and widths (with their symmetries) obtained from SEP and CC calcula-
tions together with results from ETS experiments [85, 86] are collected in table 3.5. These parameters
have been obtained using RESON [138], a Breit-Wigner profile fitting program (see, section 2.6). As
mentioned before, for the SEP calculations with the compact basis set, the use of 35 virtual orbitals
gives the best agreement with the results of Nenner and Schulz. To show that this number is optimal,
the resonance parameters for other numbers of virtual orbitals are also listed at the beginning of ta-
ble 3.5. Note that the two lowest resonances for the compact basis set with 40 v.o. are over-correlated,
‡It is expected that mixed shape–core-excited resonances appear in CC calculations at lower energy than in SE or SEP
calculations.
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Figure 3.12: The time-delay (the largest eigenvalue of the Q-matrix) for each symmetry, as a function
of electron energy. The calculations were performed at CC level for the basis sets indicated.
i.e. their energy is much lower than their experimental values.
Level Basis set Nr. vo 2B1 2A2 2B1
cc-pVDZ 25 1.15 (0.057) 1.46 (0.058) 5.8 (0.60)SEP cc-pVDZ 40 0.48 (0.01) 0.9 (0.016) 5.32 (0.48)
cc-pVDZ 35 0.77 (0.022) 1.11 (0.025) 5.51 (0.48)SEP 6-311+G** 50 0.67 (0.027) 1.07 (0.030) 5.33 (0.47)
cc-pVDZ 60 0.95 (0.049) 1.33 (0.053) 5.09 (0.49)CC 6-311+G** 80 1.02 (0.076) 1.39 (0.080) 5.05 (0.51)
Barbosa et al. [121] 0.90 1.33 5.80
Nenner and Schulz [85] 0.62 1.20 4.58
Modelli and Burrow [86] 0.72 1.18 4.48
Table 3.5: Positions (and widths), in eV, of the pi∗ resonances in pyridine; the number of virtual
orbitals (Nr. vo) used in the calculations is indicated. The positions of the resonances calculated by
Barbosa et al. [121] are listed as well; the Schwinger multichannel results were calculated at the SEP
level considering only singlet-coupled excitations. Also listed are the experimental results of Nenner
and Schulz [85] and Modelli and Burrow [86].
The best agreement with the experimental data for the first two resonances (i.e. the first 2B1 and
the 2A2 shape resonances) among all R-matrix calculations is for the SEP calculations with the diffuse
basis set; these are lower in energy than in the CC model. Nevertheless, all SEP calculations provide a
third resonance that is too high in energy. This is because the third resonance has a mixed shape and
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core-excited character [137, 135] and to describe it accurately configurations describing electronically
excited states of the target must be included in the calculation. The CC results confirms this; the third
resonance (2B1) lies in lower energy than for the SEP model (this resonance also manifests itself in
the total inelastic cross section, illustrated in figure 3.10 – the first peak at energy ∼ 5.1 eV for 2B1
symmetry).
3.4.2 CORE-EXCITED RESONANCES
3.4.2.1 TIME-DELAY ANALYSIS
Pyridine has an ionization threshold of ∼ 10 eV, but in our calculations the ionization process is not
considered (pseudostates would be required to describe ionization). Since the probability of capture
of an electron in a resonant state is almost equal to zero above the ionization threshold, no resonance
should appear above 10 eV. Nevertheless, because some excited states (parent states of resonances)
appear at too high an energy (above the ionization threshold), a few resonances appear above 10 eV;
they will not be characterized in this work.
Figure 3.12 shows the time-delay for all symmetries and basis sets: the resonances appear as
Lorentzian peaks (section 2.3.7); table 3.6 collects the positions and widths of the shape, core-excited
and mixed shape–core-excited resonances as well as their most likely parent states§. The parameters
have been determined using GRACE plotting program. This program enables one to enter a formula
to which a curve is fitted and gives two parameters: a width and a resonant energy — energy of a
Lorentzian peak (the resonance positions are very similar to those listed in table 3.5, but the widths
differ significantly; the more reliable parameters are these obtained by GRACE, the differences may
be due to a numerical artefact in RESON). The most likely parent states have been found using the
analysis of branching ratios. Many of the resonances that were found using this method possess
more than one parent state; in table 3.6 only the most dominant are reported in decreasing order of
dominance. The resonances which appear for both basis sets are more reliable than those which ap-
pear only for one basis set. All resonances which appear for the compact basis set also are present in
the calculations with the diffuse basis set. Therefore, in the next section, the resonances for the com-
pact basis set will be considered. The same approach was used for diazines in Z. Mašín’s thesis [21].
In table 3.6 those that appear for the diffuse basis set only are not numbered.
Very narrow peaks are also visible in figure 3.12 which appears at 8.29 eV for the compact basis
set for 2B1, 2B2 and 2A2 symmetries (not for 2A1 symmetry but this can be due to the fact that at
8.22 eV a Lorentzian peak is already present which can mask that very narrow peak). This narrow
peak has no Lorentzian shape, therefore it cannot be confirmed as a resonance. It is also very unlikely
§In table 3.6, for comparison purposes, are also listed (in increasing energy order per symmetry) pyrimidine resonance
energies and widths with the compact basis set and their parent states [21].
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that three different resonances would appear at the same energy. It would seem to have threshold
character: it is narrow and appears in all symmetries exactly at the same energy, however, there is
no threshold for pyridine at this energy (see table 3.3). Calculations with much smaller grid have
been performed around 8.29 eV to check if they are a numerical artefact; the presence of these peaks
did not change with increasing precision. Therefore they are presented in figure 3.12 and in table 3.6
(the values with question marks in the last column) but they will not be characterised or discussed
further.
Pyridine Pyrimidine
Er (Γ) Er (Γ)sym.
compact diffuse main parent states compact main parent states
1 2A1 6.30 (0.20) 6.23 (0.24) 1 3B1, 1 1B1 5.96 (0.18) 1 3B1, 1 1B1
2A1 6.64 (0.08) g.s., 1 3A1 6.15 (0.18) 1 3A2, 1 1B1, 1 3B1
2A1 6.86 (0.13) g.s., 1 1B2 7.75 (0.35) 2 3A2, 2 3B1, 1 3A2
2 2A1 8.22 (0.28) 8.06 (0.31) 1 3A2, 1 1A2, 1 3B1 8.34 (10−4) 2 1A1
2A1 9.27 (0.44) g.s., 2 1A1 8.94 (0.42) 2 3B1, 2 1B1, 2 3A2
1 2B1 0.96 (0.07) 1.02 (0.09) shape resonance (g.s.) 0.96 (0.14) g.s.
2 2B1 5.08 (0.37) 5.10 (0.40) g.s., 1 3A1, 1 3B1, 2 3A1 4.78 (0.38) g.s., 1 3A1, 1 3B1
3 2B1 6.21 (0.63) 6.09 (0.66) g.s., 1 3A1, 2 3A1 6.37 (0.58) g.s., 1 3A1
4 2B1 7.37 (0.47) 7.18 (0.51) 1 1B2, 1 3B2, 2 3A1 7.11 (0.48) 1 3A1, 1 3B2, 1 1B2
2B1 7.45 (0.07) g.s., 1 3B2, 1 1B1 8.47 (1.69) g.s., 1 3A1, 2 3A1, 1 3B2
8.29 ??
5 2B1 9.53 (0.53) 9.32 (0.49) 3 3A1, 2 3A1, g.s
6 2B1 9.86 (0.54) 2 3B2, 2 1B2, g.s.
2B1 9.62 (0.47) 2 3B2, 1 1B1, g.s.
2B2 6.61 (0.08) g.s., 1 1B1 5.98 (0.24) 1 3B1, 1 1B1
1 2B2 6.76 (0.13) 6.71 (0.16) 1 3B1, 1 1B1, 1 1A2 7.19 (0.35) 1 3A2, 1 1A2
2 2B2 7.37 (0.29) 1 3B1, 1 1B1, 1 3A2 7.83 (0.22) 2 3A2, 1 1A2, 2 1A2
2B2 7.24 (0.34) 3 3A1, 2 3B2 8.16 (0.22) 1 3A2, 2 3A2, 2 3B1
8.29 ??
2B2 9.41 (0.09) g.s., 2 1B1
1 2A2 1.32 (0.08) 1.40 (0.09) shape resonance (g.s.) 0.53 (0.17) g.s.
2 2A2 6.38 (0.35) 6.30 (0.39) g.s., 1 3A1, 1 3B2 6.11 (0.51) g.s., 1 3A1, 1 3B2
3 2A2 6.88 (0.45) 6.74 (0.49) 1 3A1, 1 3B2, 2 3A1 7.33 (0.43) 2 3A1, 1 1B2, 1 3A1
4 2A2 7.66 (0.75) 7.51 (0.75) 1 1B2, 2 3A1, 1 3B2, g.s. 7.60 (0.67) 1 3B2, 1 1B2, 2 3A1
2A2 7.61 (0.03) g.s., 1 3A1, 1 1B2
8.29 ??
5 2A2 9.88 (0.40) 3 3A1, 2 1A1, 2 1B2
2A2 9.53 (0.30) g.s., 1 1B1, 1 1A2
Table 3.6: Positions, Er (and widths, Γ), in eV, of all resonances in pyridine for the energy range from
0.01 eV up to 10 eV. The resonances which appear for the diffuse basis set only are not numbered.
The main parents states are listed in the decreasing order of importance. The abbreviation ’sym.’
stands for symmetry and ’g.s.’ stands for ground state, that is 1 1A1 parent state. The two question
marks (’??’) are for peaks which we are not able to be identified as a resonance (for more details, look
for corresponding text). Also listed pyrimidine resonance energies and widths obtained using the
compact basis set [21].
All resonances appearing in the time-delay analysis, except the two shape pi∗ resonance described
earlier, are mixed shape–core-excited or core-excited resonances. Only the 2B2 resonance at 9.41 eV
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for the diffuse basis set could be a Feshbach resonance connected with state 2 1B1 with energy 9.42 eV.
The previous study of diazines by Z. Mašín [21] shows however, that below 10 eV in the case of
pyrimidine there is one Feshbach resonance for the compact basis set (at 8.34 eV with parent state
of A1 symmetry) and four for pyridazine (at 7.27 eV and 7.93 eV, 8.89 eV, 9.87 eV connected with
states of symmetries A1 and B2, respectively). The time-delay for the diffuse basis set displays more
Lorentzian peaks than for the compact basis set. A similar situation occurs in the time-delay analysis
for pyrazine, described in [23]. It is not surprising that the resonance spectrum looks different for
these two basis sets since the orbitals, particularly the v.o., generated with them are different. The
additional peaks (appearing only for the diffuse basis set) are in general narrower than the others and
all of them have the ground state as one of their parent states. In the case of three pairs of resonances:
2B1 at energy 9.86 eV with compact and 9.62 eV with diffuse basis set, 2B2 at energy 7.37 eV with
compact and 7.24 eV with diffuse basis set, 2A2 at energy 9.88 eV with compact and 9.53 eV with
diffuse basis set, despite the Lorentzian peaks having similar positions in the two basis sets, the
parent states of these resonances are different for each basis set. This means that the resonances
cannot be identified as the same resonance for both basis sets.
Although the structure of pyridine and pyrimidine are similar and give fairly similar cross sec-
tions the identification of resonances between these two systems is not straightforward. The number
of resonances (with energy below 10 eV) per symmetry is not always the same. E.g. for A1 and
B2 symmetries only 2 pyridine resonances are characterised for compact basis set while pyrimidine
manifests 4 resonances per each of these symmetries. A few resonances for the two systems corre-
spond to the same parent states (e.g. pyridine resonance at 6.30 eV and pyrimidine one at 5.96 eV
correspond to the parent states of the same symmetry: 1 3B1, 1 1B1). The energy of pyrimidine res-
onances which may correspond to pyridine resonances, in most cases, is smaller than the pyridine
ones. A few resonances for both systems are linked to the parent states of the same symmetry but the
order of importance of these states is not the same for these two molecules (e.g. the order of parent
states of 4 2A2 resonance for pyridine at 7.66 eV is: 1 1B2, 2 3A1, 1 3B2, g.s. and for pyrimidine at
7.60 eV is: 1 3B2, 1 1B2, 2 3A1).
3.4.2.2 CROSS SECTIONS FOR THE EXCITED STATES
The excited state cross sections (ESCS) correspond to the process in which the target is initially in
an excited state. If a molecule is in the same excited state before and after the collision the process
is elastic and corresponds to the elastic cross section for excited state (ESECS). If after the collision
the molecule is in a higher or lower state than the initial one, then the process is inelastic. The
transfer from higher to lower state involves de-excitation of the molecule (and therefore super-elastic
scattering: the electron has more energy after the collision than before) and it also contributes to the
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excited state total cross section (ESTCS) (i.e. ESTCS is the sum of elastic and inelastic processes for
the excited state cross section).
The analysis of the ESECS cross section and ESTSC can provide additional information about
resonances lying at energies above the first vertical excitation energy. The ESECS and ESTCS were
calculated, for all excited states included in our calculation, with the compact basis set. The ESECS
are presented in figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15.
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Figure 3.13: Cross sections for electron scattering from pyridine initially in the electronic state indi-
cated in the legend. Each panel shows the cross sections for those states identified as the main parent
state of a specific resonance, which is indicated in the panel (here for resonances: 1 2A1, 2 2A1 and
1 2B2, 2 2B2).
The plots of the ESECS show some peaks, which are present at energies corresponding to the
positions of core-excited resonances. This confirms that the state whose cross section displays a
peak is a parent state of those resonances. As it can be seen from the figures, not all parent states
identified using the time-delay analyses show this behaviour for their ESECS. For example, despite
the branching ratios analysis showing clearly that the 2 3A1 excited state is likely to be a parent state
of the 5 2B1 resonance, the ESCS is flat in the energy range where the resonance appears, i.e. at
9.53 eV. The same situation occurs for the 1 3B1 parents state of the 2 2A1 resonance at energy 8.22 eV,
2 3A1 parents state of the 3 2A2 resonance at energy 6.88 eV and 1 1A1 parents state of the 4 2A2
resonance at energy 7.66 eV. This means that analysing the ESCSs is a complementary method to the
time-delay analysis (using the branching ratios); if the state is identified as a parent state both by
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Figure 3.14: Cross sections for electron scattering from pyridine initially in the electronic state indi-
cated in the legend. Each panel shows the cross sections for those states identified as the main parent
state of a specific resonance, which is indicated in the panel (here for resonances: 2 2B1 – 5 2B1).
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Figure 3.15: Cross sections for electron scattering from pyridine initially in the electronic state indi-
cated in the legend. Each panel shows the cross sections for those states identified as the main parent
state of a specific resonance, which is indicated in the panel (here for resonances: 2 2A2 – 5 2A2).
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time-delay and ESCS analysis, it gives us confidence that it is a parent state.
Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 also show very narrow peaks for the 1 1B1 excited state at energy
∼ 6.4 eV, 1 3A1 excited state at energy ∼ 4.8 eV and 1 1B2 excited state at energy ∼ 6.4 eV. These are
threshold peaks.
3.5 SUMMARY
In order to examine resonances in small molecular clusters it is important to have a good picture
of processes happening in an isolated molecule. Examining the low-energy electron scattering for
pyridine in more details and comparing with the Schwinger method calculations at the SEP level
and with experiment (Nenner and Schulz [85]) confirms that our method gives good descriptions
of shape resonances. Unfortunately, the are no experimental data, at the moment, to confirm the
positions of core-excited resonances obtained in this work. The only experimental results we are
aware of, are DEA measurements in pyridine, obtained by M. Weyland et al. [33], using the velocity
slice imaging method. Although a core-excited resonance is the initial step of DEA, and the two
processes are linked, the interpretation of the experimental data in terms of results presented in this
work is not trivial.
Another experiment, which can be used to confirm the theoretical results is the electron energy
loss measurement of cross section for electronic excitation. This method was used to confirm core-
excited resonances in pyrimidine [139]; the agreement between theory and experiment was very
good (the calculated resonance positions are shifted into higher energies compared to the experi-
mental one, but this is expected, since the polarization effect is not fully described in the theoretical
model). Unfortunately, there is no reported measurement of cross section for electronic excitation for
pyridine.
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4
ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH
PYRIDINE-WATER
The main purpose of the work presented in this chapter is to investigate the influence of water on the
characteristics of resonances in pyridine (abbreviated to Pyr). Water is bound to pyridine by hydro-
gen bonding. The influence of hydrogen bonding on resonance behaviour has already been studied
in formic acid (HCOOH, abbreviated to FA) clusters by T. C. Freitas et al. [27] who performed calcu-
lations with 1 and 2 added water molecules (for various geometries) at SE and SEP levels. The main
conclusion of their work was that when water acts as the hydrogen (proton) acceptor in the hydrogen
bond the shape resonance of HCOOH is destabilized and when water plays the role of the hydro-
gen (proton) donor, the resonance is stabilized. This can be understood by a qualitative, simplified
electrostatic picture: water as a proton donor creates a positive charge near to the pyridine ring. The
positive charge represents a more attractive electrostatic static potential seen by the incoming elec-
tron, which leads to the stabilization of the pi∗ shape resonance. Water acting as a proton acceptor
creates negative charge near to the ring, which is repelling for the incoming electron and leads to the
destabilization of the pi∗ shape resonance.
For clusters with two water molecules the resonance shift also depends on hydrogen bonds, i.e.
if the two water molecules acts as a hydrogen donor, the resonance of HCOOH is stabilized more
than for a cluster of formic acid with one water. In the case when one water molecule is a hydrogen
acceptor and the second is a hydrogen donor the resonance is still destabilized but by a smaller
amount than for HCOOH-H2O with water acting as a hydrogen acceptor. These conclusions are
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valid both for the SE and SEP method. The later calculation for phenol clusters performed by E. M.
de Oliveira et al. [140] support the conclusions obtained from studies of formic acid clusters.
Our targets have significantly different structure and geometry from formic acid clusters. Pyri-
dine clusters have more similarities to phenol but, although both pyridine and phenol are 6-membered
rings, the water in the phenol cluster is not bound directly to the ring as it is in pyridine-water (ab-
breviated to Pyr-H2O). In all three systems, however, the pure shape resonances are pi∗. Therefore
this chapter investigates whether the conclusions made by T. C. Freitas et al. also apply for pyridine
clusters.
In this chapter calculations at SE, SEP and CC level are presented for low-energy electron colli-
sions with the Pyr-H2O and compared with isolated Pyr. Additionally, at SE level, results for larger
clusters are presented, i.e. for pyridine-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3, 5. We mainly focused on pyridine with one
water molecule, because the calculations are very computationally expensive for targets with many
electrons. The structure of this system is presented in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Geometrical structure of the pyridine-water clusters. The dotted red line indicates the
hydrogen bond. In the figure the orange balls represent carbon, blue - nitrogen, white - hydrogen
and red - oxygen. Generated using MOLDEN. The geometry of the system comes from [141].
Additionally, R-matrix calculations have been performed for isolated HCOOH and HCOOH-
(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, for the same geometries as those presented in [27]. The results are consistent with
those obtained with the Schwinger multichannel method. Therefore, the calculations are not pre-
sented in a separate chapter but only calculations for isolated FA and HCOOH-H2O (for one chosen
geometry) are used for comparison purposes in section 4.3.1.
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4.1 CALCULATION DETAILS
4.1.1 TARGETS
The geometry of isolated pyridine used in the calculations presented in this chapter remains the same
as in the previous chapter. The geometry of the systems: Pyr-H2O, Pyr-(H2O)2, Pyr-(H2O)3 was taken
from [141]; the geometry of the Pyr-(H2O)5 system comes from [142]. Pyridine clusters with more
than one water molecule have not been broadly studied so far. No data were found to compare with
our calculated target properties for the larger systems.
H2O Pyr Pyr-H2O Pyr-(H2O)2 Pyr-(H2O)3 Pyr-(H2O)5
P.G. C2v C2v Cs C1 Cs C1
ne
−
10 42 52 62 72 92
-76.027a -246.714a -322.752a -398.795a -474.833a -626.905a
E -76.233b -247.537b -323.783b
2.01a 2.22a 4.68a 3.46a 2.70a 6.57a
2.28b 2.46b 4.27cµ
1.85d 2.19e
9.67f 60.00g 68.16g
10.13h 64.06hα
9.78i 64.10j
Table 4.1: Structural and electrostatics properties of water, pyridine and their clusters: pyridine-
(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5. Listed are: point group (P.G.), number of electrons (ne
−
), ground state energy
(E) in Hartree, dipole moment (µ) in Debye and spherical polarizability (α) in atomic units (a30)
of the ground state. a Calculated with the cc-pVDZ basis set at HF level in the current work. b
Calculated at MP2/6-31++G** level [143]. c Calculated at MP2/cc-pVDZ level [142]. d Experimental
value [144]. e Experimental value [114]. f Calculated at MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ [112]. g Calculated
at MP2/6-31+G(d) [145]. h Experimental value [112]. i Experimental value [146]. j Experimental
value [147, 148].
The properties of the pyridine clusters, isolated pyridine and water, obtained in this work with
the cc-pVDZ basis set at HF level, are collected in table 4.1, together with experimental and other
calculated values. The Pyr-H2O dipole moment is over twice as large as that of pyridine. Water
also increases polarizability of the system (if the interaction between molecules is neglected, in the
first approximation the mean polarizability is additive). Table C.1, in appendix C collects the HF
orbitals (determined using the cc-pVDZ basis set) of pyridine-water, pyridine and water listed in a
way to show the correspondence between orbitals of the isolated systems to those of the cluster. For
the occupied orbitals the correspondence is straightforward: the pyridine-water orbitals correspond
to either pyridine or water orbitals, with the difference that the cluster orbitals have slightly lower
energy than the corresponding pyridine orbitals and higher energy than the corresponding water
orbitals. In the case of the unoccupied orbitals, some orbitals are a mixture of those of the two
isolated systems. However, the majority of unoccupied pyridine-water orbitals have most of their
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density located around to pyridine and the shape of those orbitals is virtually the same as for isolated
pyridine. But there are also orbitals with density located around the water and corresponding to
orbitals of isolated water. A few pyridine-water orbitals describe density spread all over the cluster
and their correlation to isolated molecule ones is not straightforward (this is the case for the 31th and
32th pyridine-water orbital, see table C.1, in appendix C). In some cases, for instance, the 40th cluster
orbital, in spite of the fact that most of its density is located around pyridine, does not correspond to
any of the pyridine ones.
Since the main goal of this work is to obtain an insight into the water influence on resonances, it
is crucial to compare systems which are described on the same level of approximation, to ensure that
the differences between the systems come only from the presence of water, i.e. to compare ’like-for-
like’. That is not trivial and it is the biggest challenge of this work: to ensure that the properties, e.g.
polarizability, of the targets necessary to perform sophisticated calculations are described at the same
level. Therefore it is important to correlate the orbitals of Pyr and Pyr-H2O, since the polarization
effect is described by promoting a target electron into a virtual orbital.
Apart from HF orbitals (used in SE and SEP calculations) CASSCF orbitals have also been gener-
ated (and used in CC scattering calculations); both HF and CASSCF orbitals were generated using
MOLPRO. In the Pyr-H2O active space 12 electrons are allowed to occupy 9 orbitals (CAS(12,9)).
Various active spaces have been tested but this is the largest one for which calculations could be per-
formed (calculations for larger active spaces are too computational demanding). This active space
gives the first 9 target states (the ground state and 8 excited states) which correspond to the first 9
pyridine states calculated using CAS(10,8). We decided to restrict our calculation to 9 states to in-
clude only excited states linked to pyridine. For Pyr-H2O and isolated pyridine in the State-Averaged
procedure all 9 states have been used (in the State-Averaged procedure for pyridine calculations, pre-
sented in chapter 3, 33 states have been used).
4.1.2 SCATTERING
The R-matrix calculations were carried out with an R-matrix radius a = 15a0 for Pyr-H2O, Pyr-
(H2O)2 and Pyr-(H2O)3 and a = 18a0 for Pyr-(H2O)5. These values of the radius were chosen by
analysing the radial charge densities of the target obtained using RADDEN (see section 2.6): above
the chosen radius the charge density was negligible. The continuum basis sets included `max = 6
partial wave (’Continuum `max’ in table 4.2).
The calculations were carried out for three different scattering models (SE, SEP and CC) for Pyr-
H2O, and one scattering model (SE) for Pyr-(H2O)2, Pyr-(H2O)3 and Pyr-(H2O)5. Table 4.2 lists all
parameters used to carry out the calculations for these systems. The SEP calculations were performed
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System Pyr-H2O Pyr-(H2O)2 Pyr-(H2O)3 Pyr-(H2O)5
Scattering model SE SEP CC SE SE SE
Basis set cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ
R-matrix radius 15a0 15a0 15a0 15a0 15a0 18a0
No. of target states 1 1 9 1 1 1
Target description HF HF CAS(12,9) HF HF HF
No. of virtual orbitals 20 4-50 0-60 20 20 20
Deletion threshold 10−7 10−7 10−7 10−7 10−7 10−7
Continuum `max 6 6 6 6 6 6
Table 4.2: Details of the calculation for Pyr-H2O (the SE, SEP and CC scattering models) Pyr-(H2O)2,
Pyr-(H2O)3 and Pyr-(H2O)5 (SE model). The numbers of ’Continuum `max’ are the maximum values
of the angular momentum of the continuum partial waves. The meaning of the other labels is the
same as in figure 3.4.
with 7 frozen (1-5a′,1-2a′′) orbitals and 19 active (6-17a′,3-9a′′) ones for Pyr-H2O and compared with
Pyr calculations with 6 frozen (1-4a1,1-2b2) and 15 active (5-11a1,1-2b1,3-7b2,1a2) orbitals.
4.1.3 POLARIZABILITY
In order to compare results of scattering calculations at the SEP level between pyridine and pyridine-
water we need to have the same amount of polarization included in each calculation. If the polariza-
tion of two systems is not described at the same level, comparing the relative positions of a resonance
in these two systems cannot give reliable information on the resonance shifts. For instance, if for one
system the polarization is described much better than the other one, the resonance position may be
stabilized∗ even if, in reality, the position of this resonance is destabilized. Therefore we performed
additional calculations to find out how well the polarizability is described in our SEP calculations.
The aim of this section is to introduce the procedure used to estimate the polarizability described in
the calculations.
The polarizability describes the tendency of an atom or a molecule to distort the electron cloud in
the presence of an external charge or electric field. In general usage the term refers to the mean polariz-
ability, i.e., the average over the three main axes of the molecule (average of the diagonal components
of polarizability tensor):
α = (αxx + αyy + αzz)/3. (4.1)
Experimentally the polarizability can be measured as the ratio of induced dipole moment (µind) to
the external field (E):
α = µind/E. (4.2)
The UKRmol suite, specifically DENPROP (see section 2.6) can calculate the polarizability of the
∗In this work stabilization means that a resonance energy decreases; resonance width, however, may decrease, increase or
stay unchanged. Moreover, the term destabilization is used when the resonance energy increases.
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target. This property is not used explicitly in the calculations, but as it has been mentioned, it can
be used to give an insight in the quality of the polarization description in SEP calculations. In this
program the components of the polarizability tensor, αij , for state k, are calculated using a sum-over-
states perturbation method [149, 150]:
αij = 2
M∑
n6=0
〈Φk|µi|Φn〉〈Φn|µj |Φk〉
En − Ek , (4.3)
where the indexes i and j represent the Cartesian components x, y and z; En and |Φn〉 are eigenvalue
and eigenvector of the nth excited state. The state for which the polarizability is calculated is labelled
as: k with energy Ek. When k = 0, this state is the ground state (|Φ0〉 with ground state energy E0).
M indicates the number of states included in the sum; in principle the sum runs over all states, in
practice only the states with the same spin symmetry as |Φk〉 need to be included, due to the selection
rule governing the dipole operator µ. The elements 〈Φk|µi|Φn〉 and 〈Φn|µj |Φk〉 form equation (4.3)
are called the transition dipole moments, from state Φk to Φn and from state Φn to Φk, respectively.
The i-component of the polarizability of the ground state is expressed by:
αii = 2
M∑
n 6=0
|〈Φ0|µi|Φn〉|2
En − E0 . (4.4)
In our calculations at the SEP level only the ground state of the target is described, but in the
scattering calculations, the L2 functions which are expressed by equations (2.100) and (2.101) (and
are responsible for describing polarization effects) contain single excitations of the target:
χi : (core)Nd(valence)N−Nd−1(virtual)1.
These single excitations are marked as Φn in equation (4.4) and they appear only for the scattering
(’N+1’) part of calculations.
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the convergence of the mean polarizability and its components for Pyr
and FA for an increasing number of virtual orbitals (number of states) included in the SEP calcula-
tions. The pyridine mean polarizability, presented in figure 4.2, converges to 73.25 a3o, whereas its
experimental value is 64.1 a3o [147, 148]. Our polarizability calculated using 20 v.o. is already slightly
over the experimental value.
A different picture is obtained for formic acid, presented in figure 4.3. In this case our mean
polarizability converges to 18.73 a3o, while its experimental value is 22.4 a3o [112] (this behaviour is
expected by [150]). At this stage we are not able to answer why for pyridine our calculations give a
much higher value of mean polarizability than the experimental value while our mean polarizability
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Figure 4.2: Convergence of the sum-over states mean polarizability of pyridine calculated using the
HF model with number of virtual orbitals indicated in the x-axis. The red dotted line indicates the
experimental value of the polarizability.
for formic acid is much below experimental value.
The attempt to establish how much polarizability is included in the calculations which give res-
onance energies close to experimental values for Pyr and FA systems (and to extrapolate the Pyr
results for Pyr-H2O) is presented in appendix C.2. However, the inconsistency of the estimated po-
larizability for Pyr and FA (in Pyr polarizability is overestimated, in FA underestimated) suggest that
either there might be an error in calculating polarizability or our understanding of how to link the
mean polarizability to our scattering results is not quite accurate. Therefore, this attempt of finding a
way to establish how many v.o. we need to include in our calculations to obtain accurate resonance
positions is not successful.
4.2 DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION
In this section we present our results of elastic differential cross sections (EDCS) for Pyr-H2O. We will
analyse these results by comparing them together with results obtained for isolated pyridine and
water. We do not present integral cross sections for Pyr-H2O, since as a tool to analyse resonances
we use time-delay, which is presented in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: Convergence of the sum-over states mean polarizability of formic acid calculated using
the HF model with number of virtual orbitals indicated in the x-axis. The red dotted line indicates the
experimental value of the polarizability. Note that for symmetry reasons we are unable to separate
the xx and yy components.
The calculations of EDCS for Pyr-H2O have been performed at SE and SEP level. We present Pyr-
H2O EDCSs for the same energies as for the ones discussed in section 3.3.2 (in figure 3.6) of chapter 3.
The Pyr-H2O EDCS is compared with EDCS for isolated pyridine and isolated water, in figures 4.4
and 4.5.
We performed a test: calculations for pyridine have been carried out in C2v and Cs point group.
This showed that the program used to generate EDCS, i.e. POLYDCS (see section 2.6), produces
slightly different results at high angles (160◦-180◦) depending on the point group used to carry out
the calculations. Therefore, we are aware that the EDCS presented here cannot give reliable results
at high angles.
Since Pyr-H2O belongs to the Cs point group, the EDCSs for isolated pyridine and water have
also been calculated for this point group (due to the numerical artefact at high angles, mentioned
above; therefore the pyridine EDCS slightly differs from the one presented in section 3.3.2, at higher
angles).
The SE EDCSs for the specific energies of all presented here systems are similar to the SEP EDCSs.
In figures 4.4 and 4.5 we have plotted curves which are the sum of the isolated water and pyridine
EDCSs. Clearly, the water EDCS has a small contribution and does not significantly change the
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Figure 4.4: Elastic differential cross sections for electron scattering from systems indicated in the
legend and energies marked in the panels, obtained using the compact basis set at SE level.
shape of pyridine EDCS (the ’pyridine + water’ EDCS has similar shape to the pyridine EDCS) for
all presented energies for both methods. Although Pyr and Pyr-H2O EDCSs have similar sizes and
quite similar shapes, we can see that the Pyr-H2O EDCS is not simply the sum of water and pyridine
EDCS. For instance, in all graphs, except the one for 3 eV at SEP level, the pyridine/’pyridine +
water’ EDCS has two local minima in the medium angle range (for the one for 3 eV at SEP level, has
one minimum). Whereas Pyr-H2O EDCS in this range is flatter. Only one local minimum is visible
in the presented Pyr-H2O graphs.
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Figure 4.5: Elastic differential cross sections for electron scattering from systems indicated in the
legend and energies marked in the panels, obtained using the compact basis set at SEP level, with 30
v.o. for Pyr and Pyr-H2O and 10 v.o. for water calculations.
For all energies discussed here, except 6 eV, there are resonance peaks at SE level (see figure 4.12,
in sections 4.3.1), which are slightly shifted towards lower energies for pyridine-water with respect
to pyridine. The SEP EDCS have been calculated using 30 v.o. For this number of v.o. there is no
resonance at 3 eV and 6 eV for Pyr and Pyr-H2O. Above 8 eV pseudo-resonances are present in both
systems. Analysing the the graphs, we can see that the differences between Pyr (’pyridine + water’)
and Pyr-H2O are not significant regardless whether the energy of EDCS is resonant or non-resonant.
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Therefore, it seems that the shifts of resonances positions caused by presence of water do not have
significant effects on EDCS, and the dissimilarities are caused only by different properties (rotational
constants, dipole moments) of these two systems.
4.3 RESONANCES IN PYRIDINE-WATER
The approach undertaken here is to start from the simplest scattering method, SE, which does not
include correlation-polarization effects. The approximation is crude, since polarization has a signif-
icant effect on the characteristic of resonances. However, this method gives good insight into the
water influence on resonance characteristics as the only differences between the calculations come
from the presence of water. Next, SEP and CC calculations are presented, which give more reliable
scattering results but are more difficult to interpret in terms of the comparison of the two systems.
The resonance characteristics are analysed using the time-delay.
Investigating molecules bound with water in detail, we realised that the effect of the water on
the resonance characteristics can be better analysed if it is separated into two contributions that can
be studied separately. We distinguish direct and indirect effects (defined below). A study of these
effects together with the total effect (also defined below) gives a better insight into the influence of
water on our results. However, we use this approach only to analyse our SE results; to analyse our
SEP and CC results we investigate only total effects. Nevertheless in the next chapter, we use this
approach to analyse both SE and SEP results. The effects are as follows:
• Indirect effect: comprises of the changes to the molecular (here Pyr) geometry after binding
with water. With few exceptions, the geometry of molecules in the clusters investigated by
us differs from the equilibrium geometry. If the geometry of the molecule in a cluster is suffi-
ciently different† from its equilibrium one, the resonance positions are shifted. This effect can
be investigated without including water in the calculations (see figure 4.6).
• Direct effect: includes the changes in resonance characteristics caused by the presence of water,
excluding the changes caused by differences in geometries, i.e. we compare resonance charac-
teristics of the isolated molecule and the cluster (here Pyr and Pyr-(H2O)n), where the geometry
of the molecule (Pyr) is the same as in cluster (see figure 4.6).
• Total effect: includes both direct and indirect effects, i.e. we compare resonance characteristics
of molecule and cluster (Pyr and Pyr-(H2O)n) in their equilibrium geometries (see figure 4.6).
†The changes in resonance positions are observable if at least a few bond-lengths differ at least ∼ 0.01 Å between the two
geometries.
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indirect effect direct effect total effect
Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration of which systems are compared to investigate indirect, direct and
total effects of water on clusters. The picture of pyridine in ’natural’ colours indicates that pyridine
is in its equilibrium geometry, the blue colour indicates the geometry of pyridine in the cluster. In
the case of indirect effects, results of isolated pyridine in its equilibrium geometry are compared with
isolated pyridine in the geometry which it has in the cluster. In the case of direct effects, results of
pyridine in the geometry which it has in the cluster are compared with results for the cluster. In the
case of total effects, results of isolated pyridine in its equilibrium geometry are compared with those
for the cluster.
4.3.1 SE MODEL
Figure 4.7: Geometrical structure of
the HCOOH-H2O for which results are
presented in this chapter. The geome-
try comes from [27]. Generated using
MOLDEN.
In this section we investigate indirect, direct and total ef-
fects of water on the resonance characteristics. In the case
of direct effects, we will also present and analyse our re-
sults for isolated HCOOH and HCOOH-H2O and compare
them to the results of T. C. Freitas et al. [27] who performed
calculations for a number of clusters (HCOOH-H2O and
HCOOH-(H2O)2 with water binding to different sites). The
geometries of those clusters have been provided to us by
one of the authors. We performed R-matrix calculations for
those systems. Our results for FA clusters are qualitatively
in agreement with those obtained by T. C. Freitas et al. us-
ing the Schwinger multichannel method. Here, we present results only for one cluster which is de-
picted in figure 4.7. We chose this geometry because water acts as a proton donor as in the Pyr-H2O
system (among the clusters studied by T. C. Freitas et al. are some in which water plays either the
proton donor or proton acceptor role). Our goal is to confirm that the conclusions of T. C. Freitas et al.
for HCOOH-H2O systems also hold for the direct effect in Pyr bound to water.
The investigation of the direct effect for FA differs from that for Pyr. Namely, in our definition
of direct effect we compare results for the cluster in its equilibrium geometry with those for the
molecule in the same geometry as in the cluster, which usually, is not the equilibrium geometry of
the molecule. However, the direct effect could be defined in more general way: without specifying
that cluster is in its equilibrium geometry. The geometry of formic acid in T. C. Freitas et al. work is
kept the same in all of studied by them clusters and it is the geometry of isolated FA in its equilibrium
geometry. Therefore, in the work of T. C. Freitas et al. only the explicit effect of water is considered,
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(changes in geometry are not included), so the investigation of FA also counts as a looking at the
direct effect.
The last step will be studying the systems in terms of total effects. In this case our conclusions
on Pyr-H2O can be compared to those of E. M. de Oliveira et al. [140] who performed calculations
for isolated phenol and phenol-H2O clusters in their equilibrium geometries. Comparison of these
systems gives total effects of water on isolated system.
Since only the pure shape resonances (1 2B1 and 1 2A2 for pyridine, 1 2A′′ for formic acid and
1 2A′, 1 2A′′ for phenol) can be fully described at SE level, we will mainly focus on comparison of
these resonances and attempts to compare the Pyr resonance of mixed shape–core-excited character
(the 2 2B1) are left until section 4.3.3.
4.3.1.1 INDIRECT EFFECTS
In order to have a better insight into changes caused by water binding to pyridine, we investigated
the changes in its geometry. Figure 4.8 illustrates the bond-lengths of pyridine in its equilibrium
geometry, Pyr Eq, (figure 4.8a) and the geometry in the cluster with one water, Pyr 1w, (figure 4.8b).
The changes in bond-lengths are smaller than ∼ 1.4%. The bond-lengths between all atoms are
shorter for pyridine in the cluster.
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Figure 4.8: Bond-lengths, in Å, of isolated pyridine in equilibrium geometry (Eq) and in cluster with
one water (1w).
Figure 4.9 presents the time-delay plots for isolated pyridine in both geometries. All three reso-
nances visible in the figure are slightly destabilized for Pyr 1w. Comparing the time-delays for Pyr
Eq with Pyr 1w, a correlation between the bond-lengths (in general: volume of the molecule) and res-
onance positions can be noticed: a resonance position is lower in energy for the system with longer
bond-lengths (bigger volume).
The resonance shifts are collected in table 4.3. The shifts are not significant, however it is im-
portant to notice the direction of the shift. A single water molecule binding to pyridine changes the
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Figure 4.9: Time-delay for isolated pyridine in two different geometries: equilibrium (Eq) and its
geometry in the cluster Pyr-H2O (Pyr 1w). The calculations were performed at SE level with the
cc-pVDZ basis set and 20 virtual orbitals. The time-delay is plotted for the symmetries indicated in
the panels.
system ∆Er 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗
Pyr E1wr -E
Eq
r 0.12 0.08
Table 4.3: Shifts in the resonance positions of isolated pyridine in the geometry corresponding to
the clusters with respect to isolated pyridine in their equilibrium geometry. The calculations were
performed at SE level with 20 v.o.
geometry (decreases its bond-lengths/volume) which destabilises the resonances‡.
4.3.1.2 DIRECT EFFECTS
PYRIDINE, PYR-H2O
Figure 4.10 presents the time-delay for isolated pyridine in its Pyr-H2O geometry (Pyr 1w) and Pyr-
H2O in its equilibrium geometry. Therefore, it illustrates the direct effect of water on Pyr (we do not
include the changes in geometry). In this case water stabilizes all resonances visible in the figure.
FORMIC ACID, FA-H2O
The same situation can be observed in figure 4.11 for isolated formic acid in its geometry in the cluster
‡In the next chapter, we will find out that the opposite behaviour is observed for thymine-(H2O)5.
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Figure 4.10: Time-delay for isolated pyridine in its geometry in the cluster Pyr-H2O (Pyr 1w) and for
Pyr-H2O in its equilibrium geometry. The calculations were performed at SE level with the cc-pVDZ
basis set and 20 virtual orbitals. The time-delay is plotted for the symmetries indicated in the panel.
FA-H2O (FA 1w) and the FA-H2O cluster in its equilibrium geometry.
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Figure 4.11: Time-delay for isolated formic acid in its geometry in the cluster FA-H2O (FA 1w) and for
FA-H2O in its equilibrium geometry. The calculations were performed at SE level with the cc-pVDZ
basis set and 20 virtual orbitals. The time-delay is plotted for the symmetries indicated in the panel.
Table 4.4 collects resonance shifts for Pyr and FA. The shift in the FA cluster is similar in size with
the one presented by T. C. Freitas et al. [27], they reported shift of 0.5 eV. The changes between our
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and their results may be due to different basis set used in calculations (they used aug-cc-pVDZ, while
we used cc-pVDZ basis set). The direction of the shifts (stabilization of resonances) of the studied
systems confirms the conclusion by T. C. Freitas et al. [27], that water acting as proton donor (as in
these cases) stabilizes resonances§.
system ∆Er 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗
Pyr E1wr -E
Eq
r -0.36 -0.31
FA E1wr -E
Eq
r -0.40 –
Table 4.4: Shifts in the resonance positions of pyridine and formic acid for the case where geometry
does not change in the cluster. The calculations were performed at SE level with 20 v.o. See text for
details.
4.3.1.3 TOTAL EFFECTS
Figure 4.12 illustrates the time-delay for isolated pyridine (Eq) and Pyr-H2O in their equilibrium
geometries. We see that the presence of water stabilizes the resonances but the changes are not
significant. The first shape resonance (1 2B1 or 1 pi∗ resonance) is shifted to lower energy by about
0.24 eV compared to that of isolated pyridine. The second shape resonance (1 2A2 or 2 pi∗ resonance)
is shifted to lower energy by about 0.21 eV.
The total effect of water is by definition the sum of indirect and direct effects. Indeed, summing
the resonance shifts for indirect (see table 4.3) and direct effect (see table 4.4) gives the shifts due to
the total effects (see table 4.5).
system ∆Er 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗
Pyr E1wr -E
Eq
r -0.24 -0.21
Table 4.5: Shifts in the resonance positions of isolated pyridine in its equilibrium geometries with
respect to Pyr-H2O in its equilibrium geometries. The calculations were performed at SE level with
20 v.o.
The change in geometry induced by water has an opposite effect on the resonance shift than the
explicit presence of water. The resonance positions for pyridine in equilibrium geometry are lower
in energy than those for pyridine in geometry of the cluster but higher in energy than those for Pyr-
H2O. The direct effects are stronger than indirect ones, therefore as a result of the total effects, all
resonances are stabilized. In terms of direct effects, the stabilization of the resonances is caused by
the fact that water is a proton donor (as the introduction to this chapter explains that was shown by
T. C. Freitas et al. [27]). However, in case of the indirect effect there is no qualitative picture to explain
the water effect on destabilization of the resonances.
§In the next chapter, we will find out that the analysis of thymine clusters also confirm this conclusion.
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Figure 4.12: Time-delay for isolated pyridine (Eq) and Pyr-H2O in their equilibrium geometries. The
calculations were performed at SE level with the cc-pVDZ basis set and 20 virtual orbitals. The time-
delay is plotted for symmetries indicated in the panel.
The resonance shift in the phenol-water system is -0.07 eV for the first pi∗resonance and -0.13 eV
for the second one. E. M. de Oliveira et al. [140] studied total effects and we cannot look at direct and
indirect effects separately. However, it is reasonable to assume that as in pyridine, the direct effect
are stabilizing and the indirect are either destabilizing or very mildly stabilizing.
Qualitatively the conclusions for our SE result for the resonance characterisitics are in agreement
with those of T. C. Freitas et al. [27] for formic acid (direct effects) and E. M. de Oliveira et al. [140] for
phenol (total effects) with 1 and 2 water molecules (for various geometries) at SE level.
4.3.2 SEP MODEL
It has already been shown in the chapter 3 that the inclusion of more virtual orbitals in the scattering
calculations, i.e. increasing polarization by promotion of a target electron to one of many virtual
orbitals, stabilizes resonances. Therefore, it is key to describe the same amount of polarizability in
the systems in order to compare their resonance positions. The method we hoped to use (described
in 4.1.3) is not viable thus we cannot estimate how much of the polarizaibility of the systems is being
described (nevertheless, we attempted to describe the dependence between resonance energies and
polarizability for Pyr, Pyr-H2O and FA; the results are presented in appendix C.2).
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The only option was to look at how the resonance positions changed as we added virtual orbitals
one by one. First, in the set of virtual orbitals for both targets were included only orbitals that have
the same or similar electron charge distributions. Since the orbitals of pyridine-water have different
energy to those of isolated pyridine, and since the cluster possesses additional orbitals with charge
density connected to water, inclusion in both scattering calculations of the same number of virtual
orbitals, does not guarantee that one of the electrons which is allowed to occupy one of the virtual
orbitals will occupy the same orbitals in both systems. Nevertheless, most of pyridine-water orbitals
are similar to those of pyridine and/or water orbitals.
In our calculations virtual orbitals are chosen in order of increasing energy (it is not possible to
exclude an orbital with energy between the lowest and highest energy of selected orbitals). Unfortu-
nately, only 4 virtual orbitals of the lowest energies of pyridine-water have the same or similar shape
to those of pyridine. The 5th and 6th v.o. of pyridine-water (20th a′ and 21th a′ orbitals of pyridine-
water in the table C.1, in appendix C)¶ are a mixture of pyridine and water orbitals and the two
orbitals (both of a’ symmetry) correspond only to one of pyridine (13th a1 orbital of pyridine, in the
table C.1). Table 4.6 presents the position of the two lowest shape resonances for the two systems
and their shifts for various numbers of virtual orbitals. Inclusion of 4 v.o. gives the resonance shifts:
0.23 eV for the 1 2B1 resonance and 0.22 eV for the 1 2A2 resonance (at SE level the resonance shifts
are: 0.24 eV and 0.21 eV for the first and second pure pi∗ resonance, respectively). Including an addi-
tional v.o. in the calculations for both systems decreases the shift (but the change is not significant, as
observed in table 4.6, for ’v.o.’ = 5). Nevertheless, comparing the relative positions of the resonances,
when 6 v.o. of pyridine-water and 5 v.o. of pyridine are included (the 20th a′ and 21th a′ orbitals of
pyridine-water correspond to 13th a1 pyridine orbital), the shift for both resonances increases. How-
ever, including more v.o. decreases the shift again, and for calculations with 9 v.o. for Pyr-H2O and
8 v.o. for pyridine, the shift is the same as for calculations with 4 v.o. It can be seen in table C.1,
that pyridine-water orbitals with charge distribution around water and pyridine have much lower
energy than the corresponding ones for the isolated systems, for instance, 10th v.o. and 12th v.o. (24th
a′ and 25th a′) Pyr-H2O orbitals. Inclusion of these orbitals, i.e. 10 v.o. and 13 v.o. for Pyr-H2O and 9
v.o. and 12 v.o. for pyridine, increases the shift for the first shape resonances (the shift for the second
resonances is unchanged). The 14th Pyr-H2O v.o. (the 26th a′ Pyr-H2O orbital in table C.1), even if it
has a charge distribution mostly around the pyridine, does not seem to correspond to any pyridine
orbital. Including this orbital in the calculations, i.e. 14 v.o. for Pyr-H2O and 12 v.o. for pyridine,
changes the relative position of the first resonance even more. It can be seen from the table C.1 that
¶Throughout this section, the numbers in brackets are given for readers who are interested in the shape of orbitals illus-
trated in table C.1, in appendix C. In this table all (frozen, active, virtual) orbitals are numbered whereas in table 4.6 the
number of virtual orbitals (for all symmetries: v.o. and amount of virtual orbitals per symmetry: v.o./sym) are given. There-
fore the reader should be aware that the numbers in brackets are linked only to the table in appendix and are not connected
to the amount of virtual orbitals counted in table 4.6.
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among the 39 lowest virtual orbitals of pyridine-water (18th a′– 42th a′, 10tha′′– 23th a′′ orbital) there
are 35 which correspond to isolated pyridine orbitals. The position of the shape resonances for iso-
lated pyridine with 35 v.o. are in the best agreement with experiment (see chapter 3). By including
35 v.o. in Pyr-H2O we include different orbitals than in the isolated systems. Unfortunately, since
the orbitals with the lowest energies of the specific symmetry are selected, any orbital with energy
lower than the energy of the last orbital of the specific symmetry cannot be eliminated. Therefore,
in table 4.6 we compare the results for 39 v.o. and 35 v.o. for pyridine-water and pyridine, respec-
tively (see figure 4.13). The highest number of v.o. for which the resonance positions are collected in
table 4.6 are 50 v.o. for Pyr-H2O and 44 v.o. for Pyr.
Pyr-H2O Pyridine E
Pyr-H2O
r -E
Pyr
r
v.o. v.o./sym EA
′
r E
A′′
r v.o. v.o./sym EB1r EA2r ∆
Er
1 ∆
Er
2
4 2a′ 2a′′ 2.19 2.59 4 1a1 1b1 1b2 1a2 2.42 2.81 -0.23 -0.22
5 3a′ 2a′′ 2.12 2.54 5 2a1 1b1 1b2 1a2 2.34 2.74 -0.22 -0.20
6 4a′ 2a′′ 2.06 2.50 5 2a1 1b1 1b2 1a2 2.34 2.74 -0.28 -0.24
7 4a′ 3a′′ 2.01 2.43 6 2a1 1b1 2b2 1a2 2.28 2.66 -0.27 -0.23
8 5a′ 3a′′ 1.95 2.37 7 3a1 1b1 2b2 1a2 2.21 2.60 -0.26 -0.23
9 6a′ 3a′′ 1.54 1.98 8 3a1 2b1 2b2 1a2 1.77 2.20 -0.23 -0.22
10 7a′ 3a′′ 1.48 1.95 9 4a1 2b1 2b2 1a2 1.72 2.17 -0.24 -0.22
13 8a′ 5a′′ 1.34 1.86 12 5a1 2b1 4b2 1a2 1.62 2.08 -0.28 -0.22
14 9a′ 5a′′ 1.32 1.85 12 5a1 2b1 4b2 1a2 1.62 2.08 -0.30 -0.23
20 12a′ 8a′′ 1.13 1.60 18 7a1 3b1 6b2 2a2 1.42 1.83 -0.29 -0.23
30 19a′ 11a′′ 0.69 1.11 27 11a1 5b1 8b2 3a2 0.99 1.35 -0.30 -0.24
35 22a′ 13a′′ 0.60 0.99 31 13a1 5b1 10b2 3a2 0.90 1.23 -0.30 -0.24
39 25a′ 14a′′ 0.37 0.85 35 15a1 6b1 11b2 3a2 0.75 1.09 -0.38 -0.24
50 30a′ 20a′′ 0.11 0.59 44 28a1 10b1 21b2 6a2 0.35 0.83 -0.24 -0.24
Table 4.6: Position of the first and second shape resonances of pyridine and Pyr-H2O. Also given
are the resonance shifts (∆Er1 and ∆
Er
2 ). The numbers of virtual orbitals used in the calculations are
indicated in the column ’v.o.’; in the column ’v.o./sym’ the number of virtual orbitals per symmetry
is listed.
It can be seen that the shift for the second shape resonance is hardly influenced by the number of
v.o. The shift for the first shape resonances is more significantly affected (from 0.23 eV for 4 v.o. to
0.38 eV for 39 v.o.). The reason for the bigger effect on the first resonance is not clear at the moment.
As was the case for the SE calculations, the conclusions for SEP results are also in agreement
with those of T. C. Freitas et al.’s formic acid-water calculations at SEP level [27]. They observed that
inclusion of polarization stabilizes resonance even more than at SE level. In their case the inclusion of
polarization changed the shift by about 20% (from ∼ 0.5 eV at SE level to ∼ 0.6 eV at SEP level). That
is also the case for the pyridine-water 1 2B1 shape resonance: the shift also changes by about 20%
(from ∼ 0.24 eV at SE level to ∼ 0.30 eV at SEP level with 35 v.o.). Nevertheless, this is not the case
for the 1 2A2 shape resonance, for which the shift stays almost the same after including polarization.
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Figure 4.13: The time-delay of pyridine and Pyr-H2O for the symmetries indicated in the panels, as
a function of electron energy. The calculations were performed at SEP level using the cc-pVDZ basis
set and the number of virtual orbitals (v.o.) indicated in the figure. The spikes appearing above 7 eV
are pseudo-resonances.
This means that the second pi∗resonance is less sensitive to polarization.
4.3.3 CC MODEL
The approach undertaken in this section is similar to the previous ones. First, results for 0 v.o. are
presented (figure 4.14). Next results with inclusion of additional polarization are discussed. The
numbers of virtual orbitals included in calculation has been chosen as in the previous section. The
energies and energy order of CASSCF orbitals differ from HF orbitals but the changes are not very
significant; hence the orbitals are not presented in the appendix.
Figure 4.14 shows that results for pyridine and pyridine-water, with 0 v.o., do not differ much.
Similarly to SE and SEP calculations, the pure shape resonances are slightly shifted to lower energy
in the presence of water. This is also the case for some of the core-excited (and mixed shape–core-
excited) resonances but not for all. The 1 2A1 and 2 2A1 resonances (respectively, at ∼7.6 eV and
∼9.5 eV in A′ symmetry for Pyr-H2O) and 1 2B2 and 2 2B2 resonances (respectively, at ∼8.2 eV
and ∼8.6 eV in A′′ symmetry for Pyr-H2O) of pyridine-water are slightly shifted to higher energy
compared to isolated pyridine. It can also be noted that pyridine has an extra peak at ∼7.5 eV (3 2B1
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Figure 4.14: The time-delay of pyridine and Pyr-H2O for corresponding symmetries indicated in
the panels, as a function of electron energy. The calculations were performed at CC level using the
cc-pVDZ basis set for 0 virtual orbitals. The ground state and 8 excited states are included in both
calculations.
resonance) very close to another one at ∼7.1 eV (2 2B1 resonance). This extra peak cannot be seen in
the pyridine-water plot due to the lower symmetry of the system (i.e. it is hidden by another peak).
Inclusion of polarization (virtual orbitals) into calculations lowers all of the resonances visible
in figure 4.14. The dependence of time-delay on the number of virtual orbitals for pyridine and
pyridine-water is shown in figure 4.15 and 4.16, respectively. In figure 4.15, we also plotted the time-
delay for our best calculations presented in chapter 3. It can easily be seen that inclusion of 6 virtual
orbitals into pyridine calculation and 7 v.o. into Pyr-H2O one do not change the resonance positions
much, but inclusion of 18 v.o. and 20 v.o. for Pyr and Pyr-H2O, respectively, changes the position
of resonances significantly and new resonances appear. The 2 2B1 and 3 2B1 resonances of pyridine
(at ∼7.1 eV and ∼7.5 eV) which are not completely distinguished for calculations with 0 v.o. and 6
v.o. are now more separated. Also, one new structure appears at the time-delay for pyridine-water
of A′ symmetry at 6.66 eV (see figure 4.16 or table 4.7, 20 v.o.). Inclusion of additional polarization
stabilizes all of the Pyr-H2O resonances presented here (there are no destabilized resonances any
longer). The resonance spectra of Pyr and Pyr-H2O for the calculations with the highest number of
v.o. presented in this work (80 v.o. for Pyr and 94 v.o. for Pyr-H2O) are illustrated in figure 4.17. The
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Figure 4.15: CC time-delay for pyridine calculated with cc-pVDZ basis set; symmetries and number
of virtual orbitals (v.o.) are indicated in the figure. ’Best cal.’ refers to out best calculations at CC
level for isolated pyridine described in chapter 3.
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Figure 4.16: CC time-delay for Pyr-H2O calculated with cc-pVDZ basis set; symmetries and number
of virtual orbitals (v.o.) are indicated in the figure.
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Res Pyr-H2O Pyridine E
Pyr-H2O
r -E
Pyr
r Res Pyr-H2O Pyridine E
Pyr-H2O
r -E
Pyr
r
EA
′
r E
A1
r E
B1
r ∆
Er EA
′′
r E
B2
r E
A2
r ∆
Er
0 v.o. 0 v.o. 0 v.o. 0 v.o.
1 2B1 1.95 2.09 -0.14 1 2A2 2.42 2.53 -0.11
2 2B1 6.96 7.07 -0.11 2 2A2 7.65 7.71 -0.06
3 2B1 7.62 7.44 0.18 1 2B2 8.22 8.09 0.13
1 2A1 7.62 7.44 0.18 3 2A2 8.22 8.46 -0.24
4 2B1 8.78 8.85 -0.07 2 2B2 8.61 8.46 0.15
2 2A1 9.47 9.37 0.10 4 2A2 9.20 9.20 0.00
7 v.o. 6 v.o. 7 v.o. 6 v.o.
1 2B1 1.85 2.03 -0.18 1 2A2 2.31 2.48 -0.17
2 2B1 6.73 6.98 -0.25 2 2A2 7.49 7.65 -0.16
3 2B1 7.52 7.04 0.48 1 2B2 8.11 8.05 0.06
1 2A1 7.52 7.04 0.48 3 2A2 8.11 8.40 -0.29
4 2B1 8.59 8.77 -0.18 2 2B2 8.49 8.40 0.09
2 2A1 9.37 9.34 0.03 4 2A2 9.05 9.16 -0.11
20 v.o. 18 v.o. 20 v.o. 18 v.o.
1 2B1 1.29 1.56 -0.27 1 2A2 1.75 2.02 -0.27
2 2B1 5.87 6.19 -0.32 2 2A2 6.90 7.15 -0.25
3 2B1 6.66 6.90 -0.24 1 2B2 7.42 7.44 -0.02
1 2A1 6.94 6.93 0.01 3 2A2 7.42 7.75 -0.33
4 2B1 7.89 8.15 -0.26 2 2B2 7.87 7.89 -0.02
2 2A1 8.74 8.74 0.00 4 2A2 8.30 8.53 -0.23
60 v.o. 50 v.o. 60 v.o. 50 v.o.
1 2B1 0.58 1.00 -0.42 1 2A2 1.08 1.46 -0.38
2 2B1 5.08 5.44 -0.36 2 2A2 6.21 6.56 -0.35
3 2B1 6.02 6.34 -0.32 1 2B2 6.67 6.74 -0.07
1 2A1 6.27 6.34 -0.07 3 2A2 6.76 7.08 -0.32
4 2B1 7.15 7.49 -0.34 2 2B2 7.13 7.23 -0.10
2 2A1 7.99 8.06 -0.07 4 2A2 7.49 7.81 -0.32
94 v.o. 80 v.o. 94 v.o. 80 v.o.
1 2B1 0.47 0.91 -0.44 1 2A2 0.96 1.37 -0.41
2 2B1 4.90 5.33 -0.43 2 2A2 6.09 6.46 -0.37
3 2B1 5.90 6.22 -0.32 1 2B2 6.53 6.61 -0.08
1 2A1 6.12 6.24 -0.12 3 2A2 6.60 6.99 -0.39
4 2B1 7.02 7.40 -0.38 2 2B2 6.98 7.11 -0.13
2 2A1 7.83 7.93 -0.10 4 2A2 7.37 7.71 -0.34
Table 4.7: Positions of the shape and core-excited resonances of pyridine and Pyr-H2O at CC level.
Also given are the energy shifts of the resonances in the cluster (∆Er ). The energy of the resonances
is given for various numbers of virtual orbitals indicated in the table.
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Figure 4.17: The time-delay for Pyr and Pyr-H2O calculated at CC level with cc-pVDZ basis set;
symmetries and number of virtual orbitals are indicated in the figure.
positions of the resonances and their shifts for different numbers of v.o. are collected in table 4.7.
The CC calculations show that water stabilizes all resonances presented in this section (the shape
and core-excited resonances as well as the resonances with mixed shape–core-excited character) for
calculations with higher number of v.o. than 20. However the resonance shifts are not the same for
all resonances. The majority of the resonance shifts in calculations with 60 (and 94) v.o. for Pyr-H2O
compared with 50 (and 80) v.o. for Pyr are approximately between -0.3 eV and -0.4 eV. For resonances
1 2A1, 2 2A1, 1 2B2 and 2 2B2 the shifts are not higher than -0.13 eV.
4.4 RESONANCES IN PYR-(H2O)N, n = 2, 3, 5
The structure of the systems presented in this section is illustrated in figure 4.18. All calculations
presented here are at SE level. Pyr-(H2O)2 and Pyr-(H2O)5 belong to C1 point group, whereas Pyr-
(H2O)3 belongs to Cs (note that Pyr-H2O also belongs to Cs point group and isolated Pyr to C2v).
Table 4.8 illustrates the correlation of irreducible representations between these point groups.
In this section we present indirect and total effects of water on pyridine. Direct effects are not
presented in this section as they can be derived from the the total and indirect effects (as a difference
between them).
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Figure 4.18: Geometrical structure of the pyridine-water clusters studied in this work. Generated
using MOLDEN. The geometry of Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3 comes from [141] and the geometry of Pyr-
(H2O)5 comes from [142].
n n = 0 n = 1, 3 n = 2, 5
P.G. C2v Cs C1
A1,B1 A′
B2,A2 A′′
A
Table 4.8: Correlation table for point groups of Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5.
INDIRECT EFFECTS
The investigation of changing the geometry of pyridine induced by water is presented for clusters
Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3, 5. Figure 4.19 illustrates the bond-lengths for the equilibrium geometry of pyri-
dine, Pyr Eq, (figure 4.19a) and for the geometry of pyridine in the cluster with five water molecules,
Pyr 5w, (figure 4.19b). The changes in bond-lengths between these systems are smaller than ∼ 1.4%.
The changes in bond-lengths between pyridine in cluster Pyr-(H2O)5 (Pyr 5w) and pyridine in clus-
ters with fewer water molecules: Pyr-H2O (Pyr 1w), Pyr-(H2O)2 (Pyr 2w), Pyr-(H2O)3 (Pyr 3w), are
no larger than ∼ 0.2%. Therefore, the comparison of time-delay between Pyr Eq and Pyr 2w, Pyr
3w, Pyr 5w does not differ from that presented in section 4.3.1.1. Indeed, the changes in time-delay
for Pyr 1w, Pyr 2w, Pyr 3w and Pyr 5w (presented in figure 4.20) are not noticeable. This is not sur-
prising, since in each cluster only one water molecule attaches to the ring (to the nitrogen); the other
water molecules bind to water. Thus the geometry of pyridine in the clusters is similar.
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Figure 4.19: Bond-lengths, in Å, of pyridine in equilibrium geometry (Pyr Eq) and in clusters with 5
water molecules (Pyr 5w).
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Figure 4.20: Time-delay for isolated pyridine in various geometries: its equilibrium geometry (Pyr
Eq) and its geometry in the cluster Pyr-H2O (Pyr 1w), Pyr-(H2O)2 (Pyr 2w), Pyr-(H2O)3 (Pyr 3w) and
Pyr-(H2O)5 (Pyr 5w). The calculations were performed at SE level with the cc-pVDZ basis set and 20
virtual orbitals. The time-delay is plotted for the symmetries indicated in the panel.
TOTAL EFFECTS
Figure 4.21 illustrates the resonances for isolated pyridine and Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5. Due to
the fact that the isolated pyridine belongs to C2v point group and Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 1, 3 to Cs the
time-delay for A1 and B1 irreducible representations are summed. Since Pyr-(H2O)2 and Pyr-(H2O)5
belong to the C1 point group, the time-delay for these systems is plotted twice in the panel for the A1
+ B1/A′ symmetry and the one for A2 + B2/A′′ (see table 4.8). For all these systems water stabilizes
the resonances but the shifts are not significant, especially for pyridine-(H2O)2 and pyridine-(H2O)3.
The biggest change in resonance position can be noticed for pyridine-(H2O)5. Table 4.9 lists the
resonance shifts for these systems.
Res Pyr-H2O Pyr-(H2O)2 Pyr-(H2O)3 Pyr-(H2O)5
1 2B1 -0.25 -0.13 -0.12 -0.36
1 2A2 -0.21 -0.08 -0.05 -0.26
Table 4.9: Energy shifts of the two lowest, pure pi∗shape resonances in pyridine-H2O, pyridine-
(H2O)2, pyridine-(H2O)3 and pyridine-(H2O)5 with respect to those in isolated pyridine.
We observe that the trend of resonance shift for the clusters is connected with the energy of
pi∗orbitals of the systems, see table 4.10. The energy differences between orbitals of pyridine-water
clusters and isolated pyridine are close to the resonance shifts. The shifts are also correlated with the
dipole moments of the clusters (table 4.1). That can be understood if for simplicity we assume that
dipole moment of pyridine in the cluster is approximately equal to the dipole moment of isolated
pyridine. The total dipole moment of the cluster is a vector sum of the dipole moment of isolated
pyridine and water. With this assumption if the total dipole moment is larger than that of isolated
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Figure 4.21: The time-delay for pyridine and Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5 for the corresponding sym-
metries, as a function of electron energy. The calculations were performed at SE level using the
cc-pVDZ basis set. The time-delay for pyridine-(H2O)n, n = 2, 5 is plotted twice (the reason for it is
explained in the main text).
pyridine it means that the water dipole moment has increasing contribution to the total dipole mo-
ment. Thus, more positive charge is next to the ring. In this situation the scattering electron is more
attracted to the cluster than to isolated pyridine — the resonance is stabilized. The opposite situa-
tions takes place when total dipole moment of the cluster is smaller than that of isolated pyridine.
In this case water dipole moment has decreasing contribution to the total dipole moment. Therefore
more negative charge is next to the ring, which is less attractive for incoming electron.
The fact that the 1 pi∗ resonance is more affected by presence of water than the 2 pi∗ resonance for
each cluster presented in this section, can be explained by higher density around the nitrogen which
is bound to water. The shape of first and second pi∗ orbitals are presented in table 4.10.
Although T. C. Freitas et al. also studied formic acid bound to two water molecules [27], the com-
parison with Pyr-(H2O)2 is not straightforward since in the case of formic acid the 2 water molecules
are directly bound to this molecule, whereas in case of pyridine one water binds to nitrogen and the
second water molecule binds to the oxygen in the other water molecule (see, figure 4.18).
The results presented here show that water molecules stabilize the two lowest shape resonances.
However, increasing the number of water molecules does not always increase the resonance shifts.
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Res. Pyr Pyr-H2O Pyr-(H2O)2 Pyr-(H2O)3 Pyr-(H2O)5
1 pi∗
3.14 eV 2.88 eV 2.98 eV 2.98 eV 2.67 eV
2 pi∗
3.53 eV 3.29 eV 3.43 eV 3.45 eV 3.20 eV
Table 4.10: The lowest pi∗orbitals of pyridine and the pyridine clusters indicated. The nitrogen is
located at the position facing the water molecules.
We noticed a correlation between dipole moments of the clusters and resonance shifts. Additionally,
we noticed that water affects the first shape resonance more strongly than the second one.
4.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter we compared resonances positions of isolated pyridine with those affected by pres-
ence of water. We compared Pyr-H2O to pyridine in SE, SEP and CC level. The shape and core-
excited resonances and those of mixed shape–core-excited character are stabilized in presence of
water. However, water does not affect all resonances equally strong. The differences between the
resonance shifts can be linked to shape of the orbitals into which incoming electron is trapped: water
affects more the orbitals with density around nitrogen (those with density close to water).
The SE calculations for clusters with more than one water molecule also show stabilization of
the resonances. In all the clusters presented in this chapter only one water molecule is bound to the
pyridine ring and in all clusters the water molecule acts as a hydrogen donor. Our observations are
consistent with the T. C. Freitas et al. hypothesis that resonance are stabilized when water acts as a
hydrogen donor. The results of pyridine cluster calculations, however, do not allow us to verify the
resonance behaviour in the case when water acts as a hydrogen acceptor and in the case when more
than one water is bound to the ring. These cases can be verified for thymine clusters calculations
presented in the next chapter.
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ELECTRON COLLISIONS WITH
THYMINE-(H2O)5
Thymine, as one of the four nucleobases in DNA (see chapter 1), has been of interest to electron-
molecule interaction researchers for a long time. This molecule, as well as its equivalent in RNA
- uracil, has been widely studied both experimentally and theoretically, due to their similarities,
number of studies compare the two molecules. The attachment energies of electrons to the nucleic
acid bases in their gas phases were measured for the first time (except for uracil) in 1998 by Afla-
tooni et al. [34] in an ETS experiment. After 2000, several experimental groups have measured ion
yield of anionic fragments of thymine and uracil produced through dissociative electron attachment:
Hanel et al. [37], Denifl et al. [43, 38], Ptasin´ska et al. [44], Scheer et al. [39, 40], Abouaf et al. [35],
Aflatooni et al. [41], Burrow et al. [36]. Theoretically, gas-phase collisions between slow electrons and
thymine or uracil molecules have been studied by: C. Winstead and V. McKoy [59, 20, 19, 55], and F.
Kossoski et al. [63] (they carried out scattering calculations employing the Schwinger multichannel
(SMC) method); Y. Wang et al. [57] and F. A. Gianturco et al. [58, 60], (they used the single-center
expansion (SCE) potentials); S. Tonzani and C. Greene [54] (they used the R-matrix method together
with model potentials); A. Dora et al. [64, 16], and Z. Mašín and J. D. Gorfinkiel [24] (they used the
R-matrix method); In this chapter, simpler calculation for isolated thymine are presented, for the
purpose of comparison and as a basis for calculations of clusters of thymine surrounded by water
molecules.
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Only a handful of studies on microsolvated nucleobases are available. S. Kim et al. studied the-
oretical vertical detachment energies of thymine, uracil and adenine-uracil base pair [151, 152, 153].
In 2014, M. Smyth et al.’s study of thymine surrounded by 5 water molecules was published [79].
They calculated vertical electron attachment (VEA) energies for the first pi∗ resonance and found it
decreases with respect to the isolated molecule. They assumed this is the case for all resonances
(also for the σ∗ resonance which leads to DEA). With this assumption, using nonlocal complex po-
tential theory and the multiple scattering theory [51, 154, 155] they calculated DEA cross section for
hydrogen detachment for isolated thymine and uracil∗ (more details about their work is given in
section 5.4.4). Very recently, in 2016, J. Kocˇišek et al. [78] published an experimental study of electron
attachment to microhydrated uracil and thymine (more details is given in section 5.4.4). Their results
seem to be in contradiction with M. Smyth et al.’s theoretical outcome, which predicted that solvation
of thymine and uracil strongly enhances the cross section for the N2-H fragmentation process. The
experimental results show that the fragmentation process (both for N1-H and N2-H) does not occur
when thymine and uracil are surrounded by a few water molecules.
The main goal of this chapter is similar to that of the previous one, i.e. to investigate the effect
of water on the resonance characteristics. The discrepancy between theoretical and experimental
results mentioned above is not satisfactory. Therefore, we hope to gain a better understanding of the
influence of water on resonance position by performing R-matrix scattering calculations that support
either the Smyth et al.’s or Kocˇišek et al.’s results. Our calculations have been performed for exactly
the same geometry as in [79] (the geometry was provided by one of the authors of that work).
Unlike chapter 4 (pyridine-water clusters), in this chapter we discuss results for several different
geometries of the Thy-(H2O)5 clusters. Calculations for thymine bound to 1, 2, 3 water molecules for
a number of geometries that will be discussed later (also provided by M. Smyth et al.) have also been
performed. That helped us to investigate hydrogen bonding effects in more detail, and allowed us
to determine whether T. C. Freitas et al.’s conclusion of the role of water on resonances in HCOOH
holds for systems with more than 2 water molecules (T. C. Freitas et al. studied clusters of formic acid
with one and two water molecules for various geometries).
The main challenge of performing R-matrix calculations for the systems presented in this chapter
was their size, especially for thymine-(H2O)5 (116 electrons and no symmetry). Calculations with
such big computational requirements had never been performed before, due to limitation of the
UKRmol suite. These calculations were also challenging because the new UKRmol+ suite, used to
perform these calculations, needed to be debugged; computer restrictions and allocating and sorting
a huge amount of data were also issues.
Although the calculations were completed, we investigated a different solution — a way to reduce
∗M. Smyth et al. state that there is no difference between their theoretical model of uracil and thymine [79]. Therefore they
performed calculations using mixed data for both molecules. They assume that the results hold both for uracil and thymine.
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the computational demands. Therefore, we tested a model in which the water molecules were not
explicitly included in the calculations. The effects of their presence on thymine orbitals was included
by using modified orbitals to describe thymine. We studied a system of thymine with its orbitals
modified by the presence of water. In one case water is described using the polarized continuum
model [156] and in the second it is represented as point charges [156]. The new thymine orbitals,
polarized orbitals and orbitals modified by water described as point charges, were provided to us by
S. Caprasecca.
5.1 THYMINE CHARACTERISTICS
Thymine (abbreviated to Thy) is pyrimidinic nucleobase, a heterocyclic aromatic compound, its
chemical formula is C5H6N2O2. The structure of thymine is illustrated in figure 5.1
Figure 5.1: Geometrical structure of the thymine molecule. Blue colour represents nitrogen, orange –
carbon, red – oxygen and white (grey) – hydrogen atoms. Generated using MOLDEN.
The alternative names for thymine are 2,4-Dihydroxy-5-methylpyrimidine or 5-methyluracil. As
the name implies, the only difference in the structure between thymine and uracil is a methyl group
replacing a hydrogen in uracil. In DNA, thymine binds to adenine by two hydrogen bonds. In RNA,
thymine is replaced with uracil in most cases.
Thymine possesses 66 electrons; the orbitals in the ring are similar to those of pyrimidine (the
thymine orbitals can be found in appendix D, table D.1) and there are still the six pi-electrons from
the three double bonds in the aromatic structure.
At room temperature thymine has the appearance of a white to off white crystalline powder,
with a melting point of 316-317◦C and a boiling point of 335◦C; it is odourless. Its vertical ioniza-
tion energy is close to that of other benzene ring molecules and it is around 9.1-9.2 eV [157, 158],
the first electronic excitation threshold is around 3.6-3.9 eV [42, 159] and its dipole moment is 4.13
Debye [160]. It belongs to the C1 point group.
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5.2 CALCULATION DETAILS
The indirect, direct and total effects of water on isolated system were introduced in chapter 4. How-
ever, we remind the reader of the definitions:
• Direct effect of water includes the changes in resonance characteristics that the presence of
water causes, excluding changes in the thymine geometry, i.e. we compare Thy and Thy-(H2O)n
results, where the Thy geometry is preserved in all systems.
• Indirect effect of water includes the changes of Thy geometry which can be investigated with-
out including water in the calculations.
• Total effect of water includes both direct and indirect effects, i.e. we compare Thy and Thy-
(H2O)n in their equilibrium geometries.
The targets studied in this chapter were chosen so as to study these effects in some detail.
5.2.1 TARGET GEOMETRIES
In this chapter we are investigating a number of targets: isolated thymine and several thymine clus-
ters with various numbers of water molecules; moreover, we also examine clusters with a specific
number of waters for various binding sites of H2O to thymine. For the sake of investigating indirect
effects we also compare different geometries of thymine. The large number of targets, their names
and the differences between them may be, at the beginning, confusing for reader. Therefore, we first
present all of them here, and then we repeat the structure of the discussed targets at the beginning of
each section. The targets are not presented here in the same order in which they appear throughout
this chapter, but in a way, we hope that, is easy to follow. The studied targets are:
1. Thy-(H2O)5
Investigations of clusters with 5 water molecules are the main goal of this chapter. They are
presented in section 5.4. We are presenting 2 clusters of this type:
• Thy-(H2O)5 in its equilibrium geometry. The structure of this cluster is presented in fig-
ure 5.2a, and we refer to it as ABCDE cluster (in abbreviation: ABCDE) or by using expres-
sion: cluster in ABCDE geometry.
• Thy-(H2O)5 cluster in a non-equilibrium geometry. This cluster is investigated for com-
plementary purposes. The structure of this cluster is presented in figure 5.2b, and we refer
to it as ACDEF cluster (in abbreviation: ACDEF) or by using expression: cluster in ACDEF
geometry.
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Figure 5.2: Structure of Thy-(H2O)5 for the two different geometries studied in this work. The labels
of each water molecule in the geometry ABCDE are used throughout the text.
2. Thy-H2O
In order to gain better insight into electron scattering from the ABCDE cluster, we investigated
thymine bound to only one water from this cluster at a time. In this case we investigate ten
systems:
• Five Thy-H2O for each of the waters in the cluster ABCDE. In this cases the Thy-H2O
clusters are not optimised. They are created by removing 4 water molecules from the
ABCDE cluster. These clusters are presented in section 5.3.3. Each cluster is labelled by
a capital letter in accordance to the position of the water molecule in cluster ABCDE (see
figure 5.2a). Therefore, we refer to each of them as A (B, C, D or E) cluster. The structure of
each of the clusters is presented in figure 5.3a.
• Five Thy-H2O with optimised geometry for each of the waters in the cluster ABCDE. In
this case, 4 waters are removed from the ABCDE cluster and then a (local) optimisation
is performed for the thymine-water cluster. These clusters are presented in section 5.3.2.
These clusters are also labelled by the capital letter corresponding to position of the water
molecule in the cluster ABCDE, but to distinguish them from the cluster above ’eq’ is
added to the name. Therefore, we refer to each of them as Aeq (Beq, Ceq, Deq or Eeq)
cluster. The structure of each of the clusters is presented in figure 5.3b. It turned out that
geometries of the clusters Aeq and Eeq are very similar; this is also the case for clusters
Beq and Ceq. The results and conclusions for Aeq and Beq clusters hold also for Eeq and
Ceq clusters, respectively. Therefore we will only include clusters Aeq, Beq and Deq in
the future discussion.
3. Thy-(H2O)2
Thy-(H2O)2 has been investigated for similar reasons as Thy-H2O. Unlike the single water case
above, we do not consider clusters with optimised geometries.
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A B C D
E
(a) Thy-H2O
Aeq Beq Ceq Deq Eeq
(b) Thy-H2O eq
Figure 5.3: Structure of Thy-H2O clusters studied in this work. (a): Thy-H2O extracted from cluster
ABCDE. (b): optimised geometry of Thy-H2O. See text for more details. Generated using MOLDEN.
• Four Thy-(H2O)2 clusters. Each of them is created by removing 3 water molecules from
the ABCDE cluster. These clusters are presented in section 5.3.3. Each cluster is labelled
by a capital letter in accordance to position of the water molecule in the cluster ABCDE.
Therefore, we refer to each of them as AD (AE, BC or BD) cluster. The structure of each of
the cluster is presented in figure 5.3a.
(a) AD (b) AE (c) BC (d) BD
Figure 5.4: Structure of Thy-(H2O)2 for four different geometries. Generated using MOLDEN.
4. Thy-(H2O)3
The geometries of these clusters as those above are not optimised.
• Two Thy-(H2O)3 clusters. We refer to each of them as BCD cluster and BCE cluster. The
structure of each of the cluster is presented in figure 5.5.
(a) BCD (b) BCE
Figure 5.5: Structure of Thy-(H2O)3 for two different geometries. Generated using MOLDEN.
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5. Thy
Calculations for isolated thymine in three different geometries have been performed:
• Thy in equilibrium geometry - in order to compare with the clusters above and investigate
total effects of water on thymine. We refer to this system as: Thy eq or Thy in the geometry
G1 (in abbreviation: Thy G1). This system is discussed in section 5.3.1. The structure and
its bond-lengths are presented in figure 5.6a.
• Thy in non-equilibrium geometry, the geometry of thymine is the same as in the ABCDE
cluster - in order to compare with the ABCDE clusters and investigate direct effects of wa-
ter on thymine; and to compare to Thy in geometry G1 to investigate indirect effects. We
refer to this system as: Thy in geometry G2 (in abbreviation: Thy G2) or Thy in the geometry
of the ABCDE cluster. The structure and its bond-lengths are presented in figure 5.6b.
• Thy in its geometry in the ACDEF cluster (non-equilibrium geometry) - in order to com-
pare with the ACDEF clusters and investigate direct effects of water on thymine; and to
compare to Thy in geometry G1 to investigate indirect effects. We refer to this system as:
Thy in geometry G3 (in abbreviation: Thy G3) or Thy in the geometry of the ACDEF cluster.
The structure and its bond-lengths are presented in figure 5.6c.
• Thy in geometry of Aeq, Beq, Ceq, Deq, Eeq cluster (non-equilibrium geometry) - in order
to compare with Aeq, Beq, Ceq, Deq, Eeq clusters and investigate direct effects of water
on thymine. Nevertheless, the reader will find out in section 5.3.2 that, in this case, the
thymine geometries in these clusters are very similar to each other and to Thy G1, there-
fore we do not present an additional image with bond-lengths for these geometries.
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Figure 5.6: Bond-lengths, in Å, of thymine in equilibrium geometry (G1) and in clusters: ACDEF
(G2) and ABCDE (G3).
6. Thy-pol
Thymine with modified (polarized) orbitals for two geometries is presented in section 5.4.5:
• Thy-pol ABCDE is a thymine molecule with orbitals modified by the presence of water
molecules which have the position and orientation as in ABCDE cluster. Water in this
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case is described using the polarized continuum model. The thymine geometry is that of
thymine G2, in figure 5.6b.
• Thy-pol ACDEF is as above but using the locations of water from the ACDEF cluster. The
thymine geometry is the same as that of isolated thymine G3, in figure 5.6c.
7. Thy-char
Thymine described by polarized orbitals obtained using point charges is presented in sec-
tion 5.4.5:
• Thy-char ACDEF is a thymine molecule with orbitals modified by the presence of water
molecules which have the position and orientation as in the ACDEF cluster. Water in this
case is described by point charges. The thymine geometry is the same as that of isolated
thymine G3, in figure 5.6c.
The geometry of all targets presented in this chapter was provided by Prof. J. Kohanoff: M.
Smyth et al. [79] performed geometry optimisations at the density functional level of theory (DFT),
using the hybrid functional PBE0 [161].
5.2.2 TARGET DETAILS
For all of calculations presented here we used the compact basis set: cc-pVDZ. The reasons for this
are:
• the basis set has been shown to be appropriate for the desciption of resonances in a pyrimidine
(thymine is pyrimidinic nucleobase) [123, 139],
• A. Dora et al. [16] performed R-matrix calculations for thymine using this basis set, and we
intend to compare our results with theirs. Therefore we have kept as many parameters un-
changed as possible.
• this compact basis set is less computationally demanding than a diffuse one as it requires a
smaller R-matrix radius.
The calculations presented in this chapter have been performed at SE and SEP level, therefore
only in the ground electronic state of the targets needs to be described. These was done at HF level;
some of the HF orbitals are presented in appendix D, table D.1.
The calculated ground state energies and dipole moments for all systems studied are collected in
table 5.1. We can see that Thy G1, as expected, has the lowest ground state energy of the thymine ge-
ometries; Thy in cluster ABCDE (G2) has lower ground state energy than Thy in cluster ACDEF (G3).
Consequently, the energy of Thy-pol ABCDE is smaller than that one of Thy-pol ACDEF. The ground
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state energies of the Thy-H2O extracted from the ABCDE cluster are very similar to each others, the
differences are not larger than 0.004 Hartrees. The differences between the ground state energies
for optimised geometries of cluster Thy-H2O: Aeq, Beq, Deq are not larger than 0.007 Hartrees. As
expected the energies of optimised Thy-H2O are lower than those of non-optimised Thy-H2O. The
differences between the ground state energies of Thy-(H2O)2 and Thy-(H2O)3 clusters are not larger
than 0.018 Hartrees and 0.016 Hartrees, respectively. It is not surprising that the dipole moment
depends very significantly on the geometry of the systems: cluster C possesses the largest dipole
moment and D the smallest one.
System E µ
G1 -451.548 4.64
G2 -451.542 4.92Thy
G3 -451.528 4.94
A -527.581 6.45
B -527.579 4.47
C -527.577 7.19
D -527.579 2.54
E -527.578 3.41
Aeq -527.591 3.93
Beq -527.584 3.67
Thy-H2O
Deq -527.588 4.95
AD -603.618 4.04
AE -603.630 4.47
BC -603.612 6.21
Thy-(H2O)2
BD -603.616 2.72
BCD -679.663 3.35
Thy-(H2O)3
BCE -679.647 4.63
ABCDE -831.752 4.65
Thy-(H2O)5
ACDEF -831.740 4.26
ABCDE -451.532 5.97
Thy-pol
ACDEF -451.521 6.48
Table 5.1: Calculated ground state energy (E) in Hartree and dipole moment (µ) in Debye of isolated
Thy and Thy clusters with water presented in this work.
5.2.3 SCATTERING
Calculations have been performed at SE and SEP level using an R-matrix radius of 18 a0 (the com-
plete charge distribution of Thy-(H2O)5 is contained in this radius). Although, the radius of 13 a0 is
sufficient for isolated thymine, we wanted to keep as many calculation parameters as possible the
same for all targets. We have confirmed that the change of R-matrix radius between 13 a0, 15 a0 and
18 a0 does not have a significant effect on the resonance characteristic for isolated thymine. This is
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illustrated in figure 5.7 (top panel).
Convergence tests have been carried out for the maximum angular momenta of the continuum,
for these systems: thymine, thymine with polarized orbitals, thymine-(H2O)5. Inclusion of partial
waves up to `max = 4 is not enough: it is clearly visible in figure 5.7 (bottom panel) that at higher
energies (above 7 eV) lack of partial waves manifests itself as additional peaks in the time-delay
which disappear as `max increases. Differences between calculations with `max = 5 and `max = 6 are
still significant above 9 eV, therefore `max = 5 is still not sufficient. Results for thymine, thymine-
(H2O)5 and thymine with polarized orbitals converge with `max = 6; this number is used in the
calculations presented in next section.
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Figure 5.7: Convergence tests for isolated thymine at SE level presented using the time-delay. The
top panel illustrates results for different R-matrix radii; the bottom panel shows convergence with
partial waves. The R-matrix radius, number of virtual orbitals (v.o.), and maximum value of partial
waves (`max) used in the calculations are indicated in the panels.
The SEP calculations have been carried with 15 frozen and 18 active thymine orbitals. 10 virtual
orbitals have been included in the calculations for all systems, excluding: isolated thymine, for which
calculations have been carried out with inclusion of up to 50 v.o.; and Thy-(H2O)5 up to 30 v.o. Both
target and scattering parameters used to perform our calculations are collected in table 5.2.
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System Thy Thy-H2O Thy-(H2O)2 Thy-(H2O)3 Thy-(H2O)5 Thy-pol
Scattering model SE/SEP SE/SEP SE/SEP SE/SEP SE/SEP SE/SEP
Basis set cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ
R-matrix radius 18a0 18a0 18a0 18a0 18a0 18a0
Target description HF HF HF HF HF HF
No. of virtual orbitals 10-50/20 10/10 10/10 10/10 10/30 10/10
Deletion threshold 10−7 10−7 10−7 10−7 10−7 10−7
Geometry of thymine G1,G2,G3 G1,G2 G2 G2 G2,G3 G2,G3
Continuum `max 6 6 6 6 6 6
Table 5.2: The calculation details used for the targets and scattering models studied in this chapter.
The numbers of ’Continuum `max’ are the maximum values of the angular momentum of the contin-
uum partial waves. ’G1’ stands for equilibrium geometry, ’G2’– geometry of the components in the
cluster ABCDE, ’G3’ – geometry of the components in the cluster ACDEF (see text). The meaning of
the other labels is the same as in figure 3.4 and 4.2.
5.3 RESONANCES
In this section we present and analyse the resonances in Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5. We focused on the
two pure shape and the mixed shape–core-excited pi∗ resonances with the lowest energies. Initially,
the results for isolated thymine are presented and compare with prior studies. Next the results for
isolated thymine are compared with the resonances in thymine-water clusters.
The calculations for Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5 have been performed in order to investigate the
correlation between our results and the previously studied molecules in clusters with water, i.e. to
investigate how the resonance shifts depending on whether water plays the role of hydrogen donor
or acceptor in the cluster. These studies are closer to those of T. C. Freitas et al. [27] than the one
presented in the previous chapter, since in case of the thymine and formic acid, water may act as
a hydrogen acceptor or donor, whereas in pyridine clusters water acts only as a hydrogen donor
(first water molecule binds to the pyridine nitrogen, the second and the next water molecules bind
to the first water molecule, leading to a high water concentration on one side of pyridine – close
to nitrogen). Therefore, the studies of thymine clusters give more information about role of water
depending on the donor/acceptor character and its binding site, than pyridine systems.
In the last section of this chapter the results for Thy-(H2O)5 are analysed in more detail, by
analysing indirect, direct and total effects and comparing the results to available data in the liter-
ature.
5.3.1 THYMINE
In this section we compare the resonance characteristic obtained in this work with other results. We
also examine the change in resonance characteristics as a function of the number of virtual orbitals
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used in the calculations. In the case of calculations at SE level, 10 v.o. is sufficient to describe 3 the
pi∗ resonances. Calculation with 30 (and more) v.o. describe more structure in the time-delay than
calculations for 10 v.o., but we will not analyse the resonances at higher energies in detail (except for
the 4th resonance, for which resonance parameters are listed in table 5.3). It can be seen in figure 5.8
that including more v.o. in the calculations hardly change the time-delay below 9 eV. At the SEP level
we performed calculation for 30, 40, and 50 v.o. These results together with SE ones are presented in
figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: SE and SEP time-delay calculations for isolated thymine with the numbers of virtual
orbitals indicated in the figure, performed with the cc-pVDZ basis-set and `max = 6, for the non-
equilibrium geometry G3 (these calculations have been performed for G3 geometry as it was the first
geometry which was available to us).
Table 5.3 lists the energies and widths of resonances calculated at SE and SEP level with 40 v.o.
for thymine in its equilibrium geometry and compares our results to other calculations and observed
values.
The resonance energies obtained in this work at SE and SEP levels are higher than those ob-
tained by Dora et al. Since the SE calculations for low energies are not significantly dependent on the
number of v.o. and our SEP calculations have been performed with 10 v.o. more than Dora et al.’s
calculations, the different resonance positions are probably caused by the different geometry used in
these calculations. Dora et al.’s calculations have been performed for a thymine geometry optimised
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Reference model 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗ 3 pi∗ 4 pi∗
This work 2.56 (0.41) 4.68 (0.31) 8.24 (1.88) 10.79 (1.62)
Dora et al.a 2.45 (0.36) 4.60 (0.27) 7.98 (1.55) 11.41 (1.06)
Tonzani & Greeneb
SE
2.40 (0.20) 5.50 (0.60) 7.90 (1.00)
This work 0.72 (0.12) 2.74 (0.12) 5.73 (0.72) 7.63 (0.14)
Dora et al.a 0.60 (0.11) 2.73 (0.11) 5.52 (0.57) 7.41(0.12)
Winstead & McKoyc
SEP
0.30 1.90 5.70
Aflatooni et al.d Exp. 0.29 1.71 4.05
Table 5.3: Position (widths), in eV, of the pi∗ resonances for isolated thymine. In this work both
SE and SEP calculations have been performed with 40 v.o., `max = 6, a = 18a0. a Dora et al. [16]; b
Tonzani and Greene [54]; c Winstead and McKoy [19]; d Observed (ETS) vertical attachment energies,
Aflatooni et al. [34].
using density functional theory with the B3LYP functional and the 6-31+G* basis set. It was opti-
mised imposing Cs symmetry, whereas the equilibrium geometry actually belongs to the C1 point
group.
We note that we do not present SEP results with higher number of v.o. here, since our main
purpose is to compare our results to Thy-(H2O)5. The SEP calculations for Thy-(H2O)5 are com-
putationally expensive and we have performed SEP calculations for this cluster with up to 30 v.o.
which corresponds to 20 v.o. of the isolated Thy (see section 5.4.2). Comparison of SEP results for
Thy-(H2O)5 with our best results for Thy would require us to perform calculations with very high
number of v.o. for Thy-(H2O)5, which at this stage cannot be done. The SEP results, presented here
have only qualitatively character: to investigate whether they give the same, similar or different pic-
ture as SE results. They do not give reliable resonance position, as we have not included enough v.o.
in these calculations.
5.3.2 THYMINE-H2O
In order to investigate the direct and indirect influence of water on the characteristics of the reso-
nances, we performed calculations for Thy-H2O cluster in three different geometries (presented in
figure 5.9) and for isolated thymine in its geometry in these three Thy-H2O clusters (Aeq, Beq, Deq).
Aeq Beq Deq
Figure 5.9: Structure of Thy-H2O for the three different optimised geometries. Generated using
MOLDEN.
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Figure 5.10: SE time-delay for three geometries of the Thy-H2O clusters, Thy-H2O eq, compared to
the SE time-delay for isolated thymine (G1), Thy eq.
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To investigate the direct effect of water, the Thy-H2O clusters in their optimised geometry ought
to be compared with isolated Thy in the geometry of the specific Thy-H2O system. Unlike the case
of pyridine-H2O and (as will be shown in section 5.4) thymine-(H2O)5, the equilibrium geometry of
isolated thymine does not differ significantly from those of thymine in the Thy-H2O clusters investi-
gated. For this reason the results for thymine in the specific geometry of the cluster can be replaced
by results for thymine in its equilibrium geometry. The indirect effects on the resonance character-
istics are negligible and the total effects are approximately equal to the direct effects. These (total)
effects can be seen in the SE time-delay plotted in figure 5.10.
The structures of the discussed clusters, presented in figure 5.9, are plotted using MOLDEN,
which draws red dashed lines when it determines that a hydrogen bond is present in the system
(and it does this by looking at geometrical parameters). Our plots indicate the presence of a hy-
drogen bond for cluster Beq but not for clusters Aeq and Deq. In the original paper [79], water is
hydrogen bonded to thymine for all these clusters. In that paper, water in cluster Aeq is bound both
by hydrogen and oxygen to thymine, while water in cluster Deq is only bound by hydrogen. We note
that the authors of this paper used density function theory (DFT) to determine the wave function for
theses system, while we use HF wave functions. The fewer number of hydrogen bonds identified in
our calculations suggest that the hydrogen bonds calculated using the HF approximation are weaker
than using DFT. Nevertheless, we believe the effect on the resonances will be similar.
The assumption that the water molecules in clusters Aeq and Deq acts both as proton donor and
proton acceptor, may explain why their resonances (presented in figures 5.10) do not behave in the
same way: at the SE level the first pi∗ resonance is slightly destabilized while the second pi∗ resonance
is slightly stabilized. This can be understood by analysing the orbitals into which the electron is
trapped. The first pi∗ orbital has low density close to the water, however it has slightly more density
nearer to water oxygen than hydrogen. Also the bond-length between water oxygen and thymine
hydrogen is slightly shorter than between water hydrogen and thymine oxygen. Therefore water
acts stronger as a proton acceptor than proton donor; that can explain the destabilization of the first
pi∗ resonance. The second pi∗ orbital has much more density close to hydrogen than oxygen, therefore
in this case water acts stronger as a proton donor than proton acceptor; this stabilize the second pi∗
resonance.
For geometries Aeq and Deq, the third resonance (of mixed shape–core-excited character) is not
present as the third pi∗ orbital is not present amongst the 10 v.o.included in the calculations. At the
SEP level both resonances are destabilized, however the shift of the first resonance is larger then the
second one (see figure 5.11). In the case of cluster Beq where water acts as a hydrogen donor, the
three resonances visible in the time-delay are stabilized both at SE and SEP levels.
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Figure 5.11: Time-delay calculations for thymine in G1 geometry and Thy-H2O in all geometries
studied at SE and SEP levels using 10 v.o.
The positions and widths of the resonances for Thy-H2O are collected in table 5.4 and the time-
delay for all geometries at SE and SEP level is summarized in figure 5.11. The SEP calculations have
been performed only for 10 v.o. to reduce computational cost, therefore the resonances appear higher
than expected. They are presented here for the purpose of comparing them to SEP calculation with 10
v.o. for isolated thymine. However, for the reasons explained in the previous chapter, section 4.3.2,
comparing results for different targets at SEP level is not straightforward (the number of virtual
orbitals for each system should be chosen to describe polarization at the same level), therefore the
comparison of resonance positions for isolated thymine and Thy-H2O, both calculated using 10 v.o.,
may not be reliable†. Therefore, we trust more the SE results than SEP ones. The SEP results are
presented here to check whether inclusion of polarization qualitatively changes the picture of water
effect on resonance shifts.
SE SEP
Geom
1 pi∗ 2 pi∗ 3 pi∗ 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗ 3 pi∗ 4 pi∗
Thy eq 2.56 (0.41) 4.68 (0.31) 8.24 (1.88) 1.74 (0.27) 3.82 (0.22) 6.76 (0.94) 8.13 (0.29)
Aeq 2.65 (0.41) 4.59 (0.26) 2.07 (0.26) 3.97 (0.19) 8.34 (0.22)
Beq 2.31 (0.36) 4.45 (0.30) 8.05 (2.37) 1.51 (0.22) 3.62 (0.21) 6.49 (0.85) 7.94 (0.34)
Deq 2.67 (0.41) 4.62 (0.30) 2.08 (0.27) 4.02 (0.22) 8.37 (0.22)
Table 5.4: Positions (widths), in eV, of the pi∗ resonances at SE and SEP levels with 10 v.o. for thymine-
H2O clusters in their optimised geometries (see text and figure 5.11).
†The approach described in the section 4.3.2 is to include in the SEP calculation for the cluster all virtual orbitals which
appear for isolated system. In this and the next section we did not apply this approach due to lack of time to perform the
proper calculations.
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The four SEP resonances presented in table 5.4 have the same trend: for geometries Aeq and Deq
all four resonance go up in energy, compared to the resonances in isolated thymine; for geometry
Beq they all go down in energy. The second resonance in clusters Aeq and Deq moves in a different
direction for SEP calculations to the SE one. The more likely explanation of this inconsistency is that
the SEP results for isolated thymine contain more polarization than the SEP results of Aeq and Deq
clusters. Therefore the resonance positions of isolated thymine may be shifted too much towards
lower energies.
5.3.3 THYMINE-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3
In order to have a better insight into the effect of water on thymine, i.e. to investigate whether
water has an additive effect on the resonance positions, calculations for Thy-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3 have
been performed. These calculations together with calculations for clusters with one water molecule
have been also performed to investigate the direct effect of water on the resonances positions. The
results presented in this section are for non-optimised geometries of these clusters. These geometries
have been obtained by removing specific water molecules from the Thy-(H2O)5 cluster presented
in section 5.4. Therefore, the results for Thy-H2O, which are presented in this section are not the
same as in the previous section (in the section 5.3.2, the geometries of each investigated cluster have
been optimised). The structure of Thy-H2O for the non-optimised geometries studied in this section
are illustrated in figure 5.12. First, we start by comparing the optimised and non-optimised cases
A B C D
E
Figure 5.12: Structure of Thy-H2O for the five different non-optimised geometries (same as fig-
ure 5.3a). Generated using MOLDEN.
for a single H2O. The main observed difference between optimised and non-optimised Thy-H2O
clusters (apart from different bond-lengths between their atoms) is that whereas, the geometry (see
picture 5.3b) of clusters Beq and Ceq are almost identical, this is not the case for clusters B and C.
Their geometries (see picture 5.12), therefore, energies and dipole moments (see table 5.1) and time-
delay (see figure 5.13) are fairly different. A similar situation appears for the Aeq and Eeq clusters
(which are almost identical) and fairly different A and E clusters. The water is bound to different
thymine atoms in the A and E systems: thymine acts as a hydrogen donor for A and as a hydrogen
acceptor for E).
The differences in the time-delay between optimised and non-optimised Thy-H2O clusters are:
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• In clusters A and D Thy acts as a hydrogen donor; for these Thy-H2O clusters resonances shift
towards higher energies than for clusters Aeq and Deq.
• In clusters B, C and E, Thy acts as a hydrogen acceptor, and the resonances move to lower
energies than for clusters Beq and Eeq.
The observed similarities between optimised and non-optimised Thy-H2O cluster are:
• When Thy acts as a hydrogen acceptor, the resonances of clusters B, C and Beq are stabilized
both at SE and SEP level compared to Thy G1 and Thy G2, respectively.
• The resonances of clusters A, D and Aeq, Deq are destabilized compare to isolated Thy (Thy
G1 and Thy G2, respectively) at SEP (but not at SE) level (however in the case of Aeq and Deq
it is not entirely clear whether Thy acts as a hydrogen donor).
• For clusters A and Aeq the third resonance is not present (this is also the case for cluster Deq)
due to the fact that the third pi∗ orbital is not amongst the 10 v.o.
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Figure 5.13: Time-delay calculations for thymine in G2 geometry and Thy-H2O in all non-optimised
geometries (indicated in the panel) at SE and SEP levels with 10 v.o.
Figure 5.13 illustrates the direct effect of water on the resonance positions for Thy-H2O clusters.
These results confirm once more time T. C. Freitas et al.’s conclusion of the role of hydrogen bonds
on resonance shifts. The SEP results are consistent with SE ones: the resonances are stabilized for
clusters where water act as hydrogen donor and destabilize for clusters where water acts as hydrogen
acceptor. Both SE and SEP results give the same qualitative picture for all resonances presented (even
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the SEP resonances visible in figure 5.13 which are not present at the SE level have the same trend
as the pure pi∗ shape resonances). However, for the same reason explained in the previous section,
comparison of relative resonance positions of isolated thymine and Thy-H2O at SEP level, may not
give reliable results.
The time-delay presented in figure 5.13 shows as well that the resonance shift also depends (how-
ever, less prominently) on the bonding location of water in the clusters (in other words, it depends
on which thymine atom binds to the water molecule). For instance, we can see in figure 5.13 both at
SE and SEP level, that the first pi∗ resonance of Thy-H2O E is less stabilized than for clusters B and C,
however the second pi∗ resonance for cluster E is the strongest stabilized. At the SE level, A and D
clusters are almost equally destabilized, whereas at SEP level the resonance position is more strongly
destabilized in cluster A than in cluster D. However the differences in resonance shifts for different
clusters may also be caused by inclusion of different v.o.
In order to investigate how the direct effects vary depending on the number of water molecules
in the clusters, calculations have been performed for clusters presented in figures 5.14 and 5.15. The
time-delay graphs comparing results for Thy-H2O, Thy-(H2O)2 and Thy-(H2O)3 are presented in fig-
ures 5.16 and 5.17. The isolated Thy results are for the geometry G2. The calculations have also been
performed at SEP level, but they give the same qualitative picture, therefore they are not presented
here.
(a) AD (b) AE (c) BC (d) BD
Figure 5.14: Structure of Thy-(H2O)2 for the four different non-optimised geometries studied in this
chapter (same as in figure 5.4). Generated using MOLDEN.
(a) BCD (b) BCE
Figure 5.15: Structure of Thy-(H2O)3 for the two different non-optimised geometries studied in this
chapter (same as in figure 5.5). Generated using MOLDEN.
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Figure 5.16: Time-delay calculations at SE level with 10 v.o. for isolated Thy and Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2
for the geometries indicated in the panels.
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Figure 5.17: Time-delay calculations at SE level with 10 v.o. for isolated Thy and Thy-(H2O)n, n =
1, 2, 3 for the geometries indicated in the panels.
We can see that the effect of water on the Thy resonances is approximately additive (the shift does
not always add quantitatively) for these systems. If in Thy-(H2O)2, the thymine acts as a hydrogen
donor for both water molecules (cluster AD in figure 5.16) the destabilization effect is bigger than
for Thy-H2O clusters A and D. On the contrary, if thymine acts as a hydrogen acceptor for both
water molecules, the stabilization effects are bigger. The stabilization or destabilization effect can be
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reduced or even cancelled out if one water is a donor and another an acceptor. An example where
these effects almost cancel, is the second resonance for the AE cluster in figure 5.16, bottom panel,
or the first resonance for the BD cluster in figure 5.17, top panel. The same conclusions apply for
Thy-(H2O)3 (see figure 5.17).
This investigation shows that whether a single water molecule attaching to Thy stabilizes or
destabilizes the resonance depends on whether it is the donor or acceptor in the hydrogen bond-
ing. In addition, it also shows that which one of the thymine atoms the water molecule binds to has
also an effect on how much the resonances is stabilized/destabilized. The effect of water on the Thy
resonances is approximately additive for the Thy-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3. Both pure shape resonances are
not de-/stabilized of the same amount due to difference in the orbital density of the first and second
pi∗ orbitals.
5.4 THYMINE-(H2O)5
In this section scattering results are presented for two different clusters containing five water mole-
cules, their structure is presented in figure 5.18. The main difference between these two systems
is the water (labelled as a ’B’) bound to the oxygen close to the methyl group is not present in the
second cluster and it is replaced by a water (labelled as a ’F’) bound to the second oxygen. The
orientation and distance of the other water molecules are slightly different. Another difference, much
less prominent but as important, is that the thymine geometry in these two clusters is different.
B
C D
E
A
(a) ABCDE
C D
E
A
F
(b) ACDEF
Figure 5.18: Structure of Thy-(H2O)5 for the two different geometries discussed in this section (same
as figure 5.2). Generated using MOLDEN.
We will discuss the indirect, direct and total effects of water in both clusters. Next, we will com-
pare our results for the ABCDE cluster with the results of M. Smyth et al. [79] for the same cluster,
and analyse these results in terms of their agreement with J. Kocˇišek et al.’s experiment [78]. Finally,
we will analyse results for polarized thymine and compare them with our ab initio calculations for
both clusters.
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5.4.1 INDIRECT EFFECTS
In order to investigate the influence of changes to the Thy geometry due to the presence of water, we
analyse indirect effects. Figure 5.19 illustrates which systems are compared in order to investigate
indirect effects.
Figure 5.19: In the investigation for indirect effects re-
sults of isolated thymine in its equilibrium geometry
are compared with those for isolated thymine in the
geometry changed by presence of water. The picture
of thymine in ’natural’ colours indicates that thymine
is in its equilibrium geometry, the blue colour in-
dicates that the geometry of thymine in the cluster
changed.
The thymine geometries are detailed in
figure 5.20. On the left-hand-side we present
thymine in its equilibrium geometry (G1), in
the middle thymine with the geometry it has
in the cluster ABCDE (G2) and on the right-
hand-side thymine with the geometry it has
in the cluster ACDEF (G3). The bond-lengths
for the equilibrium geometry of the isolated
thymine (G1) ring are longer than thymine
in the cluster ABCDE, except for the that
between the carbon bound to methyl group
(C4) and the carbon bound with hydrogen
(C3); the non-ring bonds are either the same or shorter for Thy G1 than in case of the ABCDE cluster
(Thy G2). The comparison of the thymine bond-lengths for the equilibrium geometry with the one
for the ACDEF cluster shows that almost all (both ring and non-ring) bond-lengths of Thy G1 are
shorter than Thy G3 ones, except for these between N1 and C2, C2 and N2, and C4 and C1. On the
whole, looking at the volume of these systems, we have found that thymine in the clusters is bigger
than in its equilibrium geometry: on average the thymine atoms in the cluster ACDEF are slightly
further from the center of mass than in the cluster ABCDE and even further than in its equilibrium
geometry.
To investigate indirect effects, calculations have been performed for thymine in the geometries
shown in figure 5.20. Table 5.5 shows that changes in bond-lengths have an effect on the energy of
the pi∗ orbitals. The conclusion which arises here is that larger distances between atoms lower the
energies of the three pi∗ orbitals and therefore the SE resonance energies (see figure 5.21) due to a
decrease of the energy of orbitals into which the electron is trapped.
The changes in position of the resonances are presented in table 5.6. Note that in this table the
resonance shifts obtained at SE level are calculated with 10 v.o. and at SEP level are calculated with
20 v.o. and 30 v.o., whereas the time-delay seen in figure 5.21 is calculated using 30 v.o. both at SE
and SEP level. We can already see that the indirect effect on the resonance positions is not negligible.
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Figure 5.20: Bond-lengths, in Å, and angles, in degree, of thymine in equilibrium geometry (G1) and
in clusters: ACDEF (G2) and ABCDE (G3). The double arrows indicate a length between the two
atoms listed.
geom 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗ 3 pi∗ 4 pi∗
Thy G1
2.91 eV 4.97 eV 9.10 eV 16.14 eV
Thy G2
2.83 eV 4.87 eV 9.08 eV 16.12 eV
Thy G3
2.64 eV 4.61 eV 8.82 eV 16.13 eV
Table 5.5: The shapes and energies of the first four pi∗ orbitals of thymine in three different geometries.
The SE and SEP results give qualitatively the same picture: the water molecules affect the geom-
etry of thymine, due to these changes the resonances are stabilized. The only exception is the fourth
resonance, of mixed shape–core-excited character, which is destabilized for the Thy G2 system. The
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Figure 5.21: Time-delay for thymine in three different geometries (see main text for the explanation
of the symbols ’G1’, ’G2’ and ’G3’). The calculations have been performed for the scattering model
and number of v.o. indicated on the panels.
model v.o. ∆Er 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗ 3 pi∗ 4 pi∗
EG2r -EG1r -0.08 -0.11 -0.07 0.13SE 10
EG3r -EG1r -0.26 -0.36 -0.36 -0.18
EG2r -EG1r -0.08 -0.11 -0.07 -0.1020
EG3r -EG1r -0.30 -0.30 -0.38 -0.42
EG2r -EG1r -0.09 -0.12 -0.07 -0.12
SEP
30
EG3r -EG1r -0.30 -0.40 -0.41 -0.42
Table 5.6: Shift in the resonance positions of thymine in the geometry corresponding to the clusters
ABCDE and ACDEF (G2 and G3) with respect to isolated thymine in its equilibrium geometry (G1).
The number of v.o. used in the calculations is indicated in the table.
big change of the behaviour of the resonance with mixed shape–core-excited character comes form
the fact that the SE calculations do not include some v.o. necessary to describe the resonance accu-
rately. Comparing the SE results obtained using 20 v.o. for Thy G2 and Thy G1 (not presented in the
table and figure) gives the same trend for each of the resonances (also for the fourth mixed shape–
core-excited resonance). The shifts between the resonances of Thy G2 and Thy G1 are the same for
calculations at SE and SEP level using 20 v.o. and only slightly different for the SEP calculations us-
ing 30 v.o. The changes in the resonance shifts of Thy G3 and Thy G1 between methods are small. As
we already mentioned, the SEP resonance shifts are not very reliable since we do not have a method
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to ensure that the polarization is described at the same level for both systems. However, in this case
we compare similar systems: they differ only by bond-lengths of their atoms and most of their or-
bitals are similar. Therefore, we can be more confident that that polarization of investigated systems
is described at a similar level. The SEP resonance shifts presented here seem to be more reliable than
the ones presented in the next section. We can state that the changes in the thymine geometry due to
the presence of water stabilize all presented resonances in both clusters for both scattering methods.
However, the indirect effects have stronger influence on the resonances of the ACDEF than ABCDE
cluster.
5.4.2 DIRECT EFFECTS
In order to investigate the direct effects of water in the system we analyse changes in the resonance
characteristics in the clusters with respect to isolated thymine in the geometry which it has in the
cluster. Figure 5.22 illustrates which systems are compared in order to investigate direct effects.
Figure 5.22: In the investigation of direct effects re-
sults for isolated thymine in the geometry which it
has in the cluster are compared with those for the
cluster. The blue colour of thymine indicates that the
geometry of thymine is as in the cluster.
As we already stated in section 5.3.3, the
effects of water on the Thy resonances are ap-
proximately additive (the shift does not al-
ways add quantitatively) for clusters with 2
and 3 H2O molecules. We also noticed that
the effect on resonance positions is stronger-
when Thy acts as a hydrogen donor than
when Thy acts as a hydrogen acceptor. Since
in both ABCDE and ACDEF clusters, Thy
acts as a hydrogen acceptor for three water
molecules and donor for two, one might expect the effect to approximately cancel out. The top panel
of figure 5.23 shows that this is the case for the first peak in the SE time-delay of the ABCDE cluster:
the position of the first pi∗ resonance of Thy G2 is almost the same as for the cluster ABCDE. The
second pi∗ resonance of the ABCDE cluster is stabilised with respect to the resonance of Thy G2. The
third resonance is not present in the cluster, due to the fact that the third pi∗ orbital is not included
amongst the 10 v.o. used in the SE calculations (this is because amongst the chosen v.o. of the clus-
ter are also water orbitals, therefore the third pi∗ orbital is missing in the cluster calculations but is
present amongst the first 10 v.o. of isolated thymine). The shift of the two pure shape pi∗ resonance
positions is consistent with energy differences between first two pi∗ orbitals of the clusters: ABCDE
and ACDEF, and those of isolated thymine: Thy G2 and Thy G3 (see appendix D, table D.1).
In the bottom panel of figure 5.23, the SEP calculations performed with 20 v.o. for Thy G2 and 30
v.o. for the ABCDE cluster are presented. We compare these numbers of virtual orbitals, as the 20
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v.o. of isolated Thy are included amongst the 30 v.o. of Thy-(H2O)5 (i.e. amongst the 30 v.o. we can
identify 20 orbitals which also appear for isolated Thy and 10 additional orbitals which correspond
to water). This is one of the approaches used in chapter 4 to compare two systems at SEP level. We
can see that the trend remains the same as for calculations at the SE level. The position of the first
resonance is almost the same, whereas the second resonance is stabilised in the cluster. The third
resonance is also slightly stabilized; the resonances above 7 eV are destabilized (the narrow sharp
spikes in the SEP graphs at higher energies are pseudo-resonances).
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Figure 5.23: Time-delay for Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE and isolated Thy G2 at SE level with 10 v.o. (top
panel) and at SEP with 20 v.o. for Thy G2 and 30 v.o. for Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE (bottom panel).
The resonance positions of Thy G3 and the ACDEF cluster and their shifts are not the same as
for Thy G2 and ABCDE cluster. However, the results for SE and SEP calculations are consistent, as
in case of indirect effects. The SE time-delay presented in the top panel of figure 5.24 and SEP time-
delay presented in the bottom panel of figure 5.24 show that the position of the first, third and fourth
pi∗ resonances is slightly destabilized, whereas the second pi∗ resonance of the cluster is stabilized,
the fifth resonance visible amongst the pseudo-resonances is also slightly stabilized.
The resonance shifts for both clusters are collected in table 5.7. Since the third resonance is not
present in the SE time-delay graph (the third pi∗ orbital into which electron is trapped is not amongst
the 10 v.o. of the cluster which are included in the calculation), we analyse only the first and second
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Figure 5.24: Time-delay for Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF and isolated Thy G3 at SE level with 10 v.o. (top
panel) and at SEP with 20 v.o. for Thy G3 and 30 v.o. for Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF (bottom panel).
pi∗ resonance. Table 5.7 (and figures 5.23 and 5.24) illustrates that the direct effects do not influence
resonances in the same way (unlike the indirect effects, which stabilized all resonances for both clus-
ters). The shift of the first resonance of ABCDE cluster with respect to Thy G2 is not significant,
whereas the first resonance of ACDEF cluster is destabilized. The second resonance for both clusters
is stabilized. The direct effects have stronger influence on resonances of the ACDEF than ABCDE
cluster (indirect effects alike).
model v.o. ∆Er 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗
EABCDEr -EG2r 0.005 -0.18SE 10
EACDEFr -EG3r 0.11 -0.31
EABCDEr -EG2r -0.03 -0.17SEP 20
EACDEFr -EG3r 0.14 -0.35
Table 5.7: Shift in the resonance positions of clusters ABCDE and ACDEF with respect to isolated
thymine in geometry G2 and G3, respectively. The number of v.o. used in the calculations is indicated
in the table.
The fact that the second resonance is affected more strongly by water than the first one can be un-
derstood by analysing the first and second pi∗ orbitals of the clusters (we have already used this ap-
proach in sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), illustrated in table 5.8 (the orbitals can also be find in appendix D,
table D.1: orbitals number 59, 61 and 59, 60 for cluster ABCDE and ACDEF, respectively). We can
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see that the second pi∗ orbital has more density close to those water molecules which are hydrogen
donors than the first pi∗ orbital. The differences in the first pi∗ resonance shift between the two clus-
ters can also be understood by comparing the orbitals. In cluster ABCDE two of the water molecules
which act as a hydrogen donor are close to the first pi∗ orbital, whereas for the cluster ACDEF this is
the case for only one water molecule. Therefore the first pi∗ resonance of the ACDEF cluster is desta-
bilized, while the position of the first resonance of cluster ABCDE hardly changes (see table 5.7). The
differences in the second pi∗ resonance shift between the two clusters is harder to explain by looking
at the second pi∗ orbital, since the same number of water molecules which are hydrogen donors are
close to the second pi∗ orbital. Therefore, the reasons may be distance between thymine and water
(stronger hydrogen bonds in ACDEF cluster).
cluster 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗
Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE
Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF
Table 5.8: The shapes and energies of the 1st and 2nd pi∗ orbitals of ABCDE and ACDEF clusters.
5.4.3 TOTAL EFFECTS
In order to investigate the total effect of water on thymine, we compare thymine clusters with isolated
thymine in its equilibrium geometry (illustrated in figure 5.25).
Figure 5.25: In the investigation of total effects results
for isolated thymine in its equilibrium geometry are
compared with those for the cluster. The picture of
thymine in ’natural’ colours indicates that thymine is
in its equilibrium geometry, the blue colour indicates
the geometry of thymine in the cluster.
The total effect is the sum of the indirect
and direct effects. Therefore if we sum the
resonance shifts caused by the indirect (see
table 5.6) and direct effects (see table 5.7), we
get the total shifts (see table 5.9).
Analysing table 5.6 or figure 5.21, we no-
ticed that in general the indirect effect of wa-
ter stabilized the resonances. Table 5.7 or fig-
ure 5.23 and 5.24 show that direct effects at
SE level have very little effect on the position
of the first ABCDE resonance, destabilize the
first ACDEF resonance and stabilize the second one for both geometries.
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model v.o. ∆Er 1 pi∗ 2 pi∗
EABCDEr -EG2r -0.075 -0.29SE 10
EACDEFr -EG3r -0.15 -0.67
EABCDEr -EG2r -0.11 -0.28SEP 20
EACDEFr -EG3r -0.16 -0.65
Table 5.9: The resonance shifts of clusters ABCDE and ACDEF with respect to isolated Thy in its
equilibrium geometry (G1). The number of v.o. used in the calculations is indicated in the table.
The total effects of water on the resonances of the Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE cluster are illustrated in
figure 5.26. To analyse these effects we compare Thy G1 with the ABCDE cluster. At both SE and SEP
level the first and second resonances are stabilized. The situation is similar for the cluster ACDEF at
SE and SEP levels, as illustrated in figure 5.27. For both clusters and isolated Thy the SE calculations
have been performed with 10 v.o. and the SEP calculations with 30 v.o. for clusters and 20 v.o.
for isolated Thy. The two pure shape pi∗ resonance shifts for both clusters at SE and SEP level are
collected in table 5.9.
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Figure 5.26: Time-delay for Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE and isolated Thy G1 at SE level with 10 v.o. (top
panel) and at SEP with 20 v.o. for Thy G1 and 30 v.o. for Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE (bottom panel).
The role of indirect and direct effects on resonance positions is not always the same. Moreover
they do not influence all resonances in the system in the same way. Although the indirect effects
stabilize the two pure shape pi∗ resonances, the second one is slightly stronger affected than the first
one at the SE and SEP levels for both clusters (the exception is the resonance shift of the ACDEF
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Figure 5.27: Time-delay for Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF and isolated Thy G1 at SE level with 10 v.o. (top
panel) and at SEP with 20 v.o. for Thy G1 and 30 v.o. for Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF (bottom panel).
cluster for SEP calculations using 20 v.o.: the shifts of first and second pi∗ resonances are the same).
The influence of the direct effect on the second resonance is also stronger than for the first resonance
(regardless of the sign of the shift, i.e. the second resonance is stabilized more than the first is desta-
bilized). The same trend can be noticed analysing the total effect: both pure shape pi∗ resonances are
stabilized but the second resonance is affected more strongly by the presence of water. The total ef-
fects have a stronger influence on resonances of the ACDEF than ABCDE cluster (indirect and direct
effects alike). Most of the differences in the resonance shifts between the two clusters come from the
different geometry of Thy (indirect effects, see table 5.6).
Our results show that the influence of water on the resonance positions does not have the same
effect for each resonance in the cluster. The resonance shift depends on many conditions, for instance,
whether water acts as the acceptor or donor in the H-bond, how many water molecules are in the
cluster, what the binding sites are, how much the binding water to Thy changes its geometry. The
changes in the resonance position of the two clusters are not large. Only the second resonance of the
ACDEF cluster shifts more than 0.5 eV towards lower energies. The resonance shifts of both clusters
are approximately equal to the energy differences of the pi∗ orbitals of the clusters with respect to
isolated Thy G1. SE and SEP results give qualitatively the same picture of the water influence on
resonance de-/stabilization.
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5.4.4 COMPARISON WITH PRIOR RESEARCH
M. Smyth et al. have performed VEA and DEA calculations for N2-H (see figure 5.20) fragmentation,
for uracil and thymine, surrounded by five water molecules, based on the nonlocal complex potential
and multiple scattering theories [51, 154, 155]. This allowed them to obtain the DEA cross section for
hydrogen detachment, which is strongly enhanced by presence of a water cluster. They explained
the strong enhancement of the DEA cross section by two effects: lowering of the resonance position
of thymine/uracil and the increase of the resonance lifetime, both due to interaction with the water
molecules. They performed the VEA calculations only for the first pi∗ (A’) resonance, whereas G. A.
Gallup and I. I. Fabrikant [62] determined that the resonance which leads to N2-H fragmentation is a
very wide σ∗ resonance and N1-H (see figure 5.20) fragmentation is due to the coupling between the
σ∗ and the second pi∗ (A”) resonance. M. Smyth et al. assumed that the other resonances also behave
in the same way as the one calculated by them.
M. Smyth et al. also calculated vertical attachment energies for the first pi∗ resonance of isolated
thymine (our Thy G1) and three clusters of Thy-H2O (our Aeq, Beq, Deq); these values together with
Thy-(H2O)5 (our ABCDE) and our resonance positions are collected in table 5.10. The SE calculations
give absolute resonance positions much higher in energy since this is the most basic approxima-
tion. Also, our SEP results for absolute resonance positions are not reliable as we have not included
enough virtual orbitals in our calculations. Therefore, the comparison of our results will be qualita-
tive and not quantitative: we analyse how the cluster’s resonance positions change with respect to
the isolated Thy. In the table we only present the SEP results for Thy G1 with 20 v.o. and Thy-(H2O)5
with 30 v.o. (the reason for comparison of the SEP calculation for these specific number of v.o. has
been explained in section 5.3.1). We do not present here our results for Thy-H2O since we only have
SEP calculations with 10 v.o. available. As we have already explained in chapter 4, the comparison
of resonance positions between different systems at the SEP with the same number of v.o. may not
give reliable results, as for each cluster we may be including different levels of polarization.
Thy G1 Aeq Beq Deq ABCDE
VEA Smyth et al. 0.43 0.30 0.16 0.22 0.11
SE 2.56 2.65 2.31 2.67 2.49
1 pi∗ res.
SEP 1.36 1.25
Table 5.10: Vertical electron attachment (VEA) and energy of the first pi∗ resonance (1 pi∗ res.) of
isolated Thy, Thy-H2O for geometries Aeq, Beq and Deq and Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE. The results of
Smyth et al. are taken from [79]. Our results are calculated at SE level with 10 v.o. and SEP with 20
v.o. for Thy G1 and 30 v.o. for cluster ABCDE .
By analysing Smyth et al.’s results collected in table 5.10, we can see that water decreases the VEA.
In the Thy-H2O clusters the VEA strongly depends on the binding site at which water is attached to
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Thy, but in each case the VEA is smaller than that of isolated thymine. For Thy-(H2O)5, the VEA
changes (decreases) by -0.32 eV. Our calculations for the first resonance for Thy-(H2O)5 also show
a lowering of its position but the stabilisation is less strong than the one calculated by Smyth et al.
At the SE level the resonance shifts by -0.07 eV; the SEP results also give a shift much smaller than
the Smyth et al.’s (about -0.11 eV). The behaviour of the first resonance shifts for Thy-H2O for our
calculations are also different from Smyth et al.’s ones. The energy of the resonance for clusters Aeq
and Deq increases, i.e. we observe destabilization of the resonances. Our calculations show that the
effect on resonance positions depends on the water acceptor/donor character in the cluster (which
has already been shown also in work [27, 140]) and with respect to this can destabilize or stabilize
resonances. We also noted in the previous sections that water does not have the same effects on each
resonance (the size and sign of the shift does not have to be the same for every resonance) in the same
system. That is in contradiction to the assumption made by Smyth et al. that water has always the
same stabilizing effects on each resonance (i.e. they stated that water always stabilize all resonances)
and that the resonance shift is the same for each resonance in the system like the 1 pi∗ resonance
calculated by them.
The strongly enhanced cross section for the fragmentation process obtained by Smyth et al. is not
in agreement with the latest experiment carried out by Kocˇišek et al. [78]. However, the experimental
results are for hydrogen detachment from both nitrogen atoms, while the Smyth et al. calculations
only for one. Kocˇišek et al. performed experiments for small clusters of thymine/uracil with water
– microhydrated nucleobases. The size of the clusters was controlled by controlling the pressure
in the chamber to produce only clusters with a small number of water molecules. However, the
experimental set-up did not allowed them to determine the proportion of clusters of different sizes.
They performed the measurements for two values of molecular beam pressure; this allowed them to
compare the results for a mixture with larger concentration of smaller cluster than the other.
The experiment shows that microhydration leads to production of different DEA fragments than
the isolated nucleobases. The presence of water molecules prevents the hydrogen fragmentation
process. Kocˇišek et al. gave two possible explanations for that outcome: first, changes to the reso-
nance caused by the hydration; second, "a redistribution of internal energy by water (caging) and
stabilization of the intact anion" [78] (uracil−/Thy−). They pointed out that Smyth et al.’s work [79]
does not predict significant changes in the resonance characteristic and therefore concluded that the
most probable explanation is the caging effect. However, Smyth et al.’s results present significant
changes in resonance position (almost 75%) and lifetime (around 40%) influenced by the present of
water. Actually, our results show that water does not change resonance characteristics significantly
(see figure 5.26). Therefore, our results support the proposed explanation of changing fragmentation
channels by caging effects.
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The Kocˇišek et al. experiment indicates that the presence of water molecules in the systems has
another role in the DEA process than de-/stabilization of the resonance, i.e. can prevent the disso-
ciative fragment from detaching and by energy transfer it can detach itself. Therefore, these exper-
imental results are not in contradiction to our results but introduce a different role of water on the
DEA process.
5.4.5 THYMINE WITH POLARIZED ORBITALS
The results for systems in which water is described using the polarized continuum model in one case
and as point charges in the second case (introduced at the beginning of this chapter) are presented in
figure 5.28. The calculations for the system in which water is described as point charges (Thy-char)
have been performed only for the ACDEF cluster. The polarized continuum model (PCM) and point
charges model describe the effect of water on thymine.
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Figure 5.28: The time-delay for Thy-pol and Thy-(H2O)5 in geometry ABCDE (top panel) and time-
delay for Thy-pol, Thy-char and Thy-(H2O)5 in geometry ACDEF (bottom panel) at SE level with 10
v.o. In both panels are also plotted time-delays for isolated Thy G1 and G2 at SE level with 10 v.o.
The thymine in the clusters Thy-pol ABCDE, Thy-pol ACDEF and Thy-char ACDEF has the same
geometry as in the cluster ABCDE, ACDEF, respectively. Therefore, the indirect effects are the same
as in section 5.4.2. From figure 5.28, we can analyse the direct effects (comparing Thy-pol/Thy-char
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with Thy G2 or G3) and total effects (comparing Thy-pol/Thy-char with Thy G1). The direct effects
are not significant; the resonances of Thy-pol ABCDE are slightly stabilized with respect to Thy G2.
We can also notice stabilization of the first resonance of Thy-pol and Thy-char ACDEF with respect
to Thy G3, however the position of the second resonance remains almost the same. Therefore, we
can state that the total effects are mostly indirect effects, i.e. the changes in resonance positions
between Thy-pol/Thy-char and Thy G1 are mostly caused by the change in geometry of thymine
in Thy-pol/Thy-char, and not by modified orbitals. This is not the case for ab initio calculations
for Thy-(H2O)5. Although, the positions of the first resonance are similar for Thy-pol ABCDE and
Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE, the positions of the second resonance differ more prominently: the Thy-(H2O)5
ABCDE resonance is more stabilized than the Thy-pol one. Both the 1st and 2nd pi∗ resonance of
the cluster ACDEF differ substantially from those of Thy-pol/Thy-char ACDEF. In terms of direct
effects, the first resonance is destabilized for cluster ACDEF (see table 5.7), while for Thy-pol ACDEF
is stabilized. In terms of total effects the Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF first resonance is less stabilized than
the Thy-pol/Thy-char ACDEF one. However, the second pi∗ resonance of Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF is
stabilized much more significantly than the one of Thy-pol/Thy-char ACDEF, in terms of direct and
total effects. We can also see (more clearly in the case of ACDEF Thy-pol/Thy-char and ACDEF
Thy-(H2O)5) that the resonance positions of Thy-pol/Thy-char are closer to the resonance positions
of isolated Thy than of Thy-(H2O)5.
The fact that the direct effect on Thy-pol are not significant and do not have the same trend as the
one for Thy-(H2O)5 may suggest that the PCM does not describe the influence of water on the system
correctly. On the other hand, in the SE calculations for Thy-pol the polarization effects have been
included (polarized orbital have been used in the calculation), therefore comparing the SE results for
Thy-pol with our SE results for isolated Thy and Thy-(H2O)5, may not be accurate. However, we
know that inclusion of polarization effects in R-matrix calculation always stabilizes resonances and
qualitatively does not change the resonance shifts (as shown in sections 5.4.1-5.4.3). Assuming that
inclusion of same amount of polarization would stabilize the two pure shape pi∗ resonance equally, it
is possible the position of the first resonance for Thy-pol could be the same as the one for the clusters,
but differences between the positions of the second resonances for Thy-pol and Thy-(H2O)5 would
be even larger than the one observed in figure 5.28. Therefore it is more likely that the reason for
the differences in results for Thy-pol and Thy-(H2O)5 systems is that PCM do not describe accurately
the total effect of water on thymine. This means that our expectation of being able to replace the
computationally expensive and time-consuming calculations including all molecules in the cluster
by much simpler ones using polarized orbitals is unlikely to yield good results.
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5.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter we investigated how water influences the resonance position in Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1,
2, 3, 5, with focus on pure pi∗ resonances. Although both thymine and pyridine are ring molecules
they form clusters which are fairly different in structure (see figures 4.18 and 5.18). In pyridine clus-
ters water concentrates near to nitrogen and only one water is bound to the ring, whereas the water
molecules in thymine clusters are located around the ring with different binding sites and accep-
tor/donor characters. Therefore the scattering results presented in this chapter are fairly different
from those presented in chapter 4. Unlike pyridine cluster calculations, the thymine ones allowed us
to investigate the role of water as a hydrogen acceptor and the effect of more than one water molecule
bound to the ring. These results show that the conclusions deduced by T. C. Freitas et al. [27] for
formic acid clusters also hold for all thymine clusters presented in this chapter. Moreover, we ob-
served that the effect of water on the resonances positions is additive.
We mostly focused on Thy-(H2O)5 clusters for which we presented a detailed study for indirect,
direct and total effects of water on thymine. We observed that the indirect effect stabilized thymine
resonances (both in ABCDE and ACDEF geometry), while in the previous chapter we showed the
opposite effect on pyridine resonances. However, we noticed for all investigated molecules that
comparing the same molecule in equilibrium geometry and the one in the cluster, gives a resonance
position lower in energy for the system with longer bond-lengths (bigger volume). There is no qual-
itative picture to explain the water indirect effect on de-/stabilization of the resonances, unlike to
direct effects, for which the de-/stabilization of the resonances is explained by water acceptor/donor
character.
The direct effects more strongly influence the second pi∗ resonance than the first one, unlike in
pyridine clusters, where the first pi∗ resonance is affected more strongly than the second one. The
different effects on pi∗ resonances can be correlated with the shape of the pi∗ orbitals into which
electron is trapped. If the electronic density of the pi∗ orbital is located close to the water molecule
the resonance shift is affected more strongly. The direction of the shift also seems to depend on which
of the water atoms is closer to the molecule: if hydrogen is closer to the molecule the resonance is
stabilized, and in case of oxygen it is destabilized. In the clusters with more then one water molecule,
the effects of each water are competitive and not always obvious.
The total effects of water on ABCDE and ACDEF clusters on both pi∗ resonances is stabilization as
it was the case for pyridine clusters. However our calculations for smaller thymine clusters showed
that the presence of water does not always have to stabilize resonances. We also showed that reso-
nances in the system are not always affected by water in the same way. Therefore our calculations
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are in contradiction to some assumption and conclusion presented by M. Smyth et al. [79]. More-
over our calculations show that the presence of water does not have as strong an effect on resonance
shifts as presented in the paper of M. Smyth et al. Our results support Kocˇišek et al.’s hypothesis
about caging effect [78] preventing hydrogen fragmentation loss (see section 5.4.4 for more details).
Finally, our calculations in which water effects on thymine are described using the polarized contin-
uum model do not give the same results as ab initio calculations. Therefore the time-consuming and
computationally expensive ab initio calculations cannot be replaced with the simplest ones.
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The main focus of this work was to investigate collisions of low-energy electrons with small molec-
ular clusters, i.e. biological molecules bound with one, up to five water molecules, and the influence
of water on resonance characteristics. To study these influences ab initio R-matrix calculations have
been performed.
In order to investigate how resonance characteristics are modified by the presence of water, the
isolated molecules have been studied. Therefore, we investigated isolated pyridine and thymine
and their clusters with water molecules. Due to the fact that, at the time, there were no available
calculations of low-energy electron collision from isolated pyridine (and, to our knowledge, no other
inelastic calculations are yet available), this system has been studied in detail by us. In this work we
performed calculation for pyridine using the SE, SEP and CC approximations (see chapter 3). We
presented elastic and inelastic integral and differential cross sections, resonance energies and widths
and characterised the resonances’ parent states. To determine the resonance characteristics we used
the time-delay analysis, which we found to be the most useful tool for identifying and characterizing
resonances. We found a large number of resonances, most of which had not been characterized
before. We compared our pyridine results with those obtained in our group for pyrimidine. In
most cases, the pyrimidine results are qualitatively similar to pyridine ones: the cross sections have
similar shape (see section 3.3 and appendix B) and many resonances have parent states of the same
symmetries (see section 3.4).
The pyridine resonances have been compared to those of Pyr-H2O at SE, SEP and CC level. At SE
and SEP levels we compared the two pure shape pi∗ resonances (as only these resonances can be fully
described using these models), while at CC level all resonances up to 10 eV have been compared. All
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resonances which appear for pyridine are also present for Pyr-H2O. Results for the CC calculations
(presented in section 3.3.3) with a low number of virtual orbitals shows that not all resonances sta-
bilize due to water presence. However, the results for calculations with more than 20 v.o. present
stabilization for all resonances. We conclude that for Pyr both shape and core-excited resonances are
shifted towards lower energy when a single water molecule attaches to it.
We also analysed our SE results for Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5, in terms of indirect, direct and total
effect of water on the resonances. Water influences resonance positions in two ways: by changing the
geometry of the molecule to which it is bound (indirect effect) and by the explicit presence of water
in the system, excluding change of molecule geometry (direct effect). In terms of indirect effect,
water destabilizes pyridine resonances (in each pyridine cluster the shift is the same), however the
direct and total effects of water stabilize the resonances. Water affects slightly more the first pure pi∗
resonance than the second one. We explain that by the shape of the pi∗ orbitals: the first pi∗ orbital
has more density close to the water than the second one.
Including more water in the cluster, does not change the direction of the shifts for the pure shape
pi∗ resonances at SE level. However, the resonances for Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 2, 3 are less stabilized than
Pyr-H2O resonances, while, the Pyr-(H2O)5 shape resonances are more stabilized than Pyr-H2O. In
each of the clusters only a single water molecule is directly bound to the ring by nitrogen, each
additional water is bound to another water molecule. The resonance positions of the clusters seem
to be correlated with their dipole moment (see section 4.4).
Calculations for low-energy electron collisions with isolated thymine using the R-matrix method
at SE, SEP and CC level have been already performed by A. Dora et al. [16]. Therefore, in this work
we only presented the calculations for isolated thymine which are needed to compare with thymine
clusters. Namely, calculations at SE and SEP level for isolated thymine and Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2,
3, 5 have been performed. Due to the computational demands of these calculations and very long
computational time, no CC calculations have been performed. Also, for the same reasons, the SEP
calculations have not been performed with the number of virtual orbitals which would give reso-
nance energies close to experimental values. Thereby, the SEP results presented in this work do not
give reliable resonance positions for isolated Thy and Thy-(H2O)5. The purpose of these calculations
was to investigate role of water on resonance positions and examine if the same qualitative picture
is obtained both at SE and SEP level. Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 5 have been investigated in terms of in-
direct, direct and total effects for both scattering models. However, in Thy-H2O indirect effects are
negligible, thus direct effects are equal to the total effects in these systems. The systems: Thy-(H2O)n,
n = 2, 3 have been investigated in terms of direct effects only (as we did not posses the equilibrium
geometries for those systems). The broadest investigation has been done for Thy-(H2O)5, as theses re-
sults could be compared to another calculations performed by M. Smyth et al. [79] and experimental
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results for microsolvated thymine carried out by J. Kocˇišek et al. [78].
Investigation of the pyridine and thymine clusters in terms of indirect effects at SE level shows
that these effects may play a different role in each system. Water influences the pyridine geometry in
a way that destabilize resonances, whereas in Thy-(H2O)5 indirect effects stabilize the resonances.
The direct effects obtained at SE level are consistent between all systems presented in this work,
and they depend on the role of the water binding to the molecule: water acting as a hydrogen donor
stabilizes the resonance positions, while water acting as a hydrogen acceptor destabilizes the reso-
nance positions. This dependence of acceptor/donor character of water on the resonance position
was first deduced by T. C. Freitas et al. [27], who investigated formic acid bound to one and two
water molecules. The investigation of Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5, extended their conclusion to ring
molecules and to clusters up to five water molecules (since in Pyr-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5 only one water
is directly bound to the ring, in the same position and orientation for all clusters, we can only inves-
tigate the role of single water acting as a hydrogen donor). We also found that the effect of water on
the resonances positions is additive. Therefore, in the system with several water molecules, where
some of them act as a hydrogen donor and the others act as acceptor, these effects can cancel out.
We also noticed that in the direct effects destabilization is stronger than stabilization. Although the
direction of the shift for all pure shape pi∗ resonances depends on the water role as a donor or accep-
tor, the effects are not equally strong for each resonance. By looking at the pi∗ orbitals into which the
incoming electron is trapped, we found a correlation between orbital density and resonance shift: if
the electronic density of the orbital that the scattering electron occupies is localised close to the water
molecules the shifts are stronger than when the orbital density is not close to the water molecules.
For clusters with more than one water, where some are hydrogen donors and some hydrogen
acceptors, the direction of the resonance shifts in the same system may be different. This situation
can be observed for Thy-(H2O)5 (see, section 5.4.2). Since each water molecule does not shift both
resonances by the same amount, the combination of effects from all water molecules can give the
opposite effect for each resonance.
The total effects are a sum of indirect and direct effects. The direct effects are correlated whether
water is bound as a proton donor or acceptor in the cluster, however not indirect effects. Therefore,
in principle the outcome of these effects does not have to depend on water acceptor/donor character.
For pyridine clusters the direct effects are stronger than indirect effects, therefore as the total effect
we observe a stabilization of resonances in these systems. In Thy-(H2O)5, however, both indirect
and direct effects stabilize the second resonance but the first resonance is stabilized by indirect effect
and slightly destabilized by direct effects. As a total effect we observe stabilization of both shape
resonances in Thy-(H2O)5 clusters.
The investigation of Thy-(H2O)n, n = 1, 2, 3, 5 in terms of indirect, direct and total effects at SEP
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level are qualitatively consistent with the observation at SE level. However, since we are not able to
ensure how much polarizability is included in our calculations, we are not sure if we are comparing
like-with-like. And therefore, we are not confident that the resonance shifts influenced by presence
of water are reliable.
Calculations to determine how much of the polarization effects are included in the calculations
for both compared systems have been undertaken in this work. Our first approach was to estimate
the polarizability of the investigated systems and then include the same percentage of polarizability
for both. We tested isolated pyridine and isolated formic acid. In the first case, to obtain resonance
positions close to experimental values, we needed to overestimated the experimental value of polar-
izability. However, in the case of formic acid, with the polarizability under the experimental value
the right resonance position can be obtained. Due to the fact the results for these systems are not
consistent we suspect that either the program does not calculate the polarizability correctly or our
understanding of the problem is not correct or complete. One way or another, at this stage, we are
not able to use this method to determine the number of virtual orbitals needed to be used in our
calculations in order to compare scattering data for the cluster with that for isolated molecule confi-
dently.
The second approach to this problem was to only include the virtual orbitals in the calculations of
the isolated molecule which are also present in the cluster calculations. Since the identification of the
orbitals is not always straightforward and we do not know if we describe enough polarizability of
water this method does not guarantee that the polarization effects are described in the same level for
both system. We also do not possess any experimental data for the clusters we studied (or any other)
to ensure whether the calculations with the number of virtual orbitals chosen in this way give the
right position of resonances. Nevertheless, this method is the best we can do right now to compare
SEP and CC calculations for various systems.
Future work should try to accomplish the challenge of finding the recipe of how many virtual or-
bitals should be included in the cluster calculations. This would allow us to predict actual resonance
position. A more challenging future task is to find a method which can determine the number of
virtual orbitals (polarization) needed in the calculations to obtain the accurate resonance position for
any system.
Future work should also include thymine clusters calculations at CC level, in order to investigate
of the water effect also on core-excited resonances. Performing calculations at SEP level with a higher
number of virtual orbitals than those presented in this work would give a better description of the
shape pi∗ resonances. Using larger CAS model for Pyr-H2O system would improve the description of
the presented resonances for this system. Since DEA also strongly depends on the resonance width,
the future studies should focus on the characterisation of this parameter.
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Our work shows that the presence of water in the investigated systems has an effect on the reso-
nance characteristic. Kocˇišek et al.’s experiment [78] (discussed in section 5.4.4 of chapter 5) proved
that water significantly influences the DEA processes (it prevents the hydrogen fragmentation pro-
cess in thymine and uracil). However, the possible explanation of the changes in DEA influenced by
the presence of water suggests a different role of water on DEA than de-/stabilization of resonances.
Nevertheless, our research contributes to filling in the gaps in knowledge about water effects on
biological molecules (pyridine and thymine). We confirmed the influence of water on resonance sta-
bilization and destabilization. We found that the effects of water on the resonances are approximately
additive. We also show that in contradiction to Smyth et al.’s assumption [79] water does not always
stabilize all resonances. Finally we explained that molecule bound to water may change its geometry
which also has an influence on resonance characteristics.
The work on pyridine is a first step towards understanding the effect of core-excited resonances in
DNA damage by looking at their constituents and prototypes. Our investigation of microhydration
shows the effect is still not well understood. Although we shown that the changes to the resonances
in Thy-(H2O)5 are not huge, their effect on DEA (and also, the effect of changes to the lifetime, which
were not investigated in this work) may be important. Much still needs to be done to gain a deeper
understanding of the mechanism by which low energy electrons damage DNA and how this mech-
anism could be modified and controlled.
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A
SOFTWARE
A.1 UKRMOL SUITE
The software used before the UKRmol+ suite has been developed, is called the UKRmol suite. It
is divided into two subsets of programs: UKRmol-in and UKRmol-out [107]. The subsets corre-
spond, respectively, to the inner and outer region in the R-matrix method. Additionally some of the
UKRmol-in programs are also used to perform target calculations. The programs used to carry out
the target calculations are illustrated in figure A.1 and those ones used to perform the scattering inner
region calculations are shown in figure A.2. The flowchart for the scattering outer region calculations
is illustrated in figure A.3.
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Figure A.1: A flowchart of the programs called
in target calculations. The blue boxes indicate
programs in the suite. The green boxes indi-
cate the main output/input of the different pro-
grams. The purple boxes indicate alternative op-
tions to produce molecular orbitals in the calcu-
lation [107].
Figure A.2: A sequence of programs called in the
inner region calculations (the meaning of boxes
is as same as figure A.1).
Figure A.3: A sequence of programs called in the
outer region calculations (the meaning of boxes
is as same as figure A.1).
A.2 RUNNING THE UKRMOL AND UKRMOL+
SUITE
In chapter 2, section 2.6 are discussed programs essential to perform R-matrix calculations. The
programs need input files (additionally some of them also need pre-processed data files); preparing
the input manually was very time-consuming and it was easy for the user to make mistakes. The
input files usually need two kinds of data: settings which are established by the user, depending on
the kind of calculation one runs, and data which can be found in the standard output files, of the
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programs run at the earlier stages. Therefore, in order to simplify the setting up of the calculations,
in the script, the user only needs to specify parameters which depend on the calculation one runs, i.e.
geometry of molecule, basis set, scattering method, etc. The script then generates the input files itself
and invokes the programs in the right order. It also extracts relevant data from some output files
and saves them in files in a format more useful for the user, i.e. it saves cross section, eigenphases
sum and time-delay data in a format which can be used without any changes by plotting software.
Additionally, the script sums the cross section results obtained for each irreducible representation for
all states and gives a total cross section (the scattering region results are obtained for each irreducible
representation separately, thus sometimes it is useful to combine them).
The script is written in perl but no knowledge of it is needed to run it. Users familiar with perl
or other programming languages (e.g. python), can modify the script to their specific needs. Many
functionalities of the script have been added since it was created and plenty of new features can be
still included. The script is written to give a lot of flexibility to the user, enough to perform all the
calculations presented in this work. The same script may invoke either the UKRmol or UKRmol+
suites. It may execute each of the programs mentioned above in the appropriate sequence to obtain
scattering results, or, when needed, it may invoke either only one program or a part of the sequence,
e.g. it allows one to perform calculations only for the target. If, for some reason, the user needs to
modify input files manually, it is possible to ’switch off’ the automatic generation of the input.
The script allows one to run calculations for almost any target; the limitation, however, comes
from the software itself and also from memory limitation of the machine used to perform the calcu-
lations. The basis set for which calculations are carried out is specified in script by name but the user
has to make sure that the required files containing the basis set exist. UKRmol+ users have also the
choice to give only the name of the basis set without putting it explicitly into a file. The target can
be described using the HF or CASSCF methods. Users can specify how many and explicitly which
of target orbitals are frozen and how many and which are in the active space. For the target, by de-
fault, some properties of the molecule are calculated but additionally the polarizability can also be
obtained by specifying it in the script∗.
For the scattering calculations, one can choose among SE, SEP or CC models. Continuum basis
sets for different R-matrix radii are provided in separate files (in the same way as for the molecular
basis sets). Users may choose the R-matrix radius (the script also allows one to run RADDEN in
order to make this choice) and the maximum value of partial waves (`max) for which calculations
are to be carried out. Since, it is possible to create more than one different continuum for the same
R-matrix radius, the name of a file containing the continuum basis for the same R-matrix radius and
`max may be distinguished by the use of a suffix (for the time being, the default suffixes are: ’old’
∗Performing calculation to obtain polarizability for one of the molecule, a bug in DENPROP was discovered and reported.
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and ’new’ for two different continuum orbitals of the same R-matrix radius)†. Moreover, users must
also input the scattering energy range, the energy step and several other parameters.
The script itself takes care of putting all files in appropriate directories. It creates a directory
named after the calculated target (the user specifies the name in the script). The next folder is cre-
ated and named depending on the user’s settings. The name contains the name of the basis set,
an acronym for scattering method, number of frozen orbitals, number of active orbitals, number
of virtual orbitals, number of target states included in the calculation, R-matrix radius, maximum
number of partial waves, as mentioned above, suffix of file containing the continuum basis set, pre-
cision of SCATCI-INTEGRALS binaries (blank if not needed) and suffix (an arbitrary string, which
may be empty). For instance, for one specific pyridine calculation the directory created has the
name: "pyridine/cc-pVDZ.SE.16frozen.5active.20virtual.1states.r15.L5.old.quadru_prec". Although
the name of the directory is very long, it prevents accidentally overwriting previous calculations run
for different settings. In that case, if the user runs calculations for exactly the same set of settings
and does not want to overwrite the previous calculation, the two directories can be distinguished
by changing the suffix of the directory (option in the script is called ’suffix’) and thus preventing
overwriting. In summary, the script takes care that all the user’s calculations for one target are in the
same directory and groups calculations by chosen settings.
The whole script is divided into a few files, only one of them contains the user settings. For
the time being, there is no user manual of the script but since it is written in an intuitive way with
many comments for each variable, it should be clear enough for the user. The main contribution
to developing the script by the author of this thesis was the adding of several new features. These
are: enabling the use of CASSCF type of orbitals, option to calculate the polarizability of the target;
option to run complementary programs like RADDEN or HAMDIAG. In addition the parallization
of the script was implemented, to enable to perform outer region calculations for each irreducible
representation at the same time. Also the possibility to run the script on different machines (i.e. the
Linux system at the OU and ARCHER) was added, and, more importantly, the script was adapted in
order to run the UKRmol+ suite.
†Although the files containing the GTOs basis sets for the free particle for UKRmol and UKRmol+ are the same, due to
technical reasons, they have different names. For UKRmol each basis set with different R-matrix radius and `max value is put
in separate file, where for UKRmol+ they are only group by different R-matrix radius.
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BENZENE, PYRIDINE, PYRIMIDINE
B.1 BENZENE, PYRIDINE AND PYRIMIDINEHF
ORBITALS
Table B.1 presents HF orbitals for benzene, pyridine and pyrimidine determined with the compact
basis set (cc-pVDZ), listed in increasing energy order. The changes in orbital shape between the
three molecules are not significant, but the corresponding orbitals are not always in the same order.
Generated by MOLDEN with the contour parameter: space = 0.0500.
Benzene Pyridine Pyrimidine
No. Orbital Sym. Orbital Sym. Orbital Sym.
1
-11.2412 Ha
1 ag
-15.5676 Ha
1 a1
-15.5781 Ha
1 b2
2
-11.2407 Ha
1 b1u
-11.2792 Ha
1 b2
-15.5781 Ha
1 a1
3
-11.2407 Ha
1 b2u
-11.2791 Ha
2 a1
-11.3195 Ha
2 a1
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4
-11.2395 Ha
2 ag
-11.2653 Ha
3 a1
-11.3051 Ha
3 a1
5
-11.2395 Ha
1 b3g
-11.2474 Ha
2 b2
-11.3050 Ha
2 b2
6
-11.2390 Ha
2 b1u
-11.2474 Ha
4 a1
-11.2555 Ha
4 a1
7
-1.1448 Ha
3 ag
-1.2541 Ha
5 a1
-1.3076 Ha
5 a1
8
-1.0109 Ha
2 b2u
-1.0865 Ha
6 a1
-1.1921 Ha
3 b2
9
-1.0109 Ha
3 b1u
-1.0300 Ha
3 b2
-1.0732 Ha
6 a1
10
-0.8201 Ha
2 b3g
-0.8552 Ha
7 a1
-0.8925 Ha
4 b2
11
-0.8201 Ha
4 ag
-0.8526 Ha
4 b2
-0.8871 Ha
7 a1
12
-0.7031 Ha
5 ag
-0.7160 Ha
8 a1
-0.7341 Ha
8 a1
13
-0.6412 Ha
4 b1u
-0.6551 Ha
5 b2
-0.6957 Ha
5 b2
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14
-0.6130 Ha
3 b2u
-0.6509 Ha
9 a1
-0.6486 Ha
9 a1
15
-0.5833 Ha
4 b2u
-0.5934 Ha
6 b2
-0.5922 Ha
6 b2
16
-0.5833 Ha
5 b1u
-0.5730 Ha
10 a1
-0.5825 Ha
10 a1
17
-0.4968 Ha
1 b3u
-0.5360 Ha
1 b1
-0.5703 Ha
1 b1
18
-0.4905 Ha
3 b3g
-0.5155 Ha
7 b2
-0.4707 Ha
11 a1
19
-0.4905 Ha
6 ag
-0.4154 Ha
11 a1
-0.4165 Ha
1 a2
20
-0.3327 Ha
1 b2g
-0.3797 Ha
2 b1
-0.4131 Ha
7 b2
21
-0.3327 Ha
1 b1g
-0.3439 Ha
1 a2
-0.3748 Ha
2 b1
22
0.1358 Ha
1 au
0.1155 Ha
3 b1
0.1018 Ha
2 a2
23
0.1358 Ha
2 b3u
0.1297 Ha
2 a2
0.1170 Ha
3 b1
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24
0.1821 Ha
7 ag
0.1825 Ha
12 a1
0.1852 Ha
12 a1
25
0.2198 Ha
6 b1u
0.2143 Ha
8 b2
0.2211 Ha
8 b2
26
0.2198 Ha
5 b2u
0.2286 Ha
13 a1
0.2302 Ha
13 a1
27
0.2550 Ha
8 ag
0.2525 Ha
9 b2
0.2462 Ha
14 a1
28
0.2550 Ha
4 b3g
0.2593 Ha
14 a1
0.3243 Ha
4 b1
29
0.2716 Ha
7 b1u
0.3381 Ha
4 b1
0.3784 Ha
9 b2
30
0.3479 Ha
2 b2g
0.3810 Ha
15 a1
0.3788 Ha
15 a1
31
0.4353 Ha
5 b3g
0.4326 Ha
10 b2
0.4690 Ha
10 b2
32
0.4353 Ha
9 ag
0.4637 Ha
16 a1
0.4928 Ha
16 a1
33
0.4667 Ha
8 b1u
0.4704 Ha
11 b2
0.5078 Ha
11 b2
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34
0.4667 Ha
6 b2u
0.5529 Ha
12 b2
0.5324 Ha
17 a1
35
0.5861 Ha
7 b2u
0.5754 Ha
17 a1
0.6447 Ha
18 a1
36
0.5876 Ha
10 ag
0.6333 Ha
18 a1
0.6531 Ha
5 b1
37
0.6681 Ha
9 b1u
0.6680 Ha
5 b1
0.6905 Ha
12 b2
38
0.6813 Ha
3 b3u
0.6840 Ha
13 b2
0.7120 Ha
19 a1
39
0.7127 Ha
11 ag
0.7195 Ha
3 a2
0.7159 Ha
6 b1
40
0.7329 Ha
3 b2g
0.7228 Ha
19 a1
0.7237 Ha
20 a1
41
0.7329 Ha
2 b1g
0.7234 Ha
14 b2
0.7261 Ha
3 a2
42
0.7386 Ha
10 b1u
0.7260 Ha
20 a1
0.7411 Ha
13 b2
43
0.7386 Ha
8 b2u
0.7346 Ha
6 b1
0.8137 Ha
7 b1
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44
0.7393 Ha
12 ag
0.7885 Ha
21 a1
0.8145 Ha
14 b2
45
0.7393 Ha
6 b3g
0.8025 Ha
15 b2
0.8265 Ha
21 a1
46
0.7395 Ha
7 b3g
0.8131 Ha
4 a2
0.9170 Ha
22 a1
47
0.8227 Ha
4 b3u
0.8456 Ha
22 a1
0.9387 Ha
15 b2
48
0.8227 Ha
2 au
0.8494 Ha
7 b1
0.9432 Ha
23 a1
49
0.8524 Ha
11 b1u
0.8741 Ha
16 b2
0.9768 Ha
24 a1
50
0.8524 Ha
9 b2u
0.9396 Ha
17 b2
1.0593 Ha
16 b2
51
0.8859 Ha
13 ag
0.9644 Ha
23 a1
1.0673 Ha
25 a1
52
0.8859 Ha
8 b3g
0.9894 Ha
24 a1
1.0743 Ha
8 b1
53
0.9088 Ha
4 b2g
1.0580 Ha
8 b1
1.0899 Ha
4 a2
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54
0.9835 Ha
12 b1u
1.0826 Ha
18 b2
1.1378 Ha
26 a1
55
0.9972 Ha
14 ag
1.0838 Ha
25 a1
1.1541 Ha
17 b2
56
1.0498 Ha
5 b3u
1.1352 Ha
26 a1
1.1861 Ha
5 a2
57
1.1039 Ha
10 b2u
1.1607 Ha
9 b1
1.1871 Ha
9 b1
58
1.1039 Ha
13 b1u
1.1644 Ha
5 a2
1.2263 Ha
18 b2
59
1.1202 Ha
9 b3g
1.1920 Ha
19 b2
1.2479 Ha
27 a1
60
1.1498 Ha
3 b1g
1.2126 Ha
27 a1
1.2944 Ha
10 b1
Table B.1: HF orbitals of benzene, pyridine and pyrimidine. The numbers in first columns for each
molecule (No.) indicate the number of orbitals. In the second columns for each molecules (Orbital) is
given energy in Hartree and shape of orbitals. The numbers in third columns (Sym.) indicate number
of orbital per symmetry and its irreducible representation.
B.2 COMPARISON OF CROSS SECTIONS
In order to compare how the presence of nitrogen influences the position of resonances, the SE and
SEP cross sections of benzene, pyridine, pyrimidine systems are presented in figure B.1 and B.2,
respectively. Due to the fact that benzene has higher symmetry, D6h, than these azabenzenes, C2v ,
the first two resonances in benzene are degenerate and therefore indistinguishable. The degenerate
resonances are formed by trapping the incoming electron into the lowest empty pi∗ orbitals of the
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same energy. In table B.1, it can be seen that orbitals number 22 and 23 are the first unoccupied
orbitals (LUMO) and have the same energy. It is important to notice that the benzene orbitals have
been calculated using the D2h point group, however benzene belongs to the D6h point group; this is
because MOLPRO does not perform calculations for higher symmetries than D2h. The symmetry au
in D2h may correspond either to a1u or e2u in D6h point group and b3u in D2h correspond to b2u in
D6h.
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Figure B.1: Integral elastic cross sections for electron scattering from benzene, pyridine and pyrimi-
dine, calculated using 20 virtual orbitals and `max = 5 with the compact basis set at SE level.
The inclusion of nitrogen in the benzene ring destroys the symmetry and degeneracy of the reso-
nances. The presence of nitrogen in pyridine lowers the energy of most of its orbitals and destroy the
degeneracy of 22th and 23th orbitals presented in the table B.1. The additional nitrogen in pyrimidine
increases the difference in orbital energies. This is consistent with the positions of the resonances as
seen in the SE cross sections in figure B.1. Adding more nitrogen atoms in the ring not only lowers
the position of the two lowest resonances but also separate them more. The huge difference between
benzene and azabenzenes cross section from 0 eV to around 3 eV are due to the fact that benzene
does not posses dipole moment.
Results obtained at SEP level for three different systems are more difficult to compare because, at
the moment, there is no method to determine and control how much polarization is included in the
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calculations. Nevertheless, since the three systems are very similar, and, as long as the corresponding
orbitals are included in the calculations for the three systems (see, table B.1), comparison of the SEP
cross sections may give some insight in the scattering process.
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Figure B.2: Integral elastic cross sections for electron scattering from benzene, pyridine and pyrimi-
dine, calculated using 35 virtual orbitals and `max = 5 with the compact basis set at SEP level.
Analysing SEP cross sections in figure B.2, we can still observe that replacing carbon with nitrogen
lower the position of resonances. Nevertheless, the separation of the first two resonances is not
getting bigger with increased number on nitrogen atoms. The first benzene resonance still remind
degenerate, but the difference between the position of first and second resonance for pyridine is
bigger (∼ 0.7 eV) than for pyrimidine (∼ 0.2 eV).
The structures of benzene, pyridine and pyrimidine are similar and therefore the low-energy
electron scattering for these systems give fairly similar results (with explained differences in cross
section at low energies for molecules with and without dipole moment). The difference between
benzene and pyridine cross section is more significant than between the pyridine and pyrimidine
one. It is expected that replacing one atom in the homogeneous carbon ring, gives bigger effect than
replacing one carbon in inhomogeneous ring. The presence of one nitrogen in the 6-membered ring
lowers the symmetry of the system and therefore destroys the degeneracy of the first pi∗ orbital and
lower its energy.
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C
PYRIDINE-WATER
C.1 PYR-H2O, PYR AND WATERHF ORBITALS
Table C.1 presents HF orbitals for pyridine-water, pyridine and water determined with the compact
basis set (cc-pVDZ), listed in increasing energy order. Generated by MOLDEN with the contour
parameter: space = 0.0500.
Pyridine-water Pyridine Water
No. Orbital Sym. No. Orbital Sym. No. Orbital Sym.
1
-20.5097 Ha
1 a’ 1
-20.5473 Ha
1 a1
2
-15.5807 Ha
2 a’ 1
-15.5676 Ha
1 a1
3
-11.2884 Ha
1 a” 2
-11.2792 Ha
1 b2
4
-11.2884 Ha
3 a’ 3
-11.2791 Ha
2 a1
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5
-11.2727 Ha
4 a’ 4
-11.2653 Ha
3 a1
6
-11.2542 Ha
2 a” 5
-11.2474 Ha
2 b2
7
-11.2542 Ha
5 a’ 6
-11.2474 Ha
4 a1
8
-1.3051 Ha
6 a’ 2
-1.3405 Ha
2 a1
9
-1.2809 Ha
7 a’ 7
-1.2541 Ha
5 a1
10
-1.1035 Ha
8 a’ 8
-1.0865 Ha
6 a1
11
-1.0485 Ha
3 a” 9
-1.0300 Ha
3 b2
12
-0.8713 Ha
4 a” 11
-0.8526 Ha
4 b2
13
-0.8695 Ha
9 a’ 10
-0.8552 Ha
7 a1
14
-0.7347 Ha
10 a’ 12
-0.7160 Ha
8 a1
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15
-0.6747 Ha
5 a” 13
-0.6551 Ha
5 b2
16
-0.6693 Ha
11 a’ 3
-0.7094 Ha
3 a1
17
-0.6614 Ha
12 a’ 14
-0.6509 Ha
9 a1
18
-0.6088 Ha
6 a” 15
-0.5934 Ha
6 b2
19
-0.5875 Ha
13 a’ 16
-0.5730 Ha
10 a1
20
-0.5575 Ha
14 a’ 17
-0.5360 Ha
1 b1
21
-0.5353 Ha
15 a’ 4
-0.5640 Ha
4 a1
22
-0.5299 Ha
7 a” 18
-0.5155 Ha
7 b2
23
-0.4582 Ha
8 a” 5
-0.4931 Ha
1 b2
24
-0.4292 Ha
16 a’ 19
-0.4154 Ha
11 a1
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25
-0.3966 Ha
17 a’ 20
-0.3797 Ha
2 b1
26
-0.3579 Ha
9 a” 21
-0.3439 Ha
1 a2
27
0.1060 Ha
18 a’ 22
0.1155 Ha
3 b1
28
0.1211 Ha
10 a” 23
0.1297 Ha
2 a2
29
0.1728 Ha
19 a’ 24
0.1825 Ha
12 a1
30
0.2072 Ha
11 a” 25
0.2143 Ha
8 b2
31
0.2090 Ha
20 a’ 26
0.2286 Ha
13 a1
32
0.2376 Ha
21 a’ 6
0.1878 Ha
5 a1
33
0.2464 Ha
12 a” 27
0.2525 Ha
9 b2
34
0.2596 Ha
22 a’ 28
0.2593 Ha
14 a1 7
0.2575 Ha
6 a1
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35
0.3323 Ha
23 a’ 29
0.3381 Ha
4 b1
36
0.3391 Ha
24 a’ 30
0.3810 Ha
15 a1
37
0.4257 Ha
13 a” 31
0.4326 Ha
10 b2
38
0.4295 Ha
25 a’ 32
0.4637 Ha
16 a1
39
0.4628 Ha
14 a” 33
0.4704 Ha
11 b2
40
0.4737 Ha
26 a’
41
0.5363 Ha
15 a” 34
0.5529 Ha
12 b2
42
0.5639 Ha
27 a’ 35
0.5754 Ha
17 a1
43
0.6257 Ha
28 a’ 36
0.6333 Ha
18 a1
44
0.6548 Ha
29 a’ 37
0.6680 Ha
5 b1
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45
0.6797 Ha
16 a” 38
0.6840 Ha
13 b2
46
0.7060 Ha
17 a” 39
0.7195 Ha
3 a2
47
0.7156 Ha
30 a’ 40
0.7228 Ha
19 a1
48
0.7161 Ha
18 a” 41
0.7234 Ha
14 b2
49
0.7207 Ha
31 a’ 43
0.7346 Ha
6 b1
50
0.7243 Ha
32 a’ 42
0.7260 Ha
20 a1
51
0.7978 Ha
19 a” 45
0.8025 Ha
15 b2
52
0.7996 Ha
33 a’ 44
0.7885 Ha
21 a1 8
0.8049 Ha
7 a1
53
0.8021 Ha
20 a” 46
0.8131 Ha
4 a2
54
0.8132 Ha
34 a’ 8
0.8049 Ha
7 a1
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55
0.8385 Ha
35 a’ 47
0.8456 Ha
22 a1
56
0.8431 Ha
36 a’ 48
0.8494 Ha
7 b1
57
0.8685 Ha
21 a” 49
0.8741 Ha
16 b2
58
0.8979 Ha
37 a’ 9
0.8545 Ha
8 a1
59
0.9372 Ha
22 a” 50
0.9396 Ha
17 b2
60
0.9627 Ha
38 a’ 51
0.9644 Ha
23 a1
61
0.9860 Ha
39 a’ 52
0.9894 Ha
24 a1
62
1.0451 Ha
40 a’ 53
1.0580 Ha
8 b1
63
1.0729 Ha
23 a” 54
1.0826 Ha
18 b2
64
1.1098 Ha
41 a’ 56
1.1352 Ha
26 a1
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65
1.1244 Ha
42 a’ 55
1.0838 Ha
25 a1
57
1.1607 Ha
9 b1
66
1.1568 Ha
24 a” 58
1.1644 Ha
5 a2
67
1.1724 Ha
25 a” 59
1.1920 Ha
19 b2
68
1.2011 Ha
43 a’ 60
1.2126 Ha
27 a1
69
1.2077 Ha
44 a’ 10
1.1612 Ha
9 a1
70
1.2147 Ha
26 a” 61
1.2211 Ha
20 b2
71
1.2352 Ha
27 a” 62
1.2427 Ha
6 a2
72
1.2509 Ha
28 a” 11
1.2009 Ha
2 b2
73
1.2662 Ha
45 a’ 63
1.2708 Ha
10 b1
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74
1.2871 Ha
46 a’ 64
1.3073 Ha
28 a1
75
1.3248 Ha
29 a” 65
1.3435 Ha
21 b2
76
1.3390 Ha
47 a’ 12
1.2505 Ha
10 a1
77
1.3600 Ha
48 a’
78
1.3625 Ha
30 a” 66
1.3692 Ha
7 a2
79
1.4286 Ha
49 a’ 67
1.4337 Ha
11 b1
80
1.4801 Ha
50 a’ 13
1.4628 Ha
11 a1
81
1.4949 Ha
51 a’ 68
1.4971 Ha
29 a1
82
1.5297 Ha
31 a” 14
1.4719 Ha
3 b2
Table C.1: HF orbitals of pyridine-water, pyridine and water. The numbers in first columns for each
molecule (No.) indicate the number of orbitals. In the second columns for each molecules (Orbital) is
given energy in Hartree and shape of orbitals. The numbers in third columns (Sym.) indicate number
of orbital per symmetry and its irreducible representation.
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C.2 POLARIZABILITY
Below we present our results for an approach described in section 4.1.3 of chapter 4 (to find out the
optimal number of virtual orbitals to include in our calculations by looking at how the polarizability
changes depending on the number of virtual orbitals). The results are illustrated in figure C.1. The
graph shows the dependence of the resonance energies on the polarizability and the number of vir-
tual orbitals used in the calculations. It can be seen that the best agreement with the experimental
resonance positions for pyridine (red dashed line) is for 35 v.o. and polarizability of 70.41 a3o. This
value is bigger than the experimental value of polarizability: 64.10 a3o [147, 148] (purple constant line)
and the reference calculated value of 60.00 a3o [145] (purple dashed line). Unfortunately, to the best
of our knowledge an experimental value of Pyr-H2O polarizability has not been published. The only
reference value is the calculated value of 68.16 a3o [145] (see table 4.1 or figure C.1). Since we only
know the calculated value of polarizability for Pyr-H2O our idea was to calculate a percent of how
much more polarizability we include in our calculations in accordance to the reference calculated
value of pyridine polarizability. Then we could assume that we should include of the same percent-
age more polarizability than the reference calculated value for Pyr-H2O. However, our calculations
for formic acid (see figure C.2) show that we obtain good agreement with the experimental reso-
nance position (red dashed line) including less polarizability (17.68 a3o) than the experimental value
(22.4 a3o [112], purple dashed line). Moreover, the formic acid polarizability, as a function of number
of virtual orbitals, presented in figure 4.3 in section 4.1.3 does not reach the experimental value of
polarizability. The results for Pyr and FA are inconsistent, therefore there is no straightforward link
between polarizability and the right energy of resonances. Consequently, we cannot derive any pre-
diction of how much polarizability included in Pyr-H2O calculations will give the right resonance
positions based on information for Pyr.
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Figure C.1: Energy (vertical axis) of the 1 2B1 and 1 2A2 resonances as a function of the number
of virtual orbitals used in the calculations (upper axis) and polarizability described (bottom axis).
The systems are indicated in the panel. The horizontal red dashed lines indicate the experimental
resonance energies (only in the pyridine graph). The vertical purple dotted dashed lines indicate
the accurate calculated value of the polarizability taken from the literature [145]. The vertical purple
constant line indicates the experimental polarizability [147, 148].
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Figure C.2: Energy (vertical axis) of the 1 2A′′ formic acid resonance as a function of the number of
virtual orbitals used in the calculations (upper axis) and polarizability described (bottom axis). The
horizontal red dashed lines indicate the experimental resonance energies. The vertical purple line
indicates the experimental polarizability [112].
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D
THYMINE-WATER
D.1 THY AND THY-(H2O)5 HF ORBITALS
Table D.1 presents HF orbitals for Thy G2, Thy G3, Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE and Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF
determined with the compact basis set (cc-pVDZ), listed in increasing energy order. Generated by
MOLDEN with the contour parameter: space = 0.0500.
The orbitals for thymine in equilibrium geometry (G1) are virtually identical in shape to those of
Thy G2 therefore they are not presented here. However, the Thy G1 orbital energies are higher than
those of Thy G2.
No. Thy G2 No. Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE No. Thy G3 No. Thy-(H2O)5 ACDEF
1
-20.5615 Ha
1
-20.5649 Ha
2
-20.5521 Ha
2
-20.5600 Ha
1
-20.5354 Ha
3
-20.5518 Ha
1
-20.5386 Ha
3
-20.5531 Ha
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4
-20.5516 Ha
4
-20.5474 Ha
5
-20.5497 Ha
5
-20.5441 Ha
2
-20.5315 Ha
6
-20.5427 Ha
2
-20.5309 Ha
6
-20.5429 Ha
7
-20.5168 Ha
7
-20.5291 Ha
3
-15.6449 Ha
8
-15.6233 Ha
3
-15.6497 Ha
8
-15.6305 Ha
4
-15.6290 Ha
9
-15.6160 Ha
4
-15.6389 Ha
9
-15.6138 Ha
5
-11.4152 Ha
10
-11.4158 Ha
5
-11.4194 Ha
10
-11.4273 Ha
6
-11.3739 Ha
11
-11.3880 Ha
6
-11.3834 Ha
11
-11.3860 Ha
7
-11.3319 Ha
12
-11.3272 Ha
7
-11.3385 Ha
12
-11.3322 Ha
8
-11.2589 Ha
13
-11.2527 Ha
8
-11.2665 Ha
13
-11.2610 Ha
9
-11.2440 Ha
14
-11.2349 Ha
9
-11.2487 Ha
14
-11.2460 Ha
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10
-1.4286 Ha
15
-1.4333 Ha
10
-1.4102 Ha
15
-1.4213 Ha
11
-1.3817 Ha
16
-1.4039 Ha
11
-1.3721 Ha
16
-1.3853 Ha
17
-1.3522 Ha
17
-1.3487 Ha
18
-1.3450 Ha
18
-1.3304 Ha
19
-1.3338 Ha
19
-1.3279 Ha
20
-1.3283 Ha
20
-1.3210 Ha
12
-1.3079 Ha
21
-1.3044 Ha
12
-1.2935 Ha
21
-1.3043 Ha
22
-1.3015 Ha
22
-1.2948 Ha
13
-1.2428 Ha
23
-1.2371 Ha
13
-1.2368 Ha
23
-1.2261 Ha
14
-1.1070 Ha
24
-1.1030 Ha
14
-1.1039 Ha
24
-1.1004 Ha
15
-0.9691 Ha
25
-0.9622 Ha
15
-0.9664 Ha
25
-0.9632 Ha
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16
-0.9171 Ha
26
-0.9142 Ha
16
-0.9117 Ha
26
-0.9071 Ha
17
-0.8924 Ha
27
-0.8896 Ha
17
-0.8878 Ha
27
-0.8827 Ha
19
-0.7684 Ha
28
-0.7702 Ha
18
-0.7630 Ha
28
-0.7627 Ha
18
-0.7695 Ha
29
-0.7645 Ha
19
-0.7615 Ha
29
-0.7612 Ha
30
-0.7320 Ha
30
-0.7256 Ha
31
-0.7255 Ha
31
-0.7111 Ha
32
-0.7124 Ha
32
-0.7045 Ha
33
-0.7098 Ha
33
-0.7009 Ha
20
-0.7058 Ha
34
-0.6981 Ha
20
-0.6998 Ha
34
-0.6927 Ha
35
-0.6811 Ha
35
-0.6780 Ha
21
-0.6663 Ha
36
-0.6640 Ha
21
-0.6635 Ha
36
-0.6630 Ha
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22
-0.6654 Ha
37
-0.6598 Ha
22
-0.6584 Ha
37
-0.6541 Ha
23
-0.6300 Ha
38
-0.6381 Ha
23
-0.6170 Ha
38
-0.6323 Ha
24
-0.6047 Ha
39
-0.6163 Ha
24
-0.6048 Ha
39
-0.6134 Ha
40
-0.5935 Ha
40
-0.5983 Ha
25
-0.5856 Ha
41
-0.5856 Ha
25
-0.5827 Ha
41
-0.5846 Ha
42
-0.5823 Ha
42
-0.5786 Ha
26
-0.5671 Ha
43
-0.5663 Ha
26
-0.5648 Ha
43
-0.5659 Ha
27
-0.5530 Ha
44
-0.5583 Ha
44
-0.5571 Ha
45
-0.5566 Ha
45
-0.5522 Ha
28
-0.5468 Ha
46
-0.5494 Ha
27
-0.5497 Ha
46
-0.5485 Ha
47
-0.5435 Ha
28
-0.5470 Ha
47
-0.5452 Ha
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48
-0.5307 Ha
48
-0.5313 Ha
49
-0.5084 Ha
49
-0.5062 Ha
29
-0.5064 Ha
50
-0.5036 Ha
29
-0.4989 Ha
50
-0.5023 Ha
51
-0.4986 Ha
51
-0.4982 Ha
52
-0.4927 Ha
52
-0.4929 Ha
53
-0.4925 Ha
53
-0.4801 Ha
30
-0.4682 Ha
54
-0.4718 Ha
54
-0.4776 Ha
55
-0.4610 Ha
30
-0.4625 Ha
55
-0.4636 Ha
31
-0.4353 Ha
56
-0.4524 Ha
31
-0.4367 Ha
56
-0.4434 Ha
32
-0.4219 Ha
57
-0.4336 Ha
32
-0.4201 Ha
57
-0.4274 Ha
33
-0.3473 Ha
58
-0.3442 Ha
33
-0.3479 Ha
58
-0.3470 Ha
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34
0.1041 Ha
59
0.1033 Ha
34
0.0970 Ha
59
0.0997 Ha
35
0.1494 Ha
60
0.1695 Ha
36
0.1693 Ha
60
0.1555 Ha
36
0.1789 Ha
61
0.1721 Ha
35
0.1464 Ha
61
0.1701 Ha
62
0.1856 Ha
37
0.1823 Ha
62
0.1847 Ha
37
0.1870 Ha
63
0.1909 Ha
63
0.1975 Ha
38
0.2063 Ha
64
0.2085 Ha
38
0.1968 Ha
64
0.2069 Ha
65
0.2168 Ha
65
0.2101 Ha
66
0.2268 Ha
66
0.2189 Ha
39
0.2272 Ha
67
0.2423 Ha
39
0.2241 Ha
67
0.2575 Ha
40
0.2610 Ha
68
0.2674 Ha
40
0.2575 Ha
68
0.2603 Ha
41
0.2680 Ha
69
0.2853 Ha
41
0.2634 Ha
69
0.3002 Ha
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70
0.3199 Ha
70
0.3106 Ha
71
0.3354 Ha
42
0.3240 Ha
71
0.3249 Ha
42
0.3336 Ha
72
0.3398 Ha
43
0.3534 Ha
72
0.3342 Ha
43
0.3583 Ha
73
0.3531 Ha
73
0.3540 Ha
74
0.3586 Ha
74
0.3639 Ha
75
0.3757 Ha
75
0.3756 Ha
76
0.3824 Ha
76
0.4008 Ha
77
0.3986 Ha
77
0.4160 Ha
78
0.4259 Ha
78
0.4294 Ha
44
0.3904 Ha
79
0.4430 Ha
44
0.3830 Ha
79
0.4372 Ha
45
0.4104 Ha
80
0.4500 Ha
45
0.3998 Ha
80
0.4459 Ha
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46
0.4144 Ha
81
0.4701 Ha
46
0.4113 Ha
81
0.4661 Ha
47
0.4531 Ha
82
0.4913 Ha
47
0.4444 Ha
82
0.4818 Ha
48
0.4836 Ha
83
0.5042 Ha
48
0.4824 Ha
83
0.4928 Ha
49
0.5016 Ha
84
0.5107 Ha
49
0.4937 Ha
84
0.5153 Ha
50
0.5240 Ha
85
0.5388 Ha
50
0.5145 Ha
85
0.5351 Ha
51
0.5717 Ha
86
0.5763 Ha
51
0.5701 Ha
86
0.5742 Ha
52
0.5923 Ha
87
0.5980 Ha
52
0.5926 Ha
87
0.5971 Ha
53
0.6386 Ha
88
0.6411 Ha
53
0.6385 Ha
88
0.6427 Ha
54
0.6445 Ha
89
0.6604 Ha
54
0.6404 Ha
89
0.6447 Ha
55
0.6688 Ha
90
0.6751 Ha
55
0.6588 Ha
90
0.6671 Ha
56
0.6743 Ha
91
0.6850 Ha
56
0.6671 Ha
91
0.6814 Ha
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57
0.6973 Ha
92
0.7101 Ha
57
0.6896 Ha
92
0.6933 Ha
58
0.7361 Ha
93
0.7323 Ha
93
0.7156 Ha
94
0.7363 Ha
59
0.7432 Ha
94
0.7262 Ha
95
0.7489 Ha
58
0.7352 Ha
95
0.7353 Ha
59
0.7476 Ha
96
0.7566 Ha
60
0.7472 Ha
96
0.7477 Ha
97
0.7626 Ha
97
0.7572 Ha
98
0.7809 Ha
98
0.7716 Ha
60
0.7508 Ha
99
0.8045 Ha
99
0.7888 Ha
61
0.7809 Ha
100
0.8180 Ha
61
0.7739 Ha
100
0.8018 Ha
62
0.8175 Ha
101
0.8253 Ha
62
0.8092 Ha
101
0.8103 Ha
63
0.8517 Ha
102
0.8301 Ha
63
0.8288 Ha
102
0.8176 Ha
Table D.1: HF orbitals of Thy G2, Thy G3, Thy-(H2O)5 ABCDE and ACDEF. The numbers in the
columns ’No.’ indicate the number of orbitals for each of the system.
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